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Abstract
Background: Software developers insert log statements in the source code to record program
execution information. However, optimizing the number of log statements in the source code is
challenging. Machine learning based within-project logging prediction tools, proposed in previous
studies, may not be suitable for new or small software projects. For such software projects, we can
use cross-project logging prediction.
Aim: The aim of the study presented here is to investigate cross-project logging prediction methods
and techniques.
Method: The proposed method is ECLogger, which is a novel, ensemble-based, cross-project,
catch-block logging prediction model. In the research We use 9 base classifiers were used and
combined using ensemble techniques. The performance of ECLogger was evaluated on on three
open-source Java projects: Tomcat, CloudStack and Hadoop.
Results: ECLoggerBagging, ECLoggerAverageVote, and ECLoggerMajorityVote show a considerable
improvement in the average Logged F-measure (LF ) on 3, 5, and 4 source→target project pairs,
respectively, compared to the baseline classifiers. ECLoggerAverageVote performs best and shows
improvements of 3.12% (average LF ) and 6.08% (average ACC – Accuracy).
Conclusion: The classifier based on ensemble techniques, such as bagging, average vote, and
majority vote outperforms the baseline classifier. Overall, the ECLoggerAverageVote model performs
best. The results show that the CloudStack project is more generalizable than the other projects.

Keywords: classification, debugging, ensemble logging, machine learning, source code
analysis, tracing

1. Introduction

Logging is an important software development
practice that is typically performed by inserting
log statements in the source code. Logging helps
to trace the program execution. In the case of
failure, software developers can use this tracing
information to debug the source code. Logging
is important because this is often the only infor-
mation available to the developers for debugging
because of problems in recreating the same exe-
cution environment or because of unavailability
of the input used (security/privacy concerns of
the user). Logging statements have many applica-
tions, such as debugging [1] workload modelling

[2], performance problem diagnosis [3], anomaly
detection [4], test analysis [5,6], and remote issue
resolution [7].

Source code logging is important, but it has
a trade-off between the cost and the benefit
[8–11]. Excessive logging in the source code can
cause performance and cost overhead. It can also
decrease the benefits of logging by generating too
many trivial logs, which can potentially make
debugging more difficult by hiding important
debugging information. Excessive logging can
also cause a severe performance bottleneck for
a system. In a recent blog, inefficient logging
was considered to be a major factor for Tomcat
performance problems [12]. Similarly to exces-
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sive logging, sparse logging is also problematic.
Sparse logging can make logging ineffective by
missing important debugging information. Shang
et al. [13] reported an experience from a user
who was complaining about sparse logging of
catch-blocks in Hadoop. Hence, it is important to
optimize the number of logging statements in the
source code. However, previous research shows
that optimizing log statements in the source code
is challenging, and developers often face difficul-
ties with this task [8–11].

Several recent studies have proposed tools
and techniques to help developers optimize log
statements in the source code by automatically
predicting the code constructs that need to be
logged [8, 10, 11]. These techniques learn a pre-
diction model from the history of the project
(applying supervised learning from annotated
training data) to predict logging on new code
constructs. Predicting logged code constructs
will work well if a sufficient amount of training
data is available to train the model. However,
many real-world open-source and closed-source
applications and new or small projects do
not have sufficient prior training data to con-
struct the prediction model. There are sev-
eral long-lived and large projects that have
collected massive amounts of data. One can
use training data from these project(s) (source
project(s)) to predict logging on a particular
project (target project) of interest, i.e. one
can perform cross-project logging prediction.
Cross-project prediction is also called transfer
learning, which consists of transferring predictive
models trained from one project (source project)
to another project (target project). Cross-project
logging prediction can have several benefits:
1) multiple projects can be used for training
the model, and hence, good practices can be
learned from many projects, and 2) the model
can be refined offline over a period of time
to improve the performance of logging predic-
tion.

Cross-project logging prediction is an impor-
tant and a technically challenging task. There
are two main challenges in cross-project log-
ging prediction: 1) vocabulary mis-match prob-
lems and 2) differences in the domain of nu-

merical attributes. The vocabulary mis-match
problem can arise due to the use of different
terms in the source code of different projects.
For example, the Tomcat project has 119 unique
exception types, whereas the Hadoop project
has 265 unique exception types. Our analysis
of these exception types shows that 193 excep-
tion types present in the Hadoop project do not
exist in the Tomcat project. Similarly, the do-
main of numerical attributes may not be the
same in different projects. For example, the av-
erage SLOC of try-blocks associated with logged
catch-blocks is 6.98 and 10.65 for the Tomcat
and CloudStack projects, respectively. Hence,
it is important to create a prediction model
that uses generalized properties for cross-project
logging prediction rather than domain-specific
properties.

In this paper, theAuthors proposeECLogger,
a cross-project, catch-block logging prediction
framework that addresses the aforementioned
challenges. To address the first challenge (vo-
cabulary mis-match problem), ECLogger per-
forms data standardization prior to learning
the model. Data standardization helps to nor-
malize the data in a specific range and hence
helps to address the problem of data het-
erogeneity [14]. To address the second chal-
lenge (non-uniform distribution of numerical at-
tributes problem), ECLogger, uses an ensem-
ble of classifiers-based approach. Ensemble-based
techniques capture the strength of multiple
base classifiers [15]. In this work, 9 base clas-
sifiers (AdaBoostM1, ADTree, Bayesian network,
decision table, J48, logistic regression, Naïve
Bayes, random forest and radial basis func-
tion network) were used. ECLogger combines
these algorithms with three ensemble techniques,
i.e. bagging, average vote and majority vote.
8 ECLoggerBagging, 466 ECLoggerAverageVote and
466 ECLoggerMajorityVote models, i.e. a total of
940 models are created. The performance of
ECLogger on three large and popular open-source
Java projects: Tomcat, CloudStack and Hadoo-
pare evaluated. The experimental results reveal
that ECLoggerBagging, ECLoggerAverageVote and
ECLoggerMajorityVote show maximum improve-
ments of 4.6%, 7.04% and 5.39% in the logged
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F-measure, respectively, compared to the baseline
classifier.

2. Related work and novel research
contributions

In this section, previous works closely related to
the study presented in this paper are discussed.
They are organized and presented in multiple
lines of research. Then the novel research contri-
butions of this work in the context of existing
work is presented.

2.1. Logging applications

Log statements present in the source code generate
log messages at the time of software execution.
Log statements and logmessages were widely used
in the past for different purposes [3,5–7,13,16–18].
Shang et al. [13] used log statements present in
a file to predict defects. Shang et al. proposed
various product and process metrics using log
statements to predict post-release defects. Na-
garaj et al. [3] used good and bad logs of the
system to detect performance issues in the system.
Nagaraj et al. [3] developed a tool, DISTALYZER,
that helps developers in finding components re-
sponsible for poor system performance. Xu et al.
[18] worked on mining console logs from a dis-
tributed system at Google to find anomalies in
the system. Yuan et al. [17] used log informa-
tion to find the root cause of a failure. Yuan
et al. developed a tool, SherLog, that can use
log information to find information about failed
runs without any re-execution of the code. Log
messages are also helpful in fixing bugs, as the
empirical study performed by Yuan et al. [1]
showed that bug reports consisting of log mes-
sages were fixed 2.2 times faster compared to
bug reports not consisting of log messages. Log
messages are also useful in test analysis [5, 6],
remote issue resolution [7], security monitoring
[19], anomaly detection [4,18], and usage analy-
sis [20]. Many tools have also been proposed to
gather log messages [21, 22]. Our work is comple-
mentary to these studies, focuses on improving
logging in the catch-blocks, and can be benefi-

cial for studies that work on analysing the log
information.

2.2. Logging code analysis and
improvement

Logging statements are very important in soft-
ware development (refer to subsection 2.1), and
hence, logging improvements have attracted at-
tention from many researchers in the software
engineering community [1, 8–11,17, 23, 24]. Yuan
et al. [25] performed a study to identify a set of
generic exception types that cause most of the
system failures. Yuan et al. [25] proposed a con-
servative approach to log all of the generic excep-
tion types. Fu et al. [8] studied the logging prac-
tices of developers on C# projects and reported
the five most frequently logged code constructs.
Zhu et al. [11] and Fu et al. [8] proposed a ma-
chine learning-based framework for logging pre-
diction of exception-type and return-value-check
code snippets on C# projects. Lal et al. [9, 10]
proposed a machine learning-based framework
for catch-block and if-block logging prediction
on Java projects. All three approaches use
static features from the source code for logging
prediction.

Yuan et al. [24] proposed the LogEnhancer
tool to help developers in enhancing the cur-
rent log statements. LogEnhancer strategically
identifies the variables that need to be logged,
and experimental results obtained by Yuan et al.
[24] showed that LogEnhancer correctly iden-
tifies the logged variables 95% of the time. In
another study, Yuan et al. [1] proposed a code
clone-based tool to predict the correct verbosity
level of log statements. Log statements have an
option to assign a verbosity level (e.g. debug,
info, or trace) as an indicator of the severity level.
An incorrect verbosity level to a log statement
can have implications on software debugging and
other related aspects [26, 27]. Kabinna et al. [23]
performed a prediction on the stability (i.e. how
likely a logging statement will be modified) of
logging statements. Logging statements that are
frequently modified may cause log processing
applications to crash, and hence, timely logging
stability prediction can be beneficial [23]. Our
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work is an extension of the logging prediction
studies performed by Fu et al. [8], Zhu et al. [11],
and Lal et al. [10]. In contrast to these studies,
which perform within-project logging prediction,
we emphasize on cross-project logging prediction.

2.3. Machine learning applications in
logging

Machine learning has been found to be useful in
various software engineering applications, such
as logging prediction [8,10,11], performance issue
diagnosis [3], defect prediction [28], and clean and
buggy commit prediction [29]. Fu et al. [8] and
Zhu et al. [11] applied the C4.5/J48 algorithm
for logging prediction. Lal et al. [10] applied
several other machine learning algorithms. These
algorithms are Adaboost (ADA), decision tree,
Gaussian Naïve Bayes (GNB), K-nearest neigh-
bor (KNN), and random forest (RF)) for log-
ging prediction. This article considers J48, ADA,
Naïve Bayesian (NB), and RF for cross-project
catch-block logging as the experimental results
by previous studies [8, 10, 11] show that these
algorithms perform better than the others. Ad-
ditionally, the logistic regression (LR), Bayesian
network (BN), decision table (DT), radial basis
function network (RBF), and alternating decision
trees (ADT) algorithms are considered in this
work. These machine learning algorithms have
never been explored for logging prediction but
have been found to be useful in other branches
of software engineering, such as defect predic-
tion [30], software project risk prediction [31],
and re-opened bug prediction [32]. The selection
of these algorithms is not random or arbitrary;
rather, algorithms belonging to different domains
of classification algorithms were selected, for ex-
ample, J48 and ADT are decision tree-based algo-
rithms, NB and BN are probabilistic algorithms,
and RBF is an artificial neural network-based
algorithm.

2.4. Ensemble methods

Ensemble methods are learning algorithms that
construct a prediction model from a set of base
classifiers, and new data points are classified by

taking a vote (weighted) of predictions made
by base classifiers [33]. An ensemble consists of
base classifiers that are combined in some way
to predict the label of the new instance. Any
base classification algorithm, such as a neural
network, a decision tree or any other machine
learning algorithm, can be used to generate the
base classifiers from the training data. The gen-
eralization ability of an ensemble is typically con-
siderably better than that of base classifiers [34].
Ensemble methods can use a single or multiple
base classification algorithms [35–38]. Bagging
[38], boosting [38], average vote [39], majority
vote [39], and stacking [40] are some of the en-
semble methods. Previous research shows that
ensemble methods are useful in improving the
performance of machine learning frameworks in
various software engineering applications, such
as defect prediction [15], cross-project defect pre-
diction [30, 41], and blocking bug prediction [42].
However, ensemble methods have not been ex-
plored for cross-project logging prediction. In
this work, three ensemble methods are applied,
namely, bagging [38], average vote [39] and ma-
jority vote [39], to construct the cross-project
logging prediction model.

2.5. Cross-project prediction

Cross-project prediction trains the model on one
(or more) project(s) to make predictions on an-
other project of interest. There are two types of
cross-project prediction: supervised and unsuper-
vised [43, 44]. The supervised techniques have
some labelled instances available from the target
project, whereas the unsupervised ones have all
unlabelled instances fromthe target project. In
the literature, cross-project prediction has been
applied in various applications, such as defect
prediction [14, 30, 41], build co-change predic-
tion [45], and sentiment classification [46]. How-
ever, cross-project logging prediction is a rela-
tively unexplored area, which is theprimary fo-
cus of this work. To the best knwoledge of the
Authors, only Zhu et al. [11] have performed
a basic exploration of cross-project logging pre-
diction. This study is different from that of
Zhu et al. in many aspects: 1) cross-project
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catch-block logging prediction is performed on
Java projects, whereas Zhu et al. considered C#
projects; 2) a focused and in-depth study is per-
formed, whereas Zhu et al.performed only a ba-
sic experiment on cross-project logging predic-
tion; and 3) an ensemble of classifiers is pro-
posed, whereas Zhu et al. only used the J48
classifier [39] for cross-project logging predic-
tion.

2.6. Research contributions

In context to related work, this work makes the
following novel and unique research contribu-
tions.
1. A comprehensive analysis of single classi-

fiers is performed for within-project and
cross-project logging prediction. Further-
more, the performances of single-project and
multi-project training models are comapred
for cross-project logging prediction (refer to
section 6.2).

2. ECLogger, a tool based on an ensemble of
machine learning algorithms, is proposed for
cross-project catch-block logging prediction
on Java projects. ECLogger uses static fea-
tures from the source code for cross-project
catch-block logging prediction. We create
8 ECLoggerBagging, 466 ECLoggerAverageVote
and 466 ECLoggerMajorityVote models, i.e. a to-
tal of 940 models (refer to section 4).

3. The results of a comprehensive evaluation of
ECLogger are presented on three large and
popular open-source Java projects: Tomcat,
CloudStack and Hadoop. The experimental
results demonstrate that ECLogger is effec-
tive in improving the performance of the
cross-project catch-block logging prediction
(refer to section 6.3).

3. Background

In this paper, 9 base machine learning algorithms
and three ensemble techniques are proposed. The
following subsections provide a brief introduction
to each of the 9 machine learning algorithms and
the 3 ensemble techniques.

3.1. Machine learning algorithms

3.1.1. AdaBoostMI1 (ADA)

AdaBoostM1 (ADA) [47] is an extension of the
simple AdaBoost algorithm for multi-class classi-
fication. There are two main steps in the ADA
algorithm: boosting and ensemble creation. In
the boosting phase, ADA first assigns a weight
to each data point present in the database (D).
Initially, all the data points are assigned an equal
weight. The weights assigned to the data points
are updated in subsequent iterations. In each
iteration, ADA constructs a prediction model
(Mi) by training some base machine learning
algorithm, such as a decision tree or a neural net-
work, on a sample (Di) of D. In each iteration,
the error rate of the model Mi is computed, and
the weights of incorrectly classified data points
are increased, whereas the weights of correctly
classified data points are decreased. Using this
strategy, ADA generates k prediction models,
i.e. Mi, where i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k}. In the ensemble
phase, the k models generated in the boosting
phase are linearly combined. For prediction on
a new instance, the weighted vote of the predic-
tion made by these k prediction models is taken.
ADA is an ensemble based algorithm. However,
this work consideres default WEKA [48] implan-
tation of ADA as a single classification algorithm
in Bagging [38], Average Vote [49] and Majority
Vote [49] (without the loss of generality).

3.1.2. Alternating decision tree (ADT)

The alternating decision tree (ADT) [50] is a gen-
eralization of the decision tree algorithm for
classification. The ADT algorithm constructs
a tree-like structure (i.e. ADT tree) for predic-
tion. The ADT tree consists of decision nodes and
prediction nodes in alternating order. Decision
nodes specify a prediction condition, whereas
prediction nodes consist of a single number. In
the ADT tree, prediction nodes are present both
as the root and as leaves. At the time of predic-
tion, the ADT algorithm maps each data point
in the ADT tree following all the paths for which
decision nodes are true and summing the value
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of prediction nodes that are traversed. The pre-
diction of an instance is based on the sign of the
sum of the prediction values from the root to leaf,
i.e. an instance is classified as logged (+ve class)
if the sign is positive; otherwise, it is classified
as non-logged (–ve class).

3.1.3. Bayesian network (BN)

Bayesian network (BN) [51, 52] algorithm uses
a probabilistic graphical model for classifica-
tion. The BN algorithm generates a probabilistic
model (a directed acyclic graph (DAG)) in the
training phase that is used to predict labels in
the prediction phase. This model shows a proba-
bilistic relationship or dependency between ran-
dom variables. Nodes represent random variables,
and edges between the nodes represent the prob-
abilistic dependencies among the variables. In
particular, a directed edge from variables Xi to
Xj indicates that the value taken by the vari-
able Xj depends on Xi. In the BN algorithm,
a reasoning process can operate by propagating
information in any direction, and each variable
is independent of its nondescendents given the
state of its parents.

3.1.4. Decision table (DT)

The decision table (DT) [53] classification al-
gorithm consists of a decision table that is con-
structed in the training phase and is used to make
predictions in the prediction phase. A decision
table consists of two main components: schema
and body [53]. The schema of the decision table
consists of a set of features included in the table,
and the body consists of labelled instances. In the
training phase, the DT algorithm determines the
set of features and labelled instances to retain
in the decision table. The algorithm searches
through the feature space (using the wrapper
model [54]) to determine the optimal set of fea-
tures that enhances prediction accuracy. Once
the decision table is constructed, prediction on
a new instance is performed by searching in the
decision table for an exact match of the features.
If there is a match, i.e. the algorithm finds some
labelled instances matching the unlabelled in-

stance, it returns the majority class of labelled
instances. Otherwise, it returns the majority class
present in the table.

3.1.5. J48

The J48 algorithm is an open-source implemen-
tation of the C4.5 algorithm in the WEKA tool
[48]. The J48 algorithm constructs a decision
tree in the training phase that is used to make
predictions in the prediction phase. To create the
decision tree, in each iteration, the J48 algorithm
selects the attribute with the highest information
gain [39], i.e. the attribute that most effectively
discriminates the various data points. Now, for
each attribute, the J48 algorithm finds the set
of values for which there is no ambiguity among
the data points regarding the class label, i.e. all
data points having this value belong to the same
class. It terminates this branch and assigns it the
class (or label) [55].

3.1.6. Logistic regression (LR)

The logistic regression (LR) [56] model is a gener-
alization of the linear regression model for binary
classification. The LR model computes a score
for each data point (Score(di)). If the value of
Score(di) is greater than 0.5, the instance is
predicted as logged (+ve class); otherwise, it
is predicted as non-logged (–ve class). Equa-
tion (1) shows the general formula for computing
the logistic regression model. In Equation (1),
α,w1, w2, . . . wn represent the linear combination
coefficients, and x1, x2, . . . , xn represent the fea-
tures used in the prediction model. The larger
the value of wi is, the larger the impact of the
feature xi is on the prediction outcome.

P (di) = e
α+w1x1+w2x2+⋯+wnxn

1 + ew1x1+w2x2+⋯+wnxn
(1)

3.1.7. Naïve Bayes (NB)

The Naïve Bayes (NB) classifier [39] is a sim-
ple probabilistic classifier based on Bayes the-
orem. NB uses a feature vector and input la-
bel to generate a simple probabilistic model.
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This probabilistic model is used to predict the
label of an instance in the prediction phase.
The NB algorithm considers each attribute
to be equally important and independent [55].
NB is one of the simplest machine learning
methods and is known to provide good per-
formance in text categorization and numerical
data [57,58].

3.1.8. Random forest (RF)

Random forest (RF) [36, 39] is an ensemble
method that uses decision trees as the base clas-
sification algorithm. RF generates multiple de-
cision trees using bagging [38] and random fea-
ture selection. Each decision tree is generated
from the bootstrap sample of the data. At the
time of tree generation, at each node, RF selects
a subset of features (randomly) to split. Once
all the decision trees are generated, prediction
on a new instance is performed by taking the
majority vote of the predictions of individual
decision trees. RF is one of the fastest learn-
ing algorithms and is suitable for large datasets
[39]. RF is an ensemble based algorithm. How-
ever, in this work we consider default WEKA
[48] implantation of RF as a single classifica-
tion algorithm in Bagging [38], Average Vote
[49] and Majority Vote [49] (without the loss of
generality).

3.1.9. Radial basis function network (RBF)

The radial basis function network (RBF) [59]
is a type of artificial neural network that uses
a radial basis as an activation function. There
are three main layers in RBFNetwork, i.e. input
layer, hidden layer and output layer. The input
layer corresponds to the features, i.e. source code
attributes. The hidden layer is used to connect
the input layer to the output layer and consists
of radial basis functions. The output layer per-
forms the mapping to the outcomes to predict,
i.e. logged or non-logged. The network learn-
ing is divided into two parts: first, weights are
learned from the input layer to the hidden layer
and then from the hidden layer to the output
layer.

3.2. Ensemble techniques

3.2.1. Bagging

Bootstrap aggregating (bagging) [38] is an ensem-
ble technique that can be combined with other
supervised machine learning algorithms. Given
a dataset D of size n, bagging first creates m
datasets, i.e. Di , i ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,m}. The size of
each Di is ni, such that ni = n. Since Dis are
generated by random sampling (with replace-
ment) from D, some data points can be missing
and others can be repeated in Di. Bagging trains
a supervised machine learning algorithm, such
as a decision tree, NB, or BN, on each Di and
generatesm classifiers. For prediction, the output
of these m classifiers is combined using majority
vote. Bagging is helpful in improving the overall
performance of supervised machine learning al-
gorithms as it helps to avoid the data overfitting
problem [39].

3.2.2. Voting

Voting is one of the easiest ensemble techniques.
Voting first generates m base models by training
some supervised machine learning algorithm(s)
(base algorithm(s)), such as a decision tree, NB,
or BN, on the training datasets. Base models can
be generated in multiple ways, such as training
some base machine learning algorithm on dif-
ferent splits of the same training dataset, using
the same dataset with different base machine
learning algorithms, or some other method. At
the time of prediction, the output of these base
models is combined to generate the final predic-
tion. For example, the average vote [49] ensemble
method computes the average of the confidence
score given by each base model to compute the
final score. The final score is then compared
with a threshold value. If the confidence score
is greater than the threshold value, the given
instance is predicted as logged (+ve class); oth-
erwise, it is predicted as non-logged (–ve class).
Similarly, the majority vote [49] ensemble method
takes the majority vote of the predictions of these
base models to make the prediction, i.e. if the
majority of the base models predict an instance
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Figure 1. Overview of the proposed ECLogger framework

as logged, it is predicted as logged; otherwise, it
is predicted as non-logged.

4. ECLogger model

Figure 1 presents the framework of ECLogger.
It consists of two main phases: model building
and prediction (refer to Figure 1). In the model
building phase, a cross-project logging predic-
tion model is build from the labelled instances
of the source project. There are 4 main steps
in the model building phase: training instance
collection (Step 1), feature extraction (Step 2),
pre-processing (Step 3), and ECLogger model
building (Step 4) (refer to Step 1 to Step 4 in
Figure 1). In the prediction phase, the label
(logged or non-logged) of the new instance in
the target project is predicted (refer to Step 5
in Figure 1). Algorithm 1 shows the sequence of
operations performed by the ECLogger model
and the details of the experimental setup (re-
fer to Table 1 for details regarding the notations
used). In Algorithm 1, lines 2–6, 11, 15 and 21–22
correspond to the experimental setup, whereas,
other lines correspond to the steps of the ECLog-
ger model. The lines 24–26 and 28–32 defines
the functions that are part of the experimental
setup. The lines 34–39 and 41–49 define the func-

tions that are part of the ECLogger model. The
following are the main steps of the ECLogger
model:

4.1. Phase 1: (model building)

Training instance collection (step 1): The
experimental dataset consists of three projects:
Tomcat, CloudStack and Hadoop. One project is
considered as the source project (SP), i.e. train-
ing project, and the other two projects as the
target project (T P), i.e. testing project, a sin-
gle project at a particular instance. Using this,
6 source and target project pairs are created
(lines 7–10 in Algorithm 1). EClogger extracts
all logged and non-logged catch-blocks (CBSP )
from the source project for training.
Feature extraction (step 2): ECLogger
extracts all the features from the source
catch-blocks (CBSP ) for training as initial
source features (FVISP ) (refer to function
ExtractFeatures(), i.e. lines 34–39 in Algo-
rithm 1). All 46 features proposed by Lal
et al. [10] are used for catch-block logging predic-
tion on Java projects (refer to Table 2). These
features are selected because they have shown
promising results for within-project catch-block
logging prediction [10]. Lal et al. [10] described
three properties for the features, i.e. domain, type
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Algorithm 1. ECLogger Algorithm
1: procedure ECLogger
2: P = {PT,PC,PH}
3: A = {AADA,AADT,ABN,ADT,AJ48,ALR,ANB,ARF,ARBN}
4: EA = {EABA, EAMV, EAAV}
5: M=10
6: CS = {3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9}
7: for all S ∈ P do
8: for all T ∈ P do
9: if S ≠ T then

10: SP = S, T P = T
11: CBSP = ReadCompleteData(SP)
12: FVI

SP = ExtractFeatures(CBSP)
13: FVF

SP = Preprocess(FVI
SP)

14: ECLoggerModel[] = BuildModel(FVF
SP ,A, EA, CS)

15: CBT P[M] = ReadBalanceData(T P)
16: for i = 1 to size(ECLoggerModel) do
17: for j = 1 to M do
18: FVI

T P = ExtractFeatures(CB)T P[j])
19: FVF

T P = Preprocess(FVI
T P)

20: PD[i][j] = ApplyModel(FVF
T P ,ECLoggerModels[j])

21: AR[i] =
M∑

j=1
PD[i][j]

M

22: BMSP→T P = FindBestModel(AR,ECLoggerModels)
23: procedure ReadCompleteData(P )
24: CB = ReadCatchBlocks(P )
25: return CB
26: procedure ReadBalanceData(P,M)
27: CB = ReadCatchBlocks(P )
28: ĈB = Randomize(CB)
29: BS[] = Generate_M_BalanceSamples(ĈB)
30: return BS
31: procedure ExtractFeatures(CB)
32: TFV = getTextualFeatures(CB)
33: NFV = getNumericFeatures(CB)
34: BFV = getBooleanFeatures(CB)
35: FV = {TFV, NFV, BFV}
36: return FV
37: procedure Preprocess(FV)
38: T F̂V = TF_IDFConversion(Stemming(StopWordRemoval(CamelCaseSeparation(TFV))))
39: if It is Test Data then
40: T F̃V = FilterFeatureNotTrainData(T F̂V)
41: else
42: T F̃V = T F̂V
43: FVF = Discretization(Standardization(Combine(T F̃V, BFV, NFV)))
44: return FVF
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Table 1. Notations used in the ECLogger Algorithm (i.e. Algorithm 1)

Notation Meaning Notation Meaning
P Projects A Algorithms
PX Project X, where X ∈ {Tom-

cat (T), CloudStack (C), Hadoop
(H)}

AX Algorithm X, where X ∈ {ADA,
ADT, BN, DT, J48, LR, NB, RF,
RBN}

SP Source Project EA Ensemble technique
T P Target Project EAX Ensemble technique X, where

X ∈ {Bagging (BA), Majority
Vote (MV), Average Vote (AV)}

CS Combination Size CB Catch-Blocks
ĈB Randomized catch-blocks CBX Catch-Blocks of X project, where

X ∈ {SP, T P}
FV Feature Vector F̂V Feature vector obtained after

pre-processing textual features
F̃V Feature vector obtained after fil-

tering undesired features
ZFVY

X Feature Vector for project X of
type Y and domain Z, where
X ∈ {SP, T P}, Y ∈ {Initial (I),
Final (F)} and Z ∈ {Textual (T),
Numerical (N), Boolean (B)}

BS Balance SubSamples PD Prediction results
AR Average values of the prediction

results
BMX→Y Best model for X(SP) and

Y (T P)
i, j,M, P Temporary Variables ECLoggerModels All the 940 models generated by

ECLogger

and class. Domain indicates from which part of
the source code a particular feature is extracted.
Type indicates whether a features is numeric,
boolean, or textual. Class indicates whether a fea-
ture belongs to a positive class or a negative class.
In Table 2, the features are categorized based
on their type. ECLogger extracts all three types
of features for model building. For example, the
size a try-block (refer to numeric feature 1 in
Table 2) is a numeric feature that computes the
SLOC of try-blocks associated with logged and
non-logged catch-blocks and that belong to the
try/catch domain. All the features with their
respective properties are listed in Table 2.
Pre-processing (step 3): Six pre-processing
steps are applied to clean the initial source fea-
tures (FVISP ). First the textual features are
celaned. All the terms concatenated using the
camel-casing in the textual features (i.e. ‘getTar-
get’ is converted to ‘get’, ‘target’) are separated.
Subsequently, all the English stop words from the
textual features are removed. The used stop word
list was provided by the Python nltk tool [60].
Then stemming is applied (the Porter stemming

algorithm by the nltk tool [60]) on all the textual
features and converted all the textual features
to their tf-idf transformation to create the tex-
tual feature vector. The textual feature vector
is then combined with numerical and boolean
feature vectors. To address the problem of data
heterogeneity in the source and target projects,
data standardization was performed, i.e. feature
values were converted to a z-distribution. Nam
et al. [14] demonstrated the usefulness of data
normalization for the cross-project defect pre-
diction problem. Finally, all the features were
discretized, as some algorithms, such as Naïve
Bayes, work only with discretized data. Using
this, the final feature vector (FVFSP ) for train-
ing the model (refer to function Preprocess() is
obtained, i.e. lines 41–49 in Algorithm 1).
ECLogger model building (step 4): ECLog-
ger models were built using 9 base classi-
fiers (ADA, ADT, BN, DT, J48, LR, NB,
RF, and RBF) and three ensemble techniques
(bagging, average voting and maximum vot-
ing). Bagging was applied on 8 of the 9 base
classifiers. We create 8 ECLoggerBagging mod-
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Table 2. Features used for cross-project catch-block logging prediction taken from previously published work
by Lal et al. [10]. PT: class = positive, domain = try/catch; PM: class = positive, domain = method_bt;
PO: class = positive, domain = other; NT: class = negative, domain = try/catch; and NM: class = negative,

domain = method_bt

Features

S. No. Textual (Class Domain) S. No. Numeric (Class Domain) S. No. Boolean (Class Domain)

1 Catch Exception Type (PT) 1 Size of Try Block [LOC] (PT) 1 Previous Catch Blocks (PT)

2 Log Levels in Try Block (PT) 2 Size of Method_BT[LOC]
(PM) 2 Logged Previous Catch

Blocks (PT)

3 Log Levels in Method_BT
(PM) 3 Log Count Try Block (PT) 3 Logged Try Block (PT)

4 Operators in Try Block (PT) 4 Log Count in Method_BT
(PM) 4 Logged Method_BT (PM)

5 Operators in Method_BT
(PM) 5 Count of Operators in Try

Block (PT) 5 Method have Parameter (PO)

6 Method Parameters (Type)
(PO) 6 Count of Operators in

Method_BT (PM) 6 IF in Try (PT)

7 Method Parameters (Name)
(PO) 7 Variable Declaration Count in

Try Block (PT) 7 IF in Method_BT (PM)

8 Container Package Name
(PO) 8 Variable Declaration Count in

Method_BT (PM) 8 Throw/Throws in Try Block
(NT)

9 Container Class Name (PO) 9 Method Call Count in Try
Block (PT) 9 Throw/Throws in Catch

Block (NT)

10 Container Method Name
(PO) 10 Method Call Count in

Method_BT (PM) 10 Throw/Throws in Method_-
BT (NM)

11 Variable Declaration Name in
Try Block (PT) 11 Method Parameter Count

(PO) 11 Return in Try Block (NT)

12 Variable Declaration Name in
Method_BT (PM) 12 IF Count in Try Block (PT) 12 Return in Catch Block (NT)

13 Method Call Name in Try
Block (PT) 13 IF Count in Method_BT

(PM) 13 Return in Method_BT (NM)

14 Method Call Name in
Method_BT (PM) 14 Assert in Try Block (NT)

15 Assert in Catch Block (NT)
16 Assert in Method_BT (NM)

17 Thread.Sleep in Try Block
(NT)

18 Interrupted Exception Type
(NT)

19 Exception Object "Ignore" in
Catch (NT)

Total Features = 46 (Textual (14) + Numeric (13) + Boolean (19))

els, i.e. BaggingADA, BaggingADT, BaggingBN,
BaggingJ48, BaggingLR, BaggingNB, BaggingRF
and BaggingRBF. BaggingADA is an ECLogger
model that is generated by applying bagging on
the ADA classifier. Bagging was not applied on
the decision table (DT) classifier because of its
high time complexity.

The number of created ECLogger average
vote models was 466. One can take an average
vote of n classifiers to perform a logging pre-
diction on a new code construct. For example,
ADA-ADT-BN is one possible combination of
3 classifiers which can be chosen to take an
average vote. In this case,the best value of n
(i.e. number of classifiers to take) is not known

similarly to the information which classifiers are
the most suitable for cross-project logging pre-
diction. Hence, all possible combinations of base
classifiers are created for n = {3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9}.
Using this strategy, 466 ECLoggerAverageVote mod-
els are created. Similarly to ECLoggerAverageVote,
466 ECLoggerMajorityVote models are created. 940
distinct ECLogger models (ECLoggerModels[])
are created for cross-project logging prediction
(line 14 in Algorithm 1).

4.2. Phase 2: (prediction)

Prediction (step 5): In the prediction phase,
ECLoggerModels are used to predict the label of
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Table 3. Experimental dataset details

Type Tomcat CloudStack Hadoop
Version 8.0.9 4.3.0 2.7.1
No. of Java Files 2,036 5,350 6,331
SLOC* 273,419 849,857 926,644
Log Statements Count 2,703 10,428 10,108
Total Catch-blocks 3,279 8,077 7,947
Logged Catch-Blocks 887 (27%) 2,792 (34.56%) 2,078 (26.14%)
Distinct Exception Types 119 163 265
* Computed using: http://www.locmetrics.com/.

a new code construct in the target project. All
the catch-blocks are extracted from the target
project and all the pre-processing techniques de-
scribed in Step 3 are applied. In addition to
these pre-processing steps, one additional filter-
ing step is applied in the prediction phase. In
cross-project prediction, there is a possibility
that some features that are present in the source
project (FVFSP ) may not be available in the tar-
get project (because of a vocabulary mismatch).
Hence, in the target project, the features that
are absent in the source project (line 44 in Al-
gorithm 1) are eliminated. Using this, the final
feature vector (FVFTP ) for the target project in-
stance is created. Then all the ECLogger mod-
els to predict the labels of target project in-
stances are applied. For each source and tar-
get project pair, the ECLoggerModel(BMSP→TP )
that provides the best performance (mea-
sured in terms of average LF ) is then
identified.

5. Experimental details

In this section, we present details related to the
experiments performed in this work. We present
details regarding dataset selection, dataset prepa-
ration, experimental environment, design of the
experiment, and evaluation metrics.

5.1. Experimental dataset selection

To facilitate the replication of this study, all of
our experiments were conducted on open-source

Java projects from the Apache Software Founda-
tion (ASF1). The ASF consists of a large number
of actively maintained and widely used projects.
Hence, it is believed that the projects from the
ASF consist of good logging and are suitable for
our study. We select projects from the ASF that
match the following criteria:
1. Number of files: The selected projects have

have at least 1000 files so that statistically
significant conclusions can be drawn.

2. Number of catch-blocks: The selected
projects have at least 1000 catch-blocks so
that statistically significant conclusions can
be drawn.

3. Programing language: The selected
projects are written in the Java programing
language. Java projects are selected because
Java is one of the most widely used program-
ming languages [61].

Three projects matching the above criteria are
selected: Tomcat [62], CloudStack [63], and
Hadoop [64] (see Tab. 3). All of these projects
are widely used and have previously been used
in logging studies [10,13,23,65].

5.2. Experimental dataset preparation

The catch-blocks (see Tab. 3) are extracted from
the three projects, i.e. Tomcat, CloudStack and
Hadoop. A catch-block is marked as logged (+ve
class) if it consists of at least one log statement;
otherwise, it is marked as non-logged (–ve class).
Numerous variations are observed in the usage
format of log statements in the three projects.
Hence, 26 regular expressionsare created to ex-

1http://www.apache.org/
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tract all types of logging statements present in
the catch-blocks.

5.3. Experimental environment

The WEKA [48] implementation is used for all
the classifiers. The default parameters are used
for all the classifiers. All of our experiments are
run on Windows Server 2012, with 64 GB RAM,
64-Bit operating system, and an Intel® Xeon®

CPU E5-2640 0, 2.50 GHz processor (2 proces-
sors), 6 cores per processor.

5.4. Design of the experiment

Two types of experiments were performed:
within-project and cross-project catch-block log-
ging prediction. The following presents the ex-
perimental design for both types of predictions:
Within-project prediction: To compute the
within-project logging prediction, 10 equal-sized
balanced datasets for each project were created,
namely,Tomcat, CloudStack, and Hadoop. Be-
cause the number of –ve class (non-logged) in-
stances is higher than that of +ve class (logged)
instances, the subsampling of –ve class instances
were performed to make the dataset balanced. In
this way, 10 random samples (with replacement)
were created from the database. The majority
class (–ve class) subsampling technique was used
in previous studies to balance the dataset [10,66].
On the balanced dataset, a 70/30 training-testing
split is used and the average results over the
10 datasets are reported.
Cross-project prediction: To conduct the
cross-project logging prediction experiment,
training and testing datasets are created. All
the catch-blocks of the source projects are
used for training. For the purpose of testing,
10 balanced subsamples of catch-blocks of the
target projects are created, i.e. the same as
the ones created for the within-project logging
prediction. Using this, 10 datasets that have
the same training dataset and different test-
ing datasets are created. The results are com-
puted for each of the 10 datasets and report
the average results over 10 datasets. Train-
ing and testing datasets are created (it is pre-
ferred solution to using 10-fold cross validation)

to compare the effectiveness of multiple mod-
els. This is because in the cross-project predic-
tion the model is trained on the source project
and tested on the traget project. Furthermore,
separation of training and testing data using
10-fold cross-validation is challenging in this con-
text.

5.5. Evaluation metrics

In this subsection, the performance metrics used
to evaluate the effectiveness of the prediction
model is described. Five metrics were used in
the evaluation process: precision, recall, accu-
racy, F-measure, and area under the ROC curve.
All of these are widely used metrics and were
previously used in logging prediction and defect
prediction studies [8,10,11,30,67]. There are four
possible outcomes while predicting the logging
of a code construct:
1. Predicting logged code construct as logged,

l → l (true positive).
2. Predicting logged code construct as

non-logged, l → n (false negative).
3. Predicting non-logged code constructs as

non-logged, n→ n (true negative).
4. Predicting non-logged code constructs as

logged, n→ l (false positive).
After constructing the classifier on the train-
ing set, its performance on the test set can
be evalauted. The total number of logged code
constructs predicted as logged (Cl→l), logged
code constructs falsely predicted as non-logged
(Cl→n), non-logged code constructs predicted as
non-logged (Cn→n), and non-logged code con-
structs predicted and logged (Cn→l) are com-
puted. Using these 4 values, the following metrics
are defined:
Logged Precision: It shows the percentage of
code constructs that are correctly labelled as
logged among those labelled as logged.

Logged Precision (LP ) =
Cl→l

Cl→l + Cn→l
× 100 (2)

Logged Recall: It shows the proportion of
logged code constructs that are correctly labelled
as logged.
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Logged Recall (LR) = Cl→l
Cl→l + Cl→n

× 100 (3)

Logged F-measure: It is a metric that com-
bines logged precision and recall. Precision and
recall metrics have a trade-off. One can increase
precision (recall) by decreasing recall (precision)
[39,68]. Hence, it is difficult to evaluate the per-
formance of different prediction algorithms us-
ing only one of the precision or recall metrics.
F-measure computes the weighted harmonicmean
of precision and recall and is hence useful in over-
coming the precision and recall trade-off. It has
been widely used in the software engineering lit-
erature for performance evaluation [42, 69, 70].
Equation (4) shows the formula to compute the
LF metric. In this equation, β is a weighting
parameter, where the value of β less than one
emphasizes precision and greater than one empha-
sizes recall. In this paper, β = 1, which gives equal
weightage to both precision and recall, is used.

Logged F-measure (LF ) =
(β2 + 1) × LP × LR
β2 × LP + LR

× 100 (4)

Accuracy: It computes the percentage of code
constructs that are correctly labelled as logged
or non-logged to the total number of code con-
structs. It is also a widely used metric for evalu-
ating the performance of prediction models. Ac-
curacy is found to be a biased metric in the case
of imbalanced datasets. However, in this work,
testing was performed only on balanced datasets.

Accuracy (ACC) =
Cl→l + Cn→n

Cl→l + Cl→n + Cn→n + Cn→l
× 100 (5)

Area under the ROC curve (RA): It mea-
sures the likelihood that a logged code construct
is given a high likelihood score compared to
a non-logged code construct. RA can take any
value in the range 0 to 1. In general, higher RA
values are considered better, i.e. an RA value
of 1 is the best.

6. Experimental results

In this section, the eight identified research ques-
tions (RQs) are addressed. The following subsec-
tions elaborate the motivation, approach, and
results for each of the identified RQs.

6.1. Research questions

Eight RQs are categorized in two dimensions.
RQ1–RQ4 investigate the performance of single
classifiers for cross-project catch-block logging
prediction, whereas RQ5–RQ8 examine the per-
formance of the ECLogger models.
Research Objective 1 (RO1): Perfor-
mance of the single classifier for cross-project
catch-block logging prediction
– RQ1: How is the performance of within-pro-

ject different from cross-project catch-block
logging prediction?

– RQ2: Which is better, the single-project or
multi-project training model for cross-project
catch-block logging prediction?

– RQ3: Are different classifiers complimentary
to each other when applied to cross-project
catch-block logging prediction?

– RQ4: Are the algorithms that perform
best for within-project and cross-project
catch-block logging predictions identical?

Research Objective 2 (RO2) : Performance
of ensemble-based classifiers, i.e. ECLogger mod-
els, for cross-project catch-block logging predic-
tion.
– RQ5: What is the performance of

ECLoggerBagging for cross-project catch-block
logging prediction?

– RQ6: What is the performance of
ECLoggerAverageVote for cross-project
catch-block logging prediction?

– RQ7: What is the performance of
ECLoggerMajorityVote for cross-project
catch-block logging prediction?

– RQ8:What is the average performance of the
baseline classifier and ECLoggerModels over
all the source and target project pairs?
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Figure 2. The highest average LF of within-project and cross-project logging predictions.
CS: CloudStack, TC: Tomcat, and HD: Hadoop

Table 4. Within-project catch-block logging prediction results (using a single classifier).
ML ALGO: Machine Learning Algorithm

Project: Tomcat
Total Instances: 1,774, Features: 1,522

ML ALGO Avg. LP (%) Avg. LR (%) Avg. LF (%) Avg. ACC (%) Avg. RA (%)

ADA 75.13 ± 4.76 78.55 ± 11.82 75.97 ± 2.84 76.56 ± 1.13 86.6 ± 0.97
ADT 73.82 ± 3.72 88.59 ± 8.86 80.08 ± 2.05 79.06 ± 1 88.16 ± 0.99
BN 74.79 ± 1.07 81.92 ± 0.75 78.18 ± 0.55 78.08 ± 0.7 87.45 ± 0.76
DT 76.19 ± 2.2 72.12 ± 5.82 73.98 ± 3.16 75.81 ± 2.39 84.12 ± 1.76
J48 80.45 ± 1.7 83.45 ± 2.5 81.92 ± 1.95 82.35 ± 1.81 86.17 ± 2.06
LR 79.98 ± 2.12 86.35 ± 1.2 83.03 ± 1.36 83.06 ± 1.53 91.64 ± 0.94
NB 74.56 ± 1.12 81.76 ± 0.77 77.99 ± 0.61 77.88 ± 0.76 87.25 ± 0.74
RF 80.93 ± 2.77 82.71 ± 1.96 81.79 ± 2 82.33 ± 2.07 90.37 ± 1.07
RBF 57.98 ± 0.98 93.14 ± 3.63 71.42 ± 0.92 64.3 ± 1.08 75.19 ± 0.87

Project: CloudStack
Total Instances: 5,584, Features: 1,332

ML ALGO Avg. LP (%) Avg. LR (%) Avg. LF (%) Avg. ACC (%) Avg. RA (%)

ADA 72.28 ± 3.94 93.34 ± 7.06 81.13 ± 0.4 78 ± 1.23 85.9 ± 1.31
ADT 79.74 ± 1.99 92.42 ± 3.01 85.54 ± 0.39 84.16 ± 0.43 92.11 ± 0.48
BN 73.6 ± 0.45 94.89 ± 0.45 82.9 ± 0.3 80.14 ± 0.39 89.34 ± 0.4
DT 83.18 ± 1.27 85.34 ± 2.49 84.23 ± 1.63 83.8 ± 1.56 91.54 ± 1.17
J48 88.43 ± 1.25 88.12 ± 2 88.25 ± 0.74 88.1 ± 0.66 91.69 ± 0.58
LR 87.61 ± 0.41 87.28 ± 0.83 87.45 ± 0.52 87.28 ± 0.49 94.16 ± 0.53
NB 73.54 ± 0.49 94.76 ± 0.49 82.81 ± 0.32 80.04 ± 0.43 89.2 ± 0.39
RF 86.21 ± 0.96 90.86 ± 0.99 88.47 ± 0.85 87.98 ± 0.88 94.93 ± 0.28
RBF 55.02 ± 1.52 100 ± 0 70.97 ± 1.28 58.44 ± 2.64 57.79 ± 2.68

Project: Hadoop, Type: Catch-Block
Total Instances: 4,156, Features: 1,322

ML ALGO Avg. LP (%) Avg. LR (%) Avg. LF (%) Avg. ACC (%) Avg. RA (%)

ADA 73.74 ± 0.89 74.74 ± 2 74.22 ± 1.13 74.53 ± 0.92 81.06 ± 0.42
ADT 75.28 ± 1.93 78.64 ± 1.88 76.89 ± 0.81 76.79 ± 1 83.17 ± 0.25
BN 74.11 ± 1.12 65.18 ± 0.89 69.35 ± 0.72 71.72 ± 0.72 81.06 ± 0.63
DT 76.76 ± 1.66 76.13 ± 2.56 76.4 ± 1.12 76.93 ± 0.96 83.27 ± 0.7
J48 77.89 ± 1.89 79.74 ± 1.59 78.78 ± 0.93 78.91 ± 1.1 81.57 ± 1.21
LR 78.74 ± 1.08 80 ± 0.94 79.36 ± 0.62 79.57 ± 0.68 87.25 ± 0.5
NB 74.08 ± 1.09 65.13 ± 0.84 69.31 ± 0.69 71.69 ± 0.7 80.97 ± 0.63
RF 77.9 ± 0.91 77.75 ± 1.27 77.82 ± 0.94 78.25 ± 0.88 86.28 ± 0.65
RBF 57.07 ± 0.81 76.68 ± 4.87 65.39 ± 2.27 60.27 ± 1.33 59.32 ± 1.64
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6.2. RO1: Performance of the single
classifier for cross-project
catch-block logging prediction

In this subsection four RQs (RQ1–RQ4), which
investigate the performance of single classifiers,
are answered. The questions related to the vari-
ation in performance of a single classifier for
within-project and cross-project logging predic-
tions using multiple evaluation metrics, using
both single-project and multi-project training
models are answered.

6.2.1. RQ1: How is the performance of
within-project different from cross-project
catch-block logging prediction

Motivation: IIn RQ1, the effectiveness of
within-project and cross-project logging predic-
tion models (using a single classifier) are com-
pared. Cross-project logging prediction is chal-
lenging, and hence, it is important to identify
the performance variation of the cross-project
logging prediction model compared to that of
the within-project logging prediction model. The
results from this investigation can provide im-
portant insights and motivation for constructing
the cross-project logging prediction model.
Approach: To answer RQ1, the performances
of single classifiers for within-project and
cross-project logging prediction are compared.
The average LF is used to compare the perfor-
mances of different classifiers.
Results: Table 4 presents the detailed results of
within-project catch-block logging prediction for
all three projects. Our experimental results show
that the RF and LR models outperform other al-
gorithms in terms of average LF . The highest av-
erage LF of 83.03%, 88.47%, and 79.36% for the
within-project catch-block logging prediction was
achieved on the Tomcat, CloudStack and Hadoop
projects, respectively. Figure 2 shows the highest
average LF values from the within-project and
cross-project experiments. Figure 2 shows that
the highest average LF for all six cross-project
results is lower than all three within-project re-
sults. Table 5, Table 6 and Table 7 show the
detailed cross-project logging prediction results

(using a single classifier). These experimental
results show that for the cross-project logging
prediction, the highest average LF of 73.66%,
70.42% and 68.62% was achieved for the Tomcat,
CloudStack and Hadoop projects, respectively.
A 6.37% to 18.05% decrease was observed in
the classification performance for cross-project
logging prediction compared to within-project
logging prediction. The performance of the RBF
classifier is the worst for cross-project logging
prediction. For all six pairs of source and target
project pairs, RBF provides an average LF of 0%
and average ACC of 50%, i.e. predicting all the
code constructs as non-logged (refer to Table 5,
Table 6, and Table 7).

A 6.37% to 18.05% decrease was observed in
the average LF for cross-project logging pre-
diction compared to within-project logging
prediction.

6.2.2. RQ2: Which is better, the single-project
or multi-project training model for
cross-project catch-block logging
prediction?

Motivation: In RQ2, the objective is to exam-
ine the effectiveness of multi-project training
for cross-project logging prediction. Thus it is
necessary to ascertain whether information fu-
sion enhances the accuracy of the cross-project
logging prediction. Training a predictive model
from multiple projects is one type of informa-
tion fusion-based approach and was shown to
enhance accuracy because it involves combining
information from multiple sources. Few stud-
ies in the past used multi-project training for
cross-project defect prediction [30,71]. However,
for cross-project logging prediction, this has yet
to be explored. The answer to this RQ can
provide important insights about selecting the
single-project or multi-project cross-project log-
ging prediction model.
Approach: Approach: To answer RQ2, 9 pairs
of source and target projects are created, i.e.
6 pairs consisting of one source project and
3 pairs consisting of two source projects.
Results: Figure 3 presents the histogram
of the average LF and average ACC val-
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Table 5. Cross-project catch-block logging prediction results (using a single classifier) for Tomcat
(target project). ML ALGO: Machine Learning Algorithm

Project: CloudStack→Tomcat
Total Instances (Source): 8077, Total Instances (Target): 1,774, Features: 1,304

ML ALGO Avg. LP (%) Avg. LR (%) Avg. LF (%) Avg. ACC (%) Avg. RA (%)

ADA 50.07 ± 0.1 97.07 ± 0 66.06 ± 0.08 50.13 ± 0.19 57.11 ± 0.18
ADT 78.26 ± 0.79 69.11 ± 0 73.4 ± 0.35 74.95 ± 0.44 82.96 ± 0.45
BN 66.36 ± 0.57 82.75 ± 0 73.65 ± 0.35 70.39 ± 0.54 77.16 ± 0.51
DT 60.85 ± 0.55 82.19 ± 0 69.93 ± 0.36 64.65 ± 0.61 77.56 ± 0.43
J48 58.64 ± 0.41 70.35 ± 0 63.96 ± 0.24 60.37 ± 0.42 61.4 ± 0.72
LR 64.2 ± 0.78 66.74 ± 0 65.45 ± 0.4 64.76 ± 0.62 69.84 ± 0.51
NB 66.39 ± 0.56 82.41 ± 0 73.54 ± 0.34 70.34 ± 0.52 77.19 ± 0.51
RF 62.08 ± 0.63 56.82 ± 0 59.33 ± 0.29 61.05 ± 0.46 63.64 ± 0.49
RBF 0 ± 0 0 ± 0 0 ± 0 50 ± 0 50 ± 0

Project: Hadoop→Tomcat
Instances (Source): 7,947, Instances (Target): 1,774, Features: 1,313

ML ALGO Avg. LP (%) Avg. LR (%) Avg. LF (%) Avg. ACC (%) Avg. RA (%)

ADA 85.5 ± 0.88 49.15 ± 0 62.42 ± 0.24 70.41 ± 0.3 79.45 ± 0.32
ADT 79.37 ± 0.95 55.36 ± 0 65.22 ± 0.32 70.48 ± 0.42 77.96 ± 0.44
BN 74.74 ± 0.67 72.49 ± 0 73.6 ± 0.33 73.99 ± 0.44 80.17 ± 0.47
DT 84.98 ± 0.94 52.2 ± 0 64.67 ± 0.27 71.48 ± 0.34 77.17 ± 0.33
J48 65.82 ± 0.65 65.95 ± 0 65.88 ± 0.33 65.85 ± 0.5 66.8 ± 0.66
LR 76.52 ± 0.72 54.57 ± 0 63.7 ± 0.25 68.91 ± 0.34 76.99 ± 0.43
NB 74.76 ± 0.64 72.6 ± 0 73.66 ± 0.31 74.04 ± 0.41 80.19 ± 0.47
RF 67.91 ± 1.06 39.46 ± 0 49.91 ± 0.29 60.4 ± 0.46 67.2 ± 0.52
RBF 0 ± 0 0 ± 0 0 ± 0 50 ± 0 52.77 ± 0.93

Table 6. Cross-project catch-block logging prediction results (using a single classifier) for CloudStack
(target project). ML ALGO: Machine Learning Algorithm

Project: Tomcat→CloudStack
Total Instances (Source): 3,279, Total Instances (Target): 5,584, Features:1,425

ML ALGO Avg. LP (%) Avg. LR (%) Avg. LF (%) Avg. ACC (%) Avg. RA (%)

ADA 87.84 ± 0.49 53.19 ± 0 66.26 ± 0.14 72.91 ± 0.17 81.45 ± 0.22
ADT 90.12 ± 0.41 52.79 ± 0 66.58 ± 0.11 73.5 ± 0.13 80.95 ± 0.13
BN 63.46 ± 0.39 69.41 ± 0 66.3 ± 0.21 64.72 ± 0.34 71.7 ± 0.38
DT 72.75 ± 0.33 45.38 ± 0 55.89 ± 0.1 64.19 ± 0.14 74.41 ± 0.16
J48 66.36 ± 0.44 56.91 ± 0 61.28 ± 0.19 64.03 ± 0.28 63.32 ± 0.34
LR 80.48 ± 0.56 48.14 ± 0 60.24 ± 0.16 68.23 ± 0.21 74.94 ± 0.14
NB 63.36 ± 0.39 69.23 ± 0 66.16 ± 0.21 64.59 ± 0.34 71.7 ± 0.38
RF 80.84 ± 0.38 37.29 ± 0 51.03 ± 0.08 64.22 ± 0.11 75.45 ± 0.18
RBF 0 ± 0 0 ± 0 0 ± 0 50 ± 0 63.11 ± 0.44

Project: Hadoop→CloudStack
Instances (Source): 7,947, Instances (Target): 5,584, Features: 1,313

ML ALGO Avg. LP (%) Avg. LR (%) Avg. LF (%) Avg. ACC (%) Avg. RA (%)

ADA 83.44 ± 0.59 49.61 ± 0 62.22 ± 0.16 69.88 ± 0.21 79.79 ± 0.25
ADT 88.64 ± 0.36 51.33 ± 0 65.01 ± 0.1 72.37 ± 0.12 81.86 ± 0.16
BN 64.25 ± 0.29 77.87 ± 0 70.41 ± 0.17 67.27 ± 0.27 76.79 ± 0.29
DT 84.71 ± 0.5 45.95 ± 0 59.58 ± 0.12 68.83 ± 0.16 74.65 ± 0.2
J48 64.58 ± 0.38 58.45 ± 0 61.37 ± 0.17 63.2 ± 0.27 65.21 ± 0.28
LR 83.19 ± 0.5 55.73 ± 0 66.75 ± 0.16 72.23 ± 0.2 79.03 ± 0.2
NB 64.25 ± 0.29 77.9 ± 0 70.42 ± 0.17 67.27 ± 0.27 76.8 ± 0.29
RF 83.91 ± 0.57 36.1 ± 0 50.48 ± 0.1 64.59 ± 0.15 73.11 ± 0.25
RBF 0 ± 0 0 ± 0 0 ± 0 50 ± 0 57.72 ± 0.42
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Table 7. Cross-project logging prediction results (using a single classifier) for Hadoop (target project).
ML ALGO: Machine Learning Algorithm

Project: Tomcat→Hadoop
Total Instances (Source): 3,279, total instances (target): 4,156, features: 1,425

ML ALGO Avg. LP (%) Avg. LR (%) Avg. LF (%) Avg. ACC (%) Avg. RA (%)

ADA 85.91 ± 0.8 37.63 ± 0 52.34 ± 0.15 65.73 ± 0.2 78.22 ± 0.32
ADT 87.76 ± 0.7 33.88 ± 0 48.89 ± 0.11 64.58 ± 0.15 77.04 ± 0.18
BN 73.67 ± 0.72 45.57 ± 0 56.31 ± 0.21 64.64 ± 0.3 69.96 ± 0.39
DT 83.69 ± 0.74 34.31 ± 0 48.67 ± 0.12 63.81 ± 0.18 72.14 ± 0.45
J48 67.57 ± 0.61 36.77 ± 0 47.62 ± 0.15 59.56 ± 0.24 70.75 ± 0.36
LR 82.12 ± 1.01 26.23 ± 0 39.76 ± 0.12 60.26 ± 0.2 73.99 ± 0.35
NB 73.58 ± 0.68 45.86 ± 0 56.5 ± 0.2 64.69 ± 0.29 69.47 ± 0.38
RF 82.76 ± 0.99 21.13 ± 0 33.66 ± 0.08 58.36 ± 0.15 69.35 ± 0.4
RBF 0 ± 0 0 ± 0 0 ± 0 50 ± 0 55.4 ± 0.34

Project: CloudStack→Hadoop
Instances (source): 8,077, instances (target): 4,156, features: 1,304

ML ALGO Avg. LP (%) Avg. LR (%) Avg. LF (%) Avg. ACC (%) Avg. RA (%)

ADA 50.29 ± 0.06 98.12 ± 0 66.5 ± 0.05 50.57 ± 0.12 54.24 ± 0.1
ADT 79.55 ± 0.56 52.12 ± 0 62.97 ± 0.18 69.36 ± 0.23 76.51 ± 0.27
BN 57.26 ± 0.3 79.74 ± 0 66.65 ± 0.2 60.11 ± 0.36 68.2 ± 0.39
DT 77.99 ± 0.36 61.26 ± 0 68.62 ± 0.14 71.99 ± 0.18 76.31 ± 0.14
J48 73.4 ± 0.65 58.13 ± 0 64.88 ± 0.25 68.53 ± 0.35 69.99 ± 0.45
LR 72.76 ± 0.95 55.58 ± 0 63.02 ± 0.36 67.38 ± 0.5 71.83 ± 0.61
NB 57.31 ± 0.28 79.69 ± 0 66.67 ± 0.19 60.16 ± 0.34 68.16 ± 0.39
RF 66.35 ± 0.77 46.92 ± 0 54.97 ± 0.26 61.56 ± 0.41 67.32 ± 0.41
RBF 0 ± 0 0 ± 0 0 ± 0 50 ± 0 50 ± 0

ues of multi-project cross-project catch-block
logging prediction. Figure 3a reveals that
there is no dominant approach between sin-
gle-project and multi-project. In certain in-
stances, multi-project training increased the
prediction performance, and in other cases
it has decreased the prediction performance.
For example, in the CloudStack project
when single source-project training is used,
the highest average LF of 66.5% (source
project Tomcat) and 70.42% (source project
Hadoop) are achived (refer to Table 6).
In contrast, when multi-project training is
used and both Tomcat and Hadoop are ap-
plied to build the model, the highest av-
erage LF of 67.74% is achieved. Hence,
multi-project training causes a 1.24% decrease
and a 2.68% increase in the prediction per-
formance of single-project training when Tom-
cat and Hadoop are used, respectively. A sim-
ilar result is observed for the ACC metric
(refer to Figure 3b).

There is no dominant approach among the
single-project and multi-project cross-project
catch-block prediction models.

6.2.3. RQ3: Are different classifiers
complimentary to each other when
applied to cross-project catch-block
logging prediction?

Motivation: In RQ3, the objective is to exam-
ine the performance of individual classifiers on
multiple evaluation metrics. The evaluation of
a predictive model or a classifier can be per-
formed using several metrics or measures, and
the selected set of metrics depends on the classi-
fication task and problem. The Authors believe
that the answer to this research question will
provide important insights about combining dif-
ferent classifiers (using an ensemble of classifiers)
for improving the cross-project logging prediction
performance.
Approach: Individual classifiers are compared
on 5 evaluation metrics, namely, average LP ,
average LR, average LF , average ACC, and av-
erage RA, to identify whether a single classifier
dominates and provides the highest values over
all the evaluation metrics.
Results: The results indicate that different
classifiers are complementary to each other. For
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Figure 3. The Highest Average LF of Single-project and Multi-project Training Logging Prediction Models.
CS: CloudStack, TC: Tomcat, and HD: Hadoop
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Figure 4. The Results (average LP , LR, LF , ACC and RA) of Selected Single Classifiers.
CS: CloudStack, TC: Tomcat, and HD: Hadoop

example, consider the results obtained on the
following source and target project pair:
CloudStack (source)→Tomcat (target):
Figure 4a presents the histogram of all five
metrics (LP , LR, LF , ACC and RA) for the
CloudStack→Tomcat project pair for the ADA,
ADT and NB classifiers. ADA, ADT and NB
are selected because these three classifiers pro-
vide the best results for cross-project catch-block
logging prediction on the CloudStack→Tomcat
project pair. Figure 4a shows that the ADT
model provides the highest average LP , ACC

and RA values, whereas ADA and BN provide
the highest average LR and LF , respectively
(refer to Table 5 for detailed results).
Hadoop (source)→CloudStack (target):
Similarly to Figure 4a, Figure 4b presents
the histogram of all 5 metrics for the
Hadoop→CloudStack project pair for the ADT
and NB classifiers. Figure 4b shows that NB
provides the highest average LR and LF val-
ues, whereas ADT provides the highest average
LP , ACC, and RA values (refer to Table 6 for
detailed results).
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The above two examples indicate that differ-
ent classifiers provide complementary informa-
tion for cross-project catch-block logging predic-
tion and, hence, their ensemble can be benefi-
cial for improving the results of the prediction
model [72].

The results indicate that the different clas-
sifiers are complementary to each other for
cross-project catch-block logging prediction.

6.2.4. RQ4: Are the algorithms that perform
best for within-project and cross-project
catch-block logging predictions identical?

Motivation: In a related work, Zhu et al. [11]
used the same algorithm (J48) for both
within-project and cross-project logging pre-
dictions. However, there is a possibility that
the same algorithm is not suitable for both
within-project and cross-project logging predic-
tions. In RQ4, the performances of different clas-
sifiers for within-project and cross-project logging
predictions are compared. The Authors believe
that the results of this investigation will provide
us with important insights regarding algorithm
selection for ensemble creation.
Approach: To answer RQ4, we compare
the performances of different classifiers for
within-project and cross-project logging predic-
tions.
Results: Figure 5 presents the histogram of the
average LF values of the RF, ADT and NB
classifiers for within-project and cross-project
logging predictions for the CloudStack project.
Figure 5 shows that the RF classifier provides the
highest average LF of 88.47% for within-project
logging prediction. The ADT and NB models
provide considerably lower average LF of 85.54%
and 82.81%, respectively, compared to the RF
classifier for within-project logging prediction.
However, for cross-project logging prediction, the
ADT and NB classifiers provide better average
LF compared to that of the RF classifier. For ex-
ample, for the Hadoop→CloudStack project pair,
NB provides an average LF of 70.42%, which
is considerably higher than the average LF of
the RF classifier (50.48%). Similar results are
observed for other classifiers on other source and

target project pairs (refer to Table 4, Table 5,
Table 6 and Table 7 for detailed results). This
result shows that algorithms that perform best
for within-project and cross-project catch-block
logging predictions are different. These results re-
veal the weakness of the cross-project logging pre-
diction experiment performed by Zhu et al. [11],
where the authors perform within-project and
cross-project logging predictions using the same
algorithm (J48). Hence, in this work, the Au-
thors explore multiple classifiers for cross-project
catch-block logging prediction model building.

Classifiers that provide the best results for
within-project and cross-project logging pre-
dictions are different.

Performance summary of base classifiers
(RQ1–RQ4): In RO1, 4 investigations are per-
formed in the context of cross-project logging pre-
diction. RQ1 indicates that the results of single
classifiers are considerably lower for cross-project
logging prediction compared to the results for
within-project logging prediction. Hence, more
advanced methods are required for building the
cross-project logging prediction model. RQ2 in-
dicates that multi-project training does not im-
prove the performance of cross-project logging
prediction on all source and target project pairs.
Hence, to improve the model building time, only
a single project for training the cross-project
logging prediction model is considered. RQ3 indi-
cates that the classifiers provide complementary
information for the task of cross-project logging
prediction. Hence, the Authors believe that an
ensemble of different classifiers may be beneficial
in improving the performance of cross-project
logging prediction. RQ4 indicates that the classi-
fiers which provide good results for within-project
logging prediction are different from the classi-
fiers which provide good results for cross-project
logging prediction. Hence, to build an ensem-
ble of classifiers to improve the performance of
cross-project logging prediction, it is necessary
to conduct experiments on a wide range of clas-
sifiers to find the best set of classifiers. The first
four RQs derive the motivation for construct-
ing the ECLogger model, i.e. an ensemble of
classifiers-based model which uses a single project
for training the model.
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6.3. RO2: Performance of
ensemble-based classifiers for
cross-project catch-block logging
prediction

In this subsection, the performances of
ensemble-based classifiers are investigated and
compared with the performances of single clas-
sifiers for cross-project logging prediction (re-
fer to RQ5–RQ8). For each source and target
project pair, the single classifier that provides
the best results (in terms of average LF ) be-
comes the baseline classifier. For example, for
the CloudStack→Tomcat project pair, the BN
classifier provides the highest average LF and is
hence considered to be a baseline classifier (refer
to Table 5).

6.3.1. RQ5: What is the performance of
ECLoggerBagging for cross-project
catch-block logging prediction?

Motivation: In RQ5, the performances of 8 en-
semble classifiers, created using the bagging tech-
nique, are investigated and compared with the
performance of the baseline classifier. The an-
swer to this research question can provide impor-
tant insights regarding whether bagging is useful
in improving the performance of cross-project
catch-block logging prediction.
Approach: To answer this research question,
the average LF and average ACC of 8 ensemble

classifiers generated by applying bagging on the
base classifiers, i.e. ECLoggerBagging models, are
computed. For each source→target project pair,
the bagging model which provides the best av-
erage LF is reported. Then the results obtained
by the best bagging model is compared with the
baseline classifier for each source→target project
pair.
Results: Table 8 presents the average LF
and average ACC of the baseline classifier
and the best ECLoggerBagging model for each
source→target project pair. Table 8 shows that
ECLoggerBagging considerably improves (more
than 1% improvement) the average LF and av-
erage ACC for three and two source→target
project pairs, respectively. It improves the av-
erage LF and average ACC by 4.6% and
5.57% (CloudStack→Tomcat) and by 3.96% and
2.44% (CloudStack→Hadoop) when BaggingADT
is used. For the Tomcat→CloudStack project
pair, project pair, a considerable improvement
(1.03%) is observed only in the average LF . For
all other source and target project pairs, no
considerable difference in the performance of
ECLoggerBagging was observed, compared to the
performance of the baseline classifier. Overall,
the BaggingADT model performs better than the
other bagging models and gives the highest av-
erage LF for three source and target project
pairs.

ECLoggerBagging shows a considerable im-
provement in the average LF in 3 out of 6
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Table 8. Results of ECLoggerBagging. NA: Not Applicable and IMP: Improvement

Source Project →Target Project Algorithm Avg. LF (%) %IMP Avg. ACC (%) %IMP

CloudStack→Tomcat Baseline (BN) 73.65 ± 0.35 NA 70.39 ± 0.54 NA
BaggingADT 78.25 ± 0.22 4.6 75.96 ± 0.32 5.57

Hadoop→Tomcat Baseline (NB) 73.66 ± 0.31 NA 74.04 ± 0.41 NA
BaggingNB 73.54 ± 0.29 -0.12 73.96 ± 0.39 -0.08

Tomcat→CloudStack Baseline (ADT) 66.58 ± 0.11 NA 73.5 ± 0.13 NA
BaggingADT 67.61 ± 0.14 1.03 73.92 ± 0.17 0.42

Hadoop→CloudStack Baseline (NB) 70.42 ± 0.17 NA 67.27 ± 0.27 NA
BaggingBN 70.49 ± 0.19 0.07 67.56 ± 0.29 0.29

Tomcat→Hadoop Baseline (NB) 56.5 ± 0.2 NA 64.69 ± 0.29 NA
BaggingNB 56.43 ± 0.2 -0.07 64.7 ± 0.29 0.01

CloudStack→Hadoop Baseline (DT) 68.62 ± 0.14 NA 71.99 ± 0.18 NA
BaggingADT 72.58 ± 0.3 3.96 74.43 ± 0.39 2.44

source→target project pairs with a maximum
improvement of 4.6% (average LF ) and 5.57%
(average ACC) for the CloudStack→Tomcat
project pair.

6.3.2. RQ6: What is the performance of
ECLoggerAverageVote for cross-project
catch-block logging prediction?

Motivation: In RQ6, the performances of 466
ECLoggerAverageV ote models are investigated
and compared with the performances of baseline
classifiers. The answer to this research question
can provide important insights about the effec-
tiveness of the average vote ensemble technique
for cross-project catch-block logging prediction.
Approach: To answer this research question,
the average LF and average ACC of 466
ECLoggerAverageVote models, generated using the
average voting ensemble technique are com-
puted. For each source→target project project
pair, the ECLoggerAverageVote model which pro-
vides the best average LF is reported. We
then compare the results obtained by the best
ECLoggerAverageVote models with the baseline
classifier for each source→target project pair.
Results: Table 9 presents the average LF
and average ACC of the baseline classifier
and the best average voting technique for each
source→target project pair. Table 9 shows that
the ECLoggerAverageVote technique considerably
improves the average LF and average ACC on 5
source→target project pairs. ECLoggerAverageVote

improves the average LF and average ACC
by 3.78% and 5.92% (CloudStack→Tomcat),
2.3% and 3.01% (Hadoop→Tomcat), 7.04% and
2.45% (Tomcat→CloudStack), 6.9% and 11.43%
(Hadoop→CloudStack) and 3.57% and 1.35%
(CloudStack→Hadoop). For the 6th source→
→target project pair, i.e. Tomcat→Hadoop,
ECLoggerAverageVote shows a considerable im-
provement in the average ACC (1.74%), whereas
for the average LF , it provides results compara-
ble to the baseline classifier. No particular group
of classifiers whose average vote provides the best
results on each source and target project pair
was observed. However, it was observed that the
ADT, DT, BN, and NB classifiers are present
in most of the ECLoggerAverageVote models which
provide the best results.

ECLoggerAverageVote shows a considerable im-
provement in the average LF in 5 out of 6
source→target project pairs with a maximum
improvement of 7.04% in the average LF
(for the Tomcat→CloudStack project pair)
and 11.43% in the average ACC (for the
Hadoop→CloudStack project pair).

6.3.3. RQ7: What is the performance of
ECLoggerMajorityVote for cross-project
catch-block logging prediction?

Motivation: In RQ7, the performances of 466
ECLoggerMajorityVote models are investigated and
compared with the performances of baseline clas-
sifiers. The answer to this research question can
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Table 9. Results of ECLoggerAverageVote. IMP: Improvement, NA: Not Applicable, and AV: Average Vote

Source Project →Target Project Algorithm Avg. LF (%) %IMP Avg ACC (%) %IMP

CloudStack→Tomcat Baseline (BN) 73.65 ± 0.35 NA 70.39 ± 0.54 NA
AV (ADT-BN-DT-LR) 77.43 ± 0.47 3.78 76.31 ± 0.64 5.92

Hadoop→Tomcat Baseline (NB) 73.66 ± 0.31 NA 74.04 ± 0.41 NA
AV (ADT-BN-DT-J48-NB) 75.96 ± 0.41 2.3 77.05 ± 0.51 3.01

Tomcat→CloudStack Baseline (ADT) 66.58 ± 0.11 NA 73.5 ± 0.13 NA
AV (ADT-BN-DT-J48-NB) 73.62 ± 0.1 7.04 75.95 ± 0.13 2.45

Hadoop→CloudStack Baseline (NB) 70.42 ± 0.17 NA 67.27 ± 0.27 NA
AV (ADA-ADT-BN-DT-LR-NB) 77.32 ± 0.15 6.9 78.7 ± 0.18 11.43

Tomcat→Hadoop Baseline (NB) 56.5 ± 0.2 NA 64.69 ± 0.29 NA
AV (ADT-BN-DT-J48-NB) 56.77 ± 0.16 0.27 66.43 ± 0.22 1.74

CloudStack→Hadoop Baseline (DT) 68.62 ± 0.14 NA 71.99 ± 0.18 NA
AV (ADA-ADT-DT-J48-NB) 72.19 ± 0.26 3.57 73.34 ± 0.34 1.35

Table 10. Results of ECLoggerMajorityVote. IMP: Improvement, NA: Not Applicable, and MV: Majority Vote

Source Project→Target Project Algorithm Avg. LF (%) %IMP Avg. ACC (%) %IMP

CloudStack→Tomcat Baseline (BN) 73.65 ± 0.35 NA 70.39 ± 0.54 NA
MV (ADT-BN-DT) 77.85 ± 0.3 4.2 76.78 ± 0.41 6.39

Hadoop→Tomcat Baseline (NB) 73.66 ± 0.31 NA 74.04 ± 0.41 NA
MV (BN-NB-RF) 73.7 ± 0.32 0.04 74.09 ± 0.43 0.05

Tomcat→CloudStack Baseline (ADT) 66.58 ± 0.11 NA 73.5 ± 0.13 NA
MV (ADA-BN-J48- LR-NB) 71.12 ± 0.13 4.54 74.45 ± 0.16 0.95

Hadoop→CloudStack Baseline (NB) 70.42 ± 0.17 NA 67.27 ± 0.27 NA
MV (ADA-BN-DT- LR-NB) 74.17 ± 0.18 3.75 76.74 ± 0.22 9.47

Tomcat→Hadoop Baseline (NB) 56.5 ± 0.2 NA 64.69 ± 0.29 NA
MV (ADT-BN-NB) 56.49 ± 0.2 -0.01 64.75 ± 0.28 0.06

CloudStack→Hadoop Baseline (DT) 68.62 ± 0.14 NA 71.99 ± 0.18 NA
MV (ADA-ADT- BN-DT-J48) 74.01 ± 0.23 5.39 73.78 ± 0.31 1.79

provide important insights about the effective-
ness of majority vote models for cross-project
catch-block logging prediction.
Approach: To answer this research question,
the average LF and average ACC of 466
ECLoggerMajorityVote models generated using
the majority vote ensemble technique are com-
puted. For each source→target project pair, the
ECLoggerMajorityVote model which provides the
best average LF is reported. Then the results
obtained by the best ECLoggerMajorityVote mod-
els are compared with the baseline classifier for
each source→target project pair.
Results: Table 10 shows the average LF and av-
erage ACC of the baseline classifier and the best
majority vote classifier for each source→target
project pair. Table 10 shows that the
ECLoggerMajorityVote classifier improves the aver-

age LF and average ACC for 4 source→target
project pairs. ECLoggerMajorityVote improves
the average LF and average ACC by 4.2%
and 6.39% (CloudStack→Tomcat), 4.54% and
0.95% (Tomcat→CloudStack), 3.75% and 9.47%
(Hadoop→CloudStack) and 5.39% and 1.79%
(CloudStack→Hadoop). In other cases, no consid-
erable difference in the performances of the base-
line classifier and ECLoggerMajorityVote classifier
was observed. No particular group of classifiers
whose majority vote provides the best results on
each source and target project pair was observed.
However, it was observed that the BN classifier
was present in all of the ECLoggerMajorityVote
models that provide the best results.

ECLoggerMajorityVote improved the
cross-project catch-block logging prediction
in 4 out of 6 source→target project pairs with
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Table 11. Average performance of ECLogger models on all source→target projects pairs.
IMP: Improvement, NA: Not Applicable, AV: Average Vote, and MV: Majority Vote

Source→Target Approach Algorithm Avg. LF (%) % IMP Avg. ACC (%) %IMP

All

Baseline NB 67.825 NA 66.85 NA
ECLoggerBagging BaggingBN 67.8 −0.025 66.89 0.04
ECLoggerAverageVote AV (ADA-ADT-BN-DT-LR-NB) 70.95 3.12 72.93 6.08
ECLoggerMajorityVote MV (ADT-BN-DT-LR-NB) 68.775 0.95 72.84 5.99

a maximum improvement of 5.39% in the
average LF (for the CloudStack→Hadoop
project pair) and 9.47% in the average ACC
(for the Hadoop→CloudStack project pair).

6.3.4. RQ8: What is the average performance of
the baseline classifier and ECLoggerModels
over all the source and target project
pairs?

Motivation: In RQ 8, the performances of all
9 base classifiers and 940 ensemble models are
examined over all 6 source and target project
pairs. The answer to this RQ can be beneficial in
identifying a dominant approach that is suitable
for all types of source and target project pairs.
Approach: To answer RQ8, performances of all
9 single classifiers and 940 ensemble classifiers on
all the source and target project pairs are com-
puted. Then the average performance of all the
9 + 940 classifiers is computed. For example, to
compute the average performance of a model M,
its performance on all 6 source→target project
pairs is computed. The summation of these 6 val-
ues is divided by 6.
Results: Table 11 shows the results of the av-
erage performances of the best classifiers in each
category, i.e. single classifier, ECLoggerBagging,
ECLoggerMajorityVote and ECLoggerAverageVote.
The results show that for individual classifiers,
NB provides the best results and provides on
average a 67.82% average LF and 66.85% av-
erage ACC on all source and target project
pairs and, hence it is considered to be a base-
line classifier for this experiment. The results
of the best bagging technique are comparable
with the baseline classifier, i.e., best individual
classifier. ECLoggerMajorityVote provides an av-
erage ACC of 72.84%, i.e. a 5.99% improve-
ment in the average ACC of baseline classi-

fier. ECLoggerMajorityVote provides an average
LF comparable to that of the baseline classifier.
ECLoggerAverageVote performs best and provides
an average LF and average ACC of 70.95% and
70.93%, respectively. ECLoggerAverageVote results
in 3.12% and 6.08% improvements in the average
LF and average ACC, respectively, compared to
the baseline classifier.

ECLoggerAverageVote performs best and shows
improvements of 3.12% (average LF ) and
6.08% (average ACC) compared to the base-
line classifier.

Overall performance summary of the
three proposed approaches (RQ5–RQ8):
Table 12 presents the overall perfor-
mance summary of the ECLoggerBagging,
ECLoggerAverageVote and ECLoggerMajorityVote
models. The model that provides the highest
improvement (measured in average LF and aver-
age ACC) by each approach is selected for each
source and target project pair. In Table 12, cells
containing √ indicate that the respective model
improved the results of the baseline classifier
and those containing ⭒ indicate the model pro-
viding the best result for the respective source
and target project pair. Table 12 shows that
for three source and target project pairs, i.e.
Hadoop→Tomcat, Tomcat→CloudStack and
Hadoop→CloudStack, the ECLoggerAverageVote
model provides the best results in terms of
both average LF and average ACC. Table
12 shows that the cells associated with the
ECLoggerAverageVote model consist of a higher
number of ⭒ compared to those associated with
ECLoggerMajorityVote and ECLoggerBagging. This
result shows that the ECLoggerAverageVote model
results in better improvements compared to the
other two approaches, i.e. ECLoggerBagging and
ECLoggerMajorityVote. Table 12 shows that the
rows consisting of CloudStack as the source
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Table 12. Performance summary of ECLoggerBagging, ECLoggerAverageVote and ECLoggerMajorityVote.
IMP: Improvement and ALGO: Algorithm

Source→Target ECLoggerBagging ECLoggerAverageVote ECLoggerMajorityVote

IMP. in Avg.
LF

IMP. in Avg.
ACC

IMP. in Avg.
LF

IMP. in Avg.
ACC

IMP. in Avg.
LF

IMP. in Avg.
ACC

CloudStack→Tomcat √
⭒

√ √ √ √ √
⭒

Hadoop→Tomcat √
⭒

√
⭒

Tomcat→CloudStack √ √
⭒

√
⭒

√
Hadoop→CloudStack √

⭒
√
⭒

√ √
Tomcat→Hadoop √

⭒
CloudStack→Hadoop √ √

⭒
√ √ √

⭒
√

project consist of the largest number of √ sym-
bols . This result indicates that all three proposed
models provide better performance (improve the
results provided by the baseline classifier) when
the CloudStack project (used as the source
project) is used to train the cross-project logging
prediction model compared to when Tomcat
or Hadoop is used to train the model. This
reveals that the overall CloudStack project is
more generalizable compared to the Hadoop
and Tomcat projects for cross-project logging
prediction. In all cases, the proposed models
provide better or comparable results analogous
with baseline baseline classifier.

7. Discussion

Performance of single classifiers: The log
context can be viewed from two perspectives.
One perspective is the log level such as debug,
fatal, error, info, trace and warn. The other
perspective is the programming construct and
the block in which the log statements are used
such as try-catch or if-else. The static code fea-
tures used as predictive variables to estimate
the position of the log statement depends on
the log context. This study focused on a spe-
cific context such as catch-block, and in future
a study will be conducted on a larger context.
It was observed that classifiers LR, RF, and
J48 provide better performance than the other
classifiers for within-project catch-block logging
prediction. The results are in compliance with
results of previous studies which report RF [10]
and J48 [11] as the best performing classifier for
within-project logging prediction. It was observed

that RF algorithm not only gives decent perfor-
mance for logging prediction but it is also one of
the fastest algorithms and, hence, is suitable for
large datasets or time constrained environments.
For cross-project catch-block logging prediction,
ADT, BN, NB, and DT provide better results.
The results reveal that NB performs best in three
out of the six cross-project logging prediction ex-
periments, whereas ADT, DT and BN perform
best for one cross-project logging prediction ex-
periment. Logging prediction is essentially a text
classification problem and NB has shown good
results for text classification problems [58]. The
simplistic learning approach of NB makes is suit-
able for cross-project learning. NB gives good
results for other cross-project prediction stud-
ies, such as cross-project defect prediction [73].
In addition to this, NB does not need a large
training dataset and can handle missing data
and uncorrelated features [74]. The performance
of RBF is worst for cross-project catch-block
logging prediction. RBF consistently provides
poor performance across all the projects. RBF
is a neural network-based approach [59]. RBF is
known to be highly sensitive towards the training
data and the dimensionality of the training data
and, hence, it cannot extrapolate beyond the
training data [75].
Performance of ensemble techniques: The
investigated problem was the concept of integrat-
ing and combining multiple models to obtain
a more accurate global predictive model in com-
parison to its constituent models for cross-project
logging prediction [76–78]. The objective of using
ensemble methods was to develop a more reli-
able and robust global model by reducing the
generalization error [76–78]. Reducing generaliza-
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tion error is particularly important in this study
because the experimental dataset consisting of
three open-source software projects can natu-
rally have biases due to specific logging practice
guidelines and characteristics. Although there
are several types of ensemble methods available,
three methods were used in the experiments: bag-
ging, average vote and majority vote. It was ob-
served that BaggingADT provided better results
for cross-project catch-block logging prediction
compared to other bagging combinations. The
Authors believe that the better performance of
bagging is due to the decreased variance of the
base model [76–78]. BaggingADT model was also
found to be useful in other applications such as
the detection of Single Nucleotide Polymorphism
(SNP) associated with diseases [79]. However,
a considerable increase in the model building
time was observed when the bagging technique
was applied and, therefore, it was not possible
to build the BaggingDT model because of its
high time complexity. Hence, bagging may not
be a good option for large datasets. It was also
observed that for the ADA algorithms, bagging
results in a considerable drop in the prediction
performance, i.e. upto 28.1% in average LF on
CloudStack→Hadoop project pair, as compared
to the results of the ADA algorithm. The Authors
believe this happened because ADA is an ensem-
ble based algorithm and its learning method is
quite different from bagging [80].

The results show that the average vote and
majority vote ensemble techniques give better
results as compared to that of the bagging en-
semble technique. It was also observed that the
time complexity of the average vote and the
majority vote is considerably lower as compared
to that of bagging. The reason for the higher
time complexity of bagging is that the bag-
ging technique assigns weight to the source in-
stances by running multiple iterations of the
algorithm on a sub-sampled dataset to generate
the learner whereas the average vote and the
majority vote generate a multiple learner in one
iteration [38,49]. However, it was observed that
for majority weight ensemble technique, the ma-
jority vote of a different classifier gives the best
results (measured in average LF ) for different

source and target project pairs. For example,
classifier set ADT-BN-DT gives the highest aver-
age LF for the CloudStack→Tomcat project pair.
No dominating set of classifiers which gave the
best average LF for all source and target project
pairs was found. For the majority vote technique
classifier set, ADT-BN-DT-LR-NB gives overall
0.95% and 5.99% improvement (average over
all source and target project pairs) in average
LF and average ACC respectively, as compared
to the results of baseline classifier. Similarly
to majority vote for the average vote ensem-
ble technique, the average vote of different set
of classifiers gives the best results (measured
in average LF ) for different source and target
project pairs. However, for the average vote tech-
nique classifier set ADA-ADT-BN-DT-LR-NB
gives overall 3.12% and 6.08% improvement (av-
erage over all source and target project pairs)
in average LF and average ACC respectively,
as compared to the results of the baseline clas-
sifier. Comparing the improvements percentage
of the majority vote and the average vote we
can infer that the average vote gives better pre-
diction results. Moreover, in the case of the
equal number of votes to both the positive
and negative class, the majority vote ensemble
technique does random prediction of the class,
whereas the average vote ensemble technique
makes fair decisions. As it considers classification
score for decision making. However, the Authors
observed that in the literature, there are sev-
eral studies which analyse the performance of
the majority vote ensemble technique in differ-
ent contexts, such as effect of the small-world
and various diversities [81–83]. There has been
much less emphasis given to the average vote
ensemble technique. The Authors believe that
the results of this paper mean that an indepth
study of the average vote ensemble technique
is necessary.
Project generalizability: During the exper-
iments it was observed that the CloudStack
project was more generalizable compared to
Hadoop and Tomcat for cross-project catch-block
logging prediction. Some traces of the associa-
tion of the CloudStack project with both the
Tomcat and Hadoop projects were found. Cloud-
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Stack is the first cloud platform to join ASF2

and is quite popular in organizations which
prefer an open-source option for their cloud
and big data infrastructure. It was found out
that Hortonworks and the CloudStack project
team were working on identifying opportunities
where Hadoop components could be used to
back Cloud APIs and also where Cloud APIs
could be used to deploy Hadoop [84]. In addition,
CloudStack uses Tomcat as its servlet container
[85]. To find some examples of association in
the source code of these three projects,a simple
experiment was performed. For each source
and target project pair, the count of logged
catch-blocks that were common (i.e. have same
exception types) was computed. It was observed
that Tomcat→CloudStack, Tomcat→Hadoop,
CloudStack→Tomcat, CloudStack→Hadoop,
Hadoop→Tomcat, and Hadoop→CloudStack
have 38, 44, 38, 41, 41 and 44 common unique
exception types, respectively. The frequency of
each of these exception types in each source
project was computed. It was found out that the
CloudStack→Tomcat and CloudStack→Hadoop
projects have the highest frequency of these
exception types, i.e.1852 and 1934, respectively.
This provides an indication that the CloudStack
project has some similarities in its code with
both the Tomcat and Hadoop projects. The
Authors believe that the CloudStack project is
more generalizable than the Tomcat and Hadoop
projects because it provides some support to
both of these projects.

8. Threats to validity

Number and type of projects: The Tomcat,
CloudStack and Hadoop projects were selected
for the study. All three projects are open-source
Java-based projects. However, the results may
not be generalizable for all Java projects or
projects written in other programing languages.
Additional studies are required for other Java
projects or projects written in other languages
(e.g. C#, python). Only open-source projects

are considered in this study; hence, the results
cannot be generalized to closed-source projects.
Overall, no general conclusion which would be
applicable to logging prediction in all types of
software applications can be drawn.
Quality of ground truth: It was assumed that
logging statements inserted by the software de-
velopers of the Apache Tomcat, CloudStack and
Hadoop projects were optimal. There is a pos-
sibility of errors or non-optimal logging in the
code by the developers, which can affect the
results of this study. However, all three of the
projects are long lived and are actively main-
tained; hence, it can be assumed that most of
the code constructs follow good logging (if not
optimal). In the study 26 regular expressions3
were used to extract the logging statements from
the source code. Manual analysis reveals that all
the logging statements were extracted (to the
best of the Authors’ knowledge). However, there
is still a possibility that the regular expressions
missed some types of logging statements in the
source code.
Algorithm parameters: Default parameters
for all the algorithms were used. Tuning classifi-
cation parameters is important and can help im-
prove the classification results. However, the Au-
thors considered default parameters for all the al-
gorithms as the initial step towards cross-project
logging prediction. Some planned future work
will encompass finding optimal parameters for
each of the classification algorithms.
Sampling bias: The under-sampling of major-
ity class instances was performed to balance the
datasets. This can lead a sampling bias in the
results. However, to reduce the sampling bias,
10 datasets were created and the average results
over these 10 datasets were reported.
Classifier set: In this work, we explored 9
base classifiers and 3 ensemble techniques. How-
ever, there are many other classifiers (such as
genetic algorithms [86]) and many other ensemble
techniques (such as stacking [39] and boosting
[39]), which have not been explored in this work.
It is possible that a different set of algorithms
would provide better results for cross-project

2http://nosql.mypopescu.com/post/20461845393/cloudstack-and-hadoop-a-match-made-in-the-cloud
3https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/48972351/RegExLoggingStudy.txt
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catch-block logging prediction compared to the
set of algorithms explored in this work.
Computation of LF metric: Equation (4)
was used to compute the LF metric. In Equa-
tion (4), parameter β can take any value ranging
from 0 to ∞. If the value of β is less than 1,
Equation (4) gives more weightage to precision.
Similarly, the value of β greater than 1 gives
more weightage to recall. A system with high
precision but low recall returns few results, but
most of its predicted labels are correct when com-
pared to the training labels. A system with high
recall but low precision returns many results, but
most of its predicted labels are incorrect when
compared to the training labels. At the time of
logging prediction, a high recall and low precision
system can cause the excess of log statements in
the source code. However, a high precision and
low recall system can cause less than required
number of log statements. In this system, both
excess or sparse logging in the source code is
problematic. Hence, the value of β as 1, i.e. as-
signed equal weightage to both precision and re-
call, was used. Hence, this study gives preference
to the classifier which optimizes both precision
and recall. There are certain application domains
which prefer either high-precision (low recall) or
high recall (low precision) system [87]. Hence,
depending upon the application domain either
high precision (low recall) or high recall (low
precision) system may be more suitable. In such
cases the value of β needs to be adjusted accord-
ingly. In this work, we have not compared the
performance of different classifiers for different
values of β.

9. Conclusion and future work

In this paper, the Authors propose ECLogger ,
an ensemble-based, cross-project, catch-block log-
ging prediction framework. ECLogger uses 9 base
classifiers (AdaBoostM1, ADTree, Bayesian net-
work, decision table, J48, logistic regression, Naïve
Bayes, random forest and radial basis function
network). ECLogger combines these algorithms
with three ensemble techniques, i.e. bagging,
average vote and majority vote. In the study

8 ECLoggerBagging, 466 ECLoggerAverageVote
and 466 ECLoggerMajorityVote models were cre-
ated. The performance of ECLogger on three
open-source Java projects: Tomcat, Cloud-
Stack and Hadoop was evaluated. The re-
sults of the comparison of ECLoggerBagging,
ECLoggerAverageVote and ECLoggerMajorityVote
with baseline classifiers were presented.
ECLoggerBagging, ECLoggerAverageVote and
ECLoggerMajorityVote show maximum improve-
ments of 4.6%, 7.04% and 5.39% in average
LF , respectively, in comparison to the base-
line classifier. Overall, the ECLoggerAverageVote
model performs better than ECLoggerBagging and
ECLoggerMajorityVote. The experimental results
show that the CloudStack project is more gen-
eralizable for cross-project catch-block logging
prediction than the Tomcat and Hadoop projects.

In the future, there are plans to evaluate to
evaluate ECLogger on datasets from more soft-
ware projects, i.e. closed-source applications and
projects from other programing languages (i.e. C,
C++, and C#). There are also plans to extend
the functionality of ECLogger for other types of
code constructs, such as if-blocks. The Authors
will also work to improve the performance of
ECLogger using other ensemble techniques, such
as stacking, which is found to be useful in bug
assignment problem [88]. Apart from this work
will be conducted on tuning various classifier
parameters to obtain the optimal classification
performance [89]. In addition to this, the iden-
tification of the most productive feature will be
examined using various feature selection tech-
niques to reduce the model building time and
to further improve the performance. The Au-
thors believe that their research can be applied
or transferred into practice by building a devel-
opment environment tool, such as an Eclipse
or Visual Studio plug-in. Future plans encom-
pass the development of an ECLogger plug-in for
Eclipse IDE which will give a logging suggestion
to software developers. at the time of coding.
The advantage of a plug-in based implementa-
tion is that the developers can use the tool as
part of their existing infrastructure and process
and do not need to learn or install a completely
new tool.
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Abstract
The boundaries between traditional and agile approach methods are disappearing. A significant
number of software projects require a continuous implementation of tasks without dividing them
into sprints or strict project phases. Customers expect more flexibility and responsiveness from
software vendors in response to the ever-changing business environment. To achieve better results
in this field, Capgemini has begun using the Lean philosophy and Kanban techniques.
The following article illustrates examples of different uses of Kanban and the main stakeholder of
the process. The article presents the main advantages of transparency and ways to improve the
customer co-operation as well as stakeholder relationships. The Authors try to visualise all of the
elements in the context of the project.
There is also a discussion of different approaches in two software projects. The article focuses
on the main challenges and the evolutionary approach used. An attempt is made to answer the
question how to convince both the team as well as the customer, and how to optimise ways to
achieve great results.

Keywords: kanban, lean, automotive, scrum, agile

1. Introduction

Lean thinking is important because it can dra-
matically reduce waste and introduce built-in
quality in every process step. It has been shown
that when applying this approach in the manufac-
turing or service organisation, the productivity
has at least doubled. Moreover, this method also
significantly reduces delivery time for new prod-
ucts and decreases overall costs [1, 2].

The paper also describes two software
projects in the automotive industry, which have
employed the Kanban technique in an evolution-
ary way. In each of these cases, Kanban was
used to optimise a different process and was
motivated by other business problems. However,
the mutual characteristic was the simplification

of processes and evolutionary adaptation of both
the developer teams and the collaborating client
teams.

The idea was to make the communication
more efficient, and thanks to that do a project
more efficiently. It is necessary to continuously
identify bottlenecks and wastes. With the lean
principles and Kanban specific practices it is
possible to visualise the state of the project and
focus on the process.

This paper is organised as follows: an intro-
duction to Lean Software Development and Kan-
ban technique in Sections 2 and 3. Section 4
presents the related work. Section 5 describes
projects and their Kanban technique adoption
history. General results and conclusions are dis-
cussed in Section 6.

‡This paper was originally published in the KKIO 2015 proceedings P. Kosiuczenko and M. Śmiałek (Eds.), “From
Requirements to Software: Research and Practice”.
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2. Lean software development

The principles of Lean thinking focus on value
added for the customer [3]. By removing the
unnecessary processes, activities and artefacts,
and on the other hand organising work as
a continuous flow, which recombines labour into
cross-functional teams dedicated to that activ-
ity and constant improvements across the en-
tire company, we have been able to develop,
fabricate and sell with half or less of the hu-
man effort, tools and overall costs. By intro-
ducing Lean thinking and its associated style
of operation, we have been able to react faster
and more flexibly to the ever-changing needs
of our Clients and the modern market. Lean
thinking requires continuous learning, growth
and most importantly, commitment and under-
standing from the personnel of any level including
management.

Lean Software Development is the application
of Lean Thinking to the software development
process. The Poppendieck and Poppendieck [4]
illustrated how many of the Lean principles and
practices could be used in the software engi-
neering context. They proposed seven principles
eliminating and managing the waste in software
development:
– Eliminate Waste – Do only what adds value

for a customer, and do it without delay.
– Amplify Learning – Use frequent iterations

and regular releases to provide feedback.
– Delay Commitment – Make decisions at the

last responsible moment.
– Deliver Fast – The measure of the maturity

of an organisation is the speed at which it can
repeatedly and reliably respond to customer
needs.

– Empower the Team – Assemble an expert
workforce, provide technical leadership and
delegate the responsibility to the workers.

– Build Integrity In – Have the disciplines in
place to assure that a system will delight
customers both upon initial delivery and over
an extended period.

– See the Whole – Use measurements and in-
centives focused on achieving the overall goal.

The automotive software projects use proven
technologies, mostly not the latest development
techniques. It is because the business function-
ality is more complex than the other software
projects. There are many external system in-
terfaces which extend at the same time. Lean
principles offer support to optimise the processes
with focus on following aspects:
– Time to market – it is crucial for the software

used in the automotive sector to keep sta-
bility and compatibility. However, the rapid
development of industry requires also more
flexibility of software. Automotive companies
constantly release new car models or versions
of the same car.

– Stakeholder management – at the same time,
stakeholder structure was extended in big
organisations. Each stakeholder (or group of
interested parties) has their goals which need
to converge.

– Domain knowledge – another characteristic
dimension in software for the automotive sec-
tor is domain knowledge which is based on
experienced subject matter experts.
Lean principles support the optimisation of

the processes with a focus on these three aspects:
time to market, stakeholder management and
domain knowledge. The main advantages of lean
principles for automotive software projects is
a fast visualisation of the executed processes and
based on it, improve our efficiency.

3. Kanban in software engineering

The name “Kanban” originates from Japanese
and could be translated as “signboard” or
“billboard”. It is a flow-control mechanism for
pull-driven “just-in-time” production. The idea
behind Kanban is to execute Lean principles in
practice.

David J. Anderson defined 5 Kanban core
principles which to agreat extent overlap with
Lean principles [5].
– Visualise the workflow – one has to under-

stand the route covered by an item between
a request and its completion.
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– Limit WIP – limiting work-in-progress im-
plies that a pull system is implemented on
parts or on the whole workflow. New work is
“pulled” into the new activity when there is
available capacity within the local WIP limit.

– Manage Flow – the flow of work items
through each state in the workflow should
be monitored and reported.

– Make Process Policies Explicit – the process
needs to be defined, published and socialised
explicitly and concisely.

– Improve Collaboratively (using models & the
scientific method) – the use of models allows
a team to make a prediction about the effect
of change (or intervention).
In software projects, using “Kanban” is be-

coming increasingly popular regardless of the
project stages or production methods. An in-
teresting aspect of this technique is that it is
becoming an inside tool in both waterfall and
agile processes.

Kniberg [6] points out that Kanban is less
prescriptive than other agile methods like RUP,
XP or even SCRUM.

Scrum, XP and RUP are highly adaptive
while Kanban leaves almost everything open. The
only constraints are Visualize Your Workflow and
Limit WIP, which makes it a great tool for quick
and efficient workflow and a process management
tool. Especially, in the case when the prescribed
rules and artefacts do not fit project needs. Scrum
prescribes the use of timeboxed methods, but in
the case of a support team or a firefighting team,
it is hard to plan tasks in a sprint timebox.

3.1. Metrics – a way of observing facts
and finding bottlenecks

To make decisions, the management of a given
project requires capabilities for adequate situa-
tion analysis [7, 8]. This role is served by project
metrics, correctly selected criteria according to
which the defined parameters can be observed.

A simple visualisation is a great way of in-
vestigating the work of a team and the cur-
rent state of progress. However, it is mainly em-
ployed in the day-to-day planning. When more
accurate analysis based on a larger volume of

data is needed, it is crucial for creating met-
rics or information-gathering schemes. Metrics
are collections of updated and adequately repre-
sented data used for problem identification and
decision-making.

The value of a good metric is to find a proper
way to monitor bottlenecks in the whole pro-
cesses or at its stages. For instance, one can mea-
sure the development processes in detail, i.e the
devlopemnt team, integration, defect handling,
system tests and network integration (target en-
vironment). One of the key findings is to focus
on measuring the flow and not the constraints,
which means it is better to identify and then
remove organisational impediments instead of
measuring it. Another interesting aspect is not
focusing on speed measurements but on moni-
toring capacity. Speed is usually related to the
human aspect and could foster unwanted com-
petition instead of the collective responsibility
for the project [9]. However, the case presented
in this paper depends more on dynamics devel-
opment analysis and not always on sustainable
development of new features. The key concepts
in measuring work efficiency in this specific case
are as follows:
– Reaction time: it is the interval time between

reporting an issue and starting an analysis
of the problem. A reaction can be defined in
a number of ways, however, according to the
most common definition the reaction means
delegating a task to a team.

– Lead time: a total time measured from task
creation until its c ompletion. Lead time takes
into consideration all of similar events be-
tween these two points, both predictable and
unpredictable.

– Cycle time: the correct volume of work.
Figure 1 is used to portray these two con-
cepts. It must be noted here that the entry
and exit points for work units, as well as the
in-between points, are defined in each project.
The purpose of both of these metrics is to show
the current work efficiency and the potential
decrease in the time and costs of delivering
a valuable work unit. More practical details and
the corresponding results are described in Sec-
tion 5.2.
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Reaction Time (SLA) 

Priority Set Start Work Ticket Live Ticked Created 

Cycle Time 

Resolution Time (SLA) = Lead Time 

Figure 1. Lead time and cycle time

4. Related work

Mattias Jansson, Operations Engineer at Spo-
tify1, introduces [10] Kanban in the operations
team as the answer to the growing number of
different kinds of tasks. Before testing Kanban,
the team noticed that although they were quite
efficient, they were not able to plan far in advance.
The problem was that they were reactive and
not pro-active. The growing number of “urgent”
jobs from other departments was always more
important that the internal tasks and the con-
text switching decreased the team’s effectiveness.
They realised that the company was growing too
fast for them to accommodate.

Soon after Kanban’s introduction, they no-
ticed that their lead times became shorter, more
internal tasks were done, and the departments
they interfaced with were more satified.

In his book Lean from the Trenches [11]
Kniberg described PUST – a digital investigation
system for the Swedish national police authority.
Due to the project scale, the teams, as well as the
Kanban boards, were divided into subsystems.
Besides having WIP limits in regular tasks, they
also decided to restrict the number of bugs re-
ported in the bug tracker. In the case of blocker
priority, the bug had to be fixed immediately or if
it was less important, it had to be replaced with
an existing one from the top thirty. Otherwise,
it would be ignored. He claimed that such an
approach not only allowed for effective communi-
cation (lower number of bugs, highly prioritised

bugs were immediately fixed), but also avoided
continued change control meetings to manage
long lists of bugs which would probably never be
fixed.

Ikonen et al. [12] conducted a study in
a medium-sized project (13 developers) in the
R&D field. The investigation focused on the
following project work aspects: documentation,
problem-solving, visualisation, understanding the
whole, communication, embracing the method,
feedback, approval process, selecting work assign-
ment. The presented results indicated consider-
able benefits of the Kanban technique includ-
ing team motivation and control over project
activities. Most of the work aspects were posi-
tively supported by Kanban techniques inside
the team.

Middleton and Joyce in their BBC World-
wide case study [13] showed that as a result of
the introduction of the Kanban technique, the
lead time to deliver the software improved by
over 37% and the number of defects reported by
customers decreased by 24%. They observed very
similar obstacles to those which may occur after
the introduction of the lean principles connected
with the environment and workspace, such as the
tension within the existing corporate standards
and processes. Some especially common obstacles
encompass, e.g. office space designed inappropri-
ately for Kanban boards, Kanban and reduction
of WIP inability to work with milestones and
Gant charts, close team co-operation with the
customer may be seen as working beyond the

1Spotify is a music streaming service for desktops and smartphones, which aims to provide a wide-ranging music
collection.
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remit, and the self-managing team of specialist
may be challenging to the managers.

They observed that the Agile approach, es-
pecially Scrum, has some similarities. However,
they also noticed that the Kanban technique
and Lean have several advantages over the Ag-
ile/Scrum approach. They claim that WIP limits
the pull work model compared to the Scrum
Push and timeboxed approach, it reduces deliv-
ery time and allows to develop better quality
software. They also noticed that the ownership
and responsibility of the Scrum “impediments
list” are diffused. On the other hand, the Lean
team must solve the problem immediately if they
are blocked, because of limited WIP and visu-
alisation on the Kanban boards. In this case,
all staff members are obligated to eliminate the
bottlenecks.

In another case study by Middleton et al. [14]
the Timberland Company was analysed while
practising Lean thinking for two years. They
noticed many steps without any aded value in
their processes. A survey amongst company staff
showed that the majority of them supported
lean ideas and thought they could be applied to
software engineering. Interestingly only a small
minority (10%) was not convinced of the ben-
efits of lean software development. The com-
pany showed a 25% gain in productivity and
time for defect fixing was reduced by 65–80%.
The response on the product released using
lean development from customer site was overall
positive.

The authors of each study emphasise the ben-
efits of of the introduction of Kanban and col-
laboration both in the team and with the client.
The presented work was mainly conducted as in-
ternal projects. Moreover, most of the described
projects were relatively small. Hence, they did
not require the governance of the customer col-
laboration process. Additionally, they did not
show how to evolve and build the lean values in
the team and with the client to establish and use
the Kanban technique effectively. Thus we want
to present the Kanban technique in the extensive
project setting and the way of collaboration with
the external customer.

5. Discovering Kanban

This section presents two different approaches
and two different perspectives of Kanban intro-
duction. In Project A2 Kanban was introduced
as a tool for dealing with unplanned tasks in
Sprint. In Project B the main goal was to un-
block communication in the extensive stakehold-
ers structure.

5.1. Project A

5.1.1. Background

The system under investigation covers all as-
pects of car purchasing in one of the premium
car manufacturers in Germany. The system was
designed for experts and is used internally by
the customer. It allows to buy, lease or rent cars
by the clients’ employees, institutions or VIPs,
car fleet management and used car dealers.

The system consists of two main components.
One is a new version of the system developed
as a modern web-based application. The second
component written in COBOL is the old system’s
version, which is to be replaced by a new version
step by step. Thus, both systems are available
to the end users, and this, in turn, requires data
synchronisation in real time.

The project uses the Scrum framework with
certain small additional procedures, like the
additional Scrum of Scrums meeting and the
PO-Team meeting. A typical Sprint takes three
weeks, some of the user stories (US) are approved
during the sprint, some at the end during the
demo. The majority of US are confirmed and
tested by the PO-Team, however, in the case
of larger epics, there are more people involved,
including many external IT specialists.

5.1.2. Timeline

The old system version has been being developed
since 1990 using the waterfall software develop-
ment model. At the beginning the new version
of the system was also developed using the wa-
terfall software development model. The devel-

2Due to a commercial agreement, the project names have been anonymous.
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opment started in 2010. The first release after
16 months showed that it was not possible to
integrate with the old system and that the min-
imal end user needs were not covered. In 2012
it was decided that to improve co-operation be-
tween both systems and ensure faster delivery,
new requirements for the whole project will be
developed as one Scrum project. After the final
transition in 2013, as it was mentioned above,
the entire team and the customer used Scrum.
Currently, a new version is being released at least
quarterly. In the case of urgent requirements, we
will provide minor releases extending the latest
production version.

It is important to note that the team started
to expand rapidly in 2014 (Figure 3). Until
mid-2013 no particular need of improvement had
been noticed. Support and bug fixing were per-
formed on a daily basis by one or two experienced
developers. Also, issues were stored in several
systems or delivered via email, hence develop-
ers responsible for support and bug fixing had
a detailed overview of pending issues.

A dynamic increase in the number of team
members forced a change of the project processes.
A growing number of developers caused code inte-
gration problems. Instead of one Scrum Team the
Scrum of Scrums concept was introduced and a dif-
ferent project governancemodel (3 ScrumMasters,
Project Manager, PMO3 support). The response
time and cycle time became longer, mainly due
to the insufficient expertise in the automotive
industry among new developers and new Product
Owners. Even though the developers mentioned
above have been previously involved in different
automotive ventures, domain knowledge is often

one of the main obstacles in a software project.
For example, the automotive domain consists of
several specific sub-domains and a vast number of
process details, – which is one of the main reasons
for building custom software. In general, team
members do not have all the required knowledge,
and the project must acquire additional infor-
mation before accomplishing productive work.
The sources of this information can be relevant
documentation, formal training sessions,meetings
with domain experts and key users.

Additionally, several new business compo-
nents started to be delivered, which, in turn,
resulted in a growing number of support requests
and end-user bugs.

5.1.3. Team composition

The Team consists of 45 people. Around
one-third of them are connected with the project
from the initial stage. Approximately half of the
workers had several years of experience in enter-
prise projects. The entire team is divided into
seven sub-teams (see Figure 2), two of them are
virtual. A team member could be assigned to
more than one team because of his/her function.
– JEE Development Teams (x3, DT) are re-

sponsible for the new system version, they
use Scrum. Each team has about six members
and the Scrum Master.

– Host Team is responsible for developing the
old system in a Cobol technology. The team
consists of 5 members and the Scrum Master.

– Fire Fighting and Support Team (FT and ST)
consists of 6 members. In most cases, they
are nominated in the sprint beginning from

3PMO stands for Project Management Office.
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each development team. The team is respon-
sible for the integration and production of
bug fixing and for providing 3rd line support.
The members of the team change every Sprint
session.

– Cross-Functional Team (CT) consists of tech-
nical leaders from each development team
and solution architects (SA). It focuses on
long-term technical and business decisions
and designs new components and supports
customer.

– Product Owners (PO) Team consists of 3
business architects focused on the new User
Story development. They work and agree on
a new functionality directly with end users
and major stakeholders within the organisa-
tion.

Up to a 70% of the capacity of people who lack
industry experience are used in the initial few
months of the Sprint. The slack time is used for
internal project training provided by experienced
software developers and architects.

Project teams are located in 3 different cities.
This type of work is organised in accordance with
the Distributed Scrum concept as described by
Majchrzak et al. [15].

The development team and project manage-
ment are located in two cities, the stakehold-
ers and PO work in the third location. The
main Scrum meetings were conducted in the cus-
tomer’s office. These meetings were attended by
several team members only; the remaining ones
participated in them via video calls.

Regarding daily contact with the PO team as
well as the major stakeholders, these are managed
mostly by means of email communication and
video calls.

5.1.4. Engineering practices

From the very beginning, we were focused on XP
techniques [16] which could be applied in both
the waterfall and then in Scrum framework:
– test-driven development (unit tests);
– clean code [17] instead of code documenta-

tion;
– automated end-2-end (E2E) testing covering

the user stories;

– continuous integration after each source code
change, nightly build includes long-running
E2E regression tests;

– source control software and rigorous configu-
ration management;

– bug-tracking software (JIRA [18]);
– documentation in wiki (Confluence [19]).
This results in high test coverage. The team can
provide a new release after each sprint. Due to
E2E testing, business and technical complexity,
the results are not always stable. About 5% of
the tests fail regularly. The problems appearing
before the release are checked manually to en-
sure that the reported ticket occurs because of
new functionality or because of bugs. Every time
a bug is found, it is promptly reported in the is-
sue tracking system. Another aspect which needs
to be included in agile projects is the branching
strategy. Similar to Shabib et al. [20] we have
found that a complex branching strategy could
impact the quality of software. Despite the fact
that the project consists of several teams, a deci-
sion is made to reduce the number of branches to
the minimum, and to use the simplest branching
strategy possible (Figure 4). The reason behind
that was the need of frequent merging (even sev-
eral times per day) as well as the choice to use one
branch for the sprint, maintenance branch and
release branch. This was only possible provided
that the team decide to use rigorous code-change
rules, such as frequent commit and integration
(several times per day), and quality rules such as
no failing JUnit tests (immediate fix or revert)
static code analysis before commit, clean code
and alike.

The branching and quality assurance rules,
such as XP practices, clean code and fully auto-
mated E2E, were also valid for each team work-
ing in the Kanban process, hence the changes in
Sprint and Kanban were visible immediately for
every team member in the project.

5.1.5. Kanban introduction stages

The main impulses for employing Kanban were
the doubts expressed by the team with regard to
bug correction and new feature implementation,
which had not been explicitly defined during the
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sprint planning. The change requests were often
reported by end end users as tickets sent directly to
the support team instead of PO. It is worth noting
that the problem was not only which bug and in
what order a given task or bug was to be corrected,
but also the decision determining the incorrect
workings of an application and the decision about
who would be the sponsor of a given change.

The main stimulus to implement the im-
proved process of error and support request man-
agement originated from the developers’ team.
The team initiated efforts to improve the already
existing processes due to the growing amount of
correspondence (delays and handoffs), new team
members scattered across localities (delays), do-
main knowledge (waiting for solution approvals)
and some restrictions stemming from the Scrum
framework such as timeboxing and the sprint
target (switching tasks and relearning – in the
case of a new sprint).
Step 1: Identify work to be done. The first
step aimed at systemizing the volume of work
being done outside the sprint was to create one
list of errors and problems from various sources
and then organise them in the JIRA system. In
the project, because of diverse users and condi-
tioning, the above mentioned errors and queries
could be called in using many ways, i.e. by email,
by telephone but also with the help of HPQC
and Peregrine. From the developer’s perspective,
many sources of those were impossible to accom-
modate and respond to, similarly to prioritising
decisions.

The unified bug list was not the right solu-
tion as the following drawbacks were found very
quickly:
1. The developer had to arrange who would be

the sponsor of a change or error – fixing.

2. In the case of the lack of symptoms, many
tasks had the In Progress status. It is worth
noting that the developer was usually as-
signed to the FT team for approximately
only two weeks. As a result, the said developer
would begin many tasks (the work in progress
was not defined or limited) and practically
would not complete any in real life. Then
the tasks would be returned to the “To Do
list” and the whole procedure would be re-
peated. Consequently, some errors would wait
for weeks before being solved or rejected.

3. All of the agreements and contacts with PO
and stakeholders were chaotic. From the point
of view of each user group their bugs or tasks
had the top priority. Undoubtedly, it resulted
in misunderstandings and also caused addi-
tional arduous communication by email.

Step 2: Identify workstreams. The next step
was to identify the workstream and WIP ar-
rangement (Figure 5). For instance, people work-
ing on subjects connected with support received
their boards or were able to use the common
one, but their tasks were marked with differ-
ent colours. Similarly, people working on errors
(FT) owned their boards. Very quickly another
problem emerged, it was connected with the
project characteristics. Some of the bugs had
to be fixed using a different budget, which meant
for example that only 1 FTE4 could be assigned.
Another problem was the fact that many errors
were marked as a new feature (CR) and from
the project standpoint, they were then investi-
gated in a different budget and with the use
of various resources. The constraints mentioned
above required the introduction of additional
Kanban boards. Then the question concerning
the person who would make a choice between

4FTE – Full-time equivalent is a unit that indicates the workload of an employed person.
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Figure 5. Project A – Kanban boards
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workstreams arose. Certainly, more boards were
added and experienced developers or solution
architects used them to investigate the issue and
decide where it belonged.

Because of plenty of boards, this approach
might seem very complicated. However, from
the FT point of view, the “To Do Lists” were
shortened and the focus was only on bug fixing.
Step 3: Improve the communication. The
introduced division between work streams was
optimal from the FT and ST point of view. On
the other hand, from the management’s and
the client’s perspectives (PO-Team), the existing
work streams did not always meet their needs
Because of this, to improve communication the
efficient conduct of prioritisation meetings, we
defined many options which grouped the chosen
work streams but still retained simplicity. For in-
stance in Figure 5 Change Control Board formed
from Support Board and Change Request Board
was identified.

5.1.6. Results

After nearly a year since the introduction of the
above process, process, an interview similar to
the one suggested by Ikonen et. all [12] was con-
ducted. Opinions concerning the high complexity
of the project structure and different expecta-
tions were collected from each of the teams. Since
the main work stream was done in sprints, we
have focused only on selected work aspects.

The hierarchy of the Kanban processes was
built (Figure 6), it provides information for par-
ticular team members depending on their level.

Each project member can find the right perspec-
tive and reduce the amount of information de-
pending on their needs. For instance Level 3 suits
the FT as they will concentrate solely on selected
and initially analysed bugs. On the other hand
Level 0 or Level 1 would meet the needs of the
project management team in terms of the general
project state and SLA.
Documentation. Dispersed exchange of infor-
mation by email and arrangements during several
meetings have been replaced by cohesive com-
ments within the scope of a given task. They
allowed us to understand each given problem
and the process in which a decision was made.
To a developer, it become evident what and why
needs to be done. A member of the ST addition-
ally states:

“Documentation has been improved, there is
no worry about losing parts of data. Once
something has appeared on a Kanban board,
it will not be forgotten or omitted, and it will
be equipped with the correct commentary
serving afterwards as a source of knowledge
in similar problems.” [ST]

The error log and new feature request stored in
one place allow for a significantly more straight-
forward analysis of the changelog. It consequently
helps to understand who made a decision to in-
troduce a change, and what were their reasons
as well as motivations for such an alteration.

“Due to the significant number of tasks re-
garding various components and business pro-
cesses, we have made a decision for all the
information to be included in the comments
of a given bug or task. This simplifies the
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correlation detection between tasks and bugs
and the root cause analysis.” [CT]
“Bugs are well commented on, hence we
can reuse historical information during later
stages.” [SM]

From the developer team’s point of view, the key
aspect is the task status and in particular the
information which may impact the current tasks
in the sprint.

“We are aware of errors and how they are
managed; earlier on we used to lose such data,
whereas at present we can obtain statuses of
errors which are of interest to us.” [DT]

Problem solving. The introduction of Kanban
allowed for easy task assignment to suitable peo-
ple in the correct order. In the case when a de-
veloper or a customer finds a bug or requests
a new feature, he or she can easily issue a new
ticket without the need for consultation with the
Scrum work model and budget, which made it
possible to continue work without delays:

“It facilitates work and provides a structure
error correction.” [FT]
“Developers are not blocked and know that
the reported problem will be properly clas-
sified and solved. They are not blocked by
unplanned tasks and can develop new user
stories without changing the context.” [CT]

Even though most of the team thinks that cer-
tain progress has been made, ST and CT still
see some room for improvement:

“Using Kanban has not solved all of our prob-
lems. Too much of a mess occasionally still
happens.” [ST]
“Still, a large number of tasks, e.g. copying
emails and HPQC Bugs into JIRA require ad-
ditional time and should be automated.” [ST]

Also, one of the FT members pointed out that
there are still problems due to a largely rotating
team:

“On the other hand, we have to improve
the process of bug fixing itself. A task once
started does not always get completed before
it is time for a developer to leave the FT
team.” [FT]

Visualization. The process of error fixing and
CR management is much simpler and more trans-
parent from the team’s point of view. Bug sta-

tuses and workloads are always visible. Each
member can easily select a given board and then
the related task:

“Kanban boards look much better and pro-
vide more information than a long bug
list.” [SM]

The Team and stakeholders understand what the
support and bug fixing process looks like:

“Once upon a time, I found it difficult to de-
scribe the way in which we worked. A project
seems to be much more mature, once it
it becomes clear how a given process func-
tions.” [ST]
“Above all priorities are error statuses and
developers who make such errors. Such infor-
mation is indeed favourable in case of a sig-
nificant number of various errors.” [FT]

Visualisation also helps people working on regu-
lar Sprint tasks, and they claim that:

“It is easy to observe whether a person is
working to solve a problem which has blocked
us and what is its priority.” [DT]
“When we need to have a general overview,
Kanban boards offer a great deal of assis-
tance.” [CT]

Communication. Internal communication be-
tween teams and the PO has improved dra-
matically. Instead of having dedicated meet-
ings to discuss each critical error, regular meet-
ings for the selected work streams have been
initiated:

“The number of meetings has grown, how-
ever, they have become shorter and allowed
us to manage the tasks on given boards effec-
tively.” [CT]
“The number of meetings has increased,
which could be considered a major improve-
ment. Instead the inefficient information flow
via emails, it is much faster to conduct
a meeting drawing on the Kanban board
and thanks to this keeping the changes
up-to-date.” [SM]

From the team’s point of view, the information
concerning prioritising error-correction and the
details concerning them have been set in place.
On the other hand, from the PO’s point of view,
communication with the development team has
been improved:
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“The client knows who to speak to with re-
gard to a given task and when to expect the
solution to a particular error.” [FT]

Another equally important aspect is the option
of regular progress monitoring.

“We can see the status of work immediately.
I don’t have to interrupt people and ask what
they are doing.” [SM]

A different point of view is presented by develop-
ers working on tasks in Sprints. As far as they
are concerned, communication has been reduced
to the minimum.

“Not relevant in the case of a development
team. We do not have to cope with bugs be-
cause we know that the right people from the
Firefighting Team will support the process,
and we do not have to be involved.” [DT]

Approval process. The basic advantage of the
defined process was the improvement of work
stream choices for new tasks:

“In the case of fixed bugs, our process still
needs improving. Despite the fact that devel-
opers know that they should fix and test the
bug, we additionally need a Verify column
in order to explicitly emphasise the need for
a test and verification.” [DT]
“It is easier to approve bugs and to assign
them to the proper work stream.” [SA]

Additionally, the introduction of rules concerning
the flow and identification of the sponsors respon-
sible for error-correcting has improved support
work:

“In the case when a task cannot be eas-
ily solved, because we have to deal with
a non-trivial bug or simply with a new feature,
we can easily move it to another board.” [ST]
“The PO Team checks the Kanban boards,
provides some additional information and,
most importantly, sets the right prior-
ity.” [FT]

Despite the above improvements, the team has
still seen the need for enhancing the process:

“Unfortunately, as of now, we have not
been able to establish a correctly-function-
ing approval process. We need another state
(column) – Verified. Fortunately we have
a proper release process, we can see on the

Kanban board what got released and what
didn’t.” [SM]

Selecting work assignment. Through close
interaction with the Customer and PO, we have
been able to set our priorities right, which in turn
has allowed for optimal task accomplishment by
the team:

“You simply take the first task from the first
column. You don’t have to search for tasks
or ask others.” [SM]
“Together with the PO-Team, we conduct the
prioritisation, thus the most important tasks
are at the top of the To Do column.” [SA]

Taking into account the aspect of a budget for
particular error types, the choice of a task is
clearly sensible from the Team member’s point
of view:

“Different boards help us find bugs from dif-
ferent work streams.” [FT]
“Tasks are split into work streams and
could be easily selected based on priority
order.” [DT]
“We use issue priority in order to select work
assignments. If the tasks have the same pri-
ority, we simply select the oldest ones.” [ST]

5.1.7. General problems and future work

One of the most difficult challenges found in
the processes described earlier is the need to
perform numerous activities manually. Clearly,
using extra human resources, e.g. in order to
copy emails to Jira, would be considered a waste
in the process. The next step should be the intro-
duction of such systems as Jira Service Desk [21],
and e.g. ConnectAll [22] to integrate HPQC
and Jira.

It was also observed that assigning new peo-
ple to a virtual team at the beginning of each
Sprint may result in wasting time and and re-
sources. Certain tasks sometimes require several
days to analyse, fix and test. If the members of
virtual teams are changed while tasks are still in
progress, new developers have to start them al-
most from the beginning. Thus, it was decided to
allow people to work on a given task, even though
they are assigned only to Sprint development.
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5.2. Project B

The project involves the manufacturing of pro-
duction software in a large automotive concern.
A part of this software supports the direct steer-
ing of car production in three separate stages:
body construction, paint shop and assembly. The
steering systems are critical because each poten-
tial software error generates relatively expen-
sive problems. The said software is employed in
several dozen factories belonging to the afore-
mentioned automotive concern. The goal of this
project is the delivery of services within a spec-
ified time frame and with specified availability,
namely the development of new functions and
the support of current and existing functions
in the production environment.The support is
limited to the most difficult problems requiring
changes in the software or specific changes in
the system configuration. In Project B, the main
challenge in the introduction of the lean philos-
ophy with Kanban techniques was combining
transparency principles and contractual issues.
Many contractual constraints originate from the
extensive structure of stakeholders on the cus-
tomer’s side.

In general, it is possible to visualise many
processes on a Kanban board, e.g. governance,
transition, staffing, knowledge management, tech-
nology and infrastructure, financial and contrac-
tual elements.

5.2.1. Extensive structure of stakeholders on
customer side

In this case, the customer is one of the biggest
world manufacturing consortiums with many lay-
ers of interests. On the one hand, there is a need
for simplicity, however, however, on the hand
the goals is to deliver the production of software
– a crucial part of the customer’s business. To
meet these contradictory expectations a set of
stakeholders was identified, however, this article
focuss on the following groups:
– The IT department which is the main stake-

holder from the contractual point of view.
– Factories which are most important in case

of the continuity of the project.

– Quality assurance which is most important
to evidence our quality.

5.2.2. Team composition

Due to the massive system function complexity,
the team was extended. Taking into account var-
ious functions and tasks, the project was divided
into the following teams (see Figure 7):
– Feature Team (x4) – these are people directly

responsible for software manufacturing. The
team consists mainly of Programmers and
Testers. Each Team is responsible for specific
business components.

– Project Support (cross-functional team 1 ) –
responsible for the infrastructure and continu-
ity of project functioning in relation to techni-
cal data, namely integrating both Client’s and
contractor’s networks as well as supporting
the build and configuration of management
processes.

– Governance (cross-functional team 2 ) – re-
sponsible for the management and client
co-operation takes key decisions concerning
the project. It is involved in all the exist-
ing aspects of project management including
change and risk management.

5.2.3. Kanban introduction stages

The deployment of the agile approach is much
more challenging within the realms of a large
organisation and an extensive stakeholder struc-
ture. The above project description does not
focus on organisational or business limitations, it
focuses on the employment of the Kanban tech-
niques instead. Because of critical and limited
functionality, all of the process changes had to be
introduced carefully, i.e. with risk management,
which is an indispensable element of the empirical
project approach.
Step 1: Establishment of the common
workflow. At the initial stages, the arrange-
ment meant that each of the Teams functioned
according to their rules and used their individual
workflow. The following issues caused difficulties
pertaining to the correct definition of the general
state of work: defining a completed task (Defini-
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tion of Done), reporting on critical productive
errors (escalations) and seeing the fully complete
picture of work in the entire project. After stan-
dardising the workflow, it was possible to create
the root for visualising the Kanban board. In its
initial stages, it comprises everyday work (daily
business), meaning current tasks. It consists of
the following stages:
– T-Shirt sizing: an initial assessment of a task,

which is a relative description of the size of
a task resulting from its complexity, uncer-
tainty and repeatability [23, Chapter 7, 16].
At this stage, the estimates are not precise,
and the analysis itself should not exceed 4
hours. The t-shirt sizing technique is similar
to Planning Poker [24]. However instead of
using the Fibonacci sequence, t-shirt sizes are
used (XS, S, M, L, XL).

– Problem analysis: at this stage, a detailed
analysis is conducted based on the earlier
estimate. The purpose of this stage is the
definition of the scope of work and its costs.

– Development: at this stage the earlier analysis
is used to perform the task. The purpose of
this stage is the engineering of a registrable
change in software.

– Deployment: the final stage is the employ-
ment of software change and in the majority
of cases this is the most complex process.
The goal is the delivery of the change in the
production environment.

It is possible that a problem is solved at each of
these levels, which then completes the process.
Step 2: Visualisation processes. Visualisa-
tion is the best way to achieve a common under-
standing of the state of the project, the best way
to keep a shared vision. It is possible to find the

bottlenecks only when everything is measured
and visualised to the whole team.

The reality of communication is that every
stakeholder can have different interests. At this
phase of introducing Kanban, it became crucial
to start collaborating in the same “language”.
A Kanban board was created on the basis of
the earlier study of the said workflow (see Fig-
ure 9). The workflow of problem management
is described in Paragraph 5.2.3. Visualisation is
not only communication improvement, but it is
also a major factor in achieving the shared vision
and promoting it in the whole project. After the
introduction of the visualisations, the following
observations were made in the teams:
– the processes were described and changes

were continuously supplemented;
– the board was continuously adapted;
– the processes were always visible to all mem-

bers of the team, and they were proposing
improvements (feedback loop).

Step 3: Introducing the culture of
self-improvement. The project approaches
based on nimble philosophy are tough to im-
plement for multiple reasons, such as the re-
quirements for experience and courage. A given
situation can be much simpler if there is an en-
vironment open to the Agile and Lean thinking.
It is fair to say that their deployment is not pos-
sible without the culture of change and constant
improvement in place.

In the process of change within a large organ-
isation, one must not forget about sociological
processes, an example of which can be the Adop-
tion Curve (see Figure 8) [25]. It is precisely
this model that became used in the process of
employing change to the project and its close
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Figure 9. Project B – Kanban board – problem management workflow

environment. The technique used in the project
was, among others, the selection of the “so-called”
Change Ambassadors (early adopters), who were
recruited from the management of selected fea-
ture teams. It was this group to be the main com-
munication target in relation to Kanban deploy-
ment techniques. In the aforementioned “Early
Majority” means the Team.

Instilling the Lean culture allows the use of
techniques such as Kanban. Simultaneously, an
organisation promotes an adaptive approach on
a wider scale, moving far beyond the scope of
this project.
Step 4: Managing improvement from the
team. The Coach is a crucial role in this oper-
ation, and their position is not to be underesti-
mated. However, their role is to guide the Team
towards learning the process of coming to correct
conclusions. Just as a parent bringing up a child
teaches it to walk and then allows it to reach
full independence, so does the Team Coach by
pointing out specific problems and then teaching
the Team members a lesson on independence.

The first dilemma, observed thanks to visuali-
sation and the common workflow, was the lack of
comprehensible understanding of the Definition
of Done (DoD). At the beginning, each Team de-
fined their DoD in their own way. Unsurprisingly,
it invariably led to serious misunderstandings
during the execution of the said agreement, es-
pecially at the final stages of the project.

Second of all, certain knowledge limitations
became apparent within the Team. The Kan-
ban board immediately made the team painfully
aware which module lacked the necessary knowl-
edge, where fewer tasks existed and where there
was a potential for certain key moves. Through
the act of standardising the workflow and pro-
gramming it correctly in the JIRA, both the
executive documentation procedure and the com-

munication regarding production difficulties were
successfully improved:
– documentation concerning current problems

consists of the necessary meta information, i.e.
contact persons, references to other existing
documents (i.e. change request);

– summary of existing problems is documented
in a uniform manner.

Step 5: Introducing the processes to the
Customer. In the described here case, being
able to implement the process of improvements
was a direct result of the steps taken at the
previous stages. One of the most efficient ways
to achieve lean principles is visualising a given
processes. Together with identified stakeholders
(see Section 5.2.1) we decided to start with three
working areas: problem management, governance
processes and release management
Problem management board. This visualisa-
tion shows the whole scope and the parameters of
the daily state of work. The content of the board
consists of a set of tickets (problems) which were
sent to the development team. The goal of the
problem management board is to simplify the
feedback loop with the factories – one of the
crucial stakeholders identified for the project.

The problems (tickets) are prioritised and del-
egated to the appropriate team member. They
can proceed with a particular case of the Kan-
ban board relatively fast, aligning work to their
processes and also completing the gaps in the
specification.
Governance workflow. The work with the gov-
ernance processes was dynamic, which was possi-
ble thanks to a frame contract joining two com-
panies by agreements that set out the terms and
conditions for delivery services. In this project
the goal was the delivery of the 3rd level devel-
opment support. The frame contract allows to
adjust the financial part of the delivery – each
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service can be negotiated separately. For instance,
the workflow of offering (see Figure 10) consists
of following steps:
1. Service request: the customer requests a spe-

cific offer.
2. Capacity: project management checks the ca-

pacity of the team, inclusive of the know-how
in other projects (if needed).

3. Offer : a full offer is made to the customer.
4. Confirmation: the customer accepts or rejects

the offer.
The real workflow is more complex than de-
scribed here. However, this example shows how
the crucial part of the processes can also be in-
volved in the Kanban visualisation. The project
management team and the customer’s IT depart-
ment work jointly on the governance board. As
a result, a faster “one-piece flow” is achieved. It
is the crucial part of Lean Manufacturing [26]
and also works well with software development.
Release management processes. Besides en-
suring the quality of the software solution, it
is necessary to deliver software packages to the
factories. The development team delivers various
types of ensembles: release, service pack, fix pack
and hotfix. The roll-out team in the factory in-
stalls the corresponding package and ensures the
continuity of production. The development team
supports packages in case of emergency. Quality
assurance is the most important stakeholder in
this area. With the visualisation of the release
management processes, the delivery can be pri-
oritised more easily and additionally, the steps of
the processes can be adapted relatively fast. The
workflow of release management (see Figure 11)
consists of the following steps:
1. Development: preparation of delivery.
2. Ready for tests: finishing delivery and releas-

ing it for the customer.
3. Tests: the customer conducts acceptance

tests.
4. Ready for roll-out: finishing the delivery and

releasing it for roll-out (installation).

5.2.4. Results

One of the most significant consequences of the
introduction to Kanban is the ability to measure

a process, for example by quoting such defined
metrics as:
– an increase in the number of created tickets

relative to the closed cases (see Figure 12);
– a possibility to measure the average time for

closure and the costs of fabrication (Lead
Time and Cycle Time);

– cyclical report of shifts in the original esti-
mate, which meant a comparison of adequate
work estimation in the T-Shirt sizing phase
to the actual volume of work being done. The
report made the early detection of the most
incorrect estimates and their causes possible;

– the quality of task documentation coming
from the Client is also measured, which in
turn allowed for the introduction of multiple
improvements. The final effect was improved
communication with respective Client depart-
ments.

Additionally, SLA values (Service Level Agree-
ment) are measured within the scope of the said
project based on the previously agreed parame-
ters. The achieved SLA may shift up to a certain
extent. The following SLA indicators are used in
the project:
– Reaction time from the moment a work unit

was created to the beginning of actual work
(early analysis),

– Time of the initial analysis (T-Shirt sizing).
In the analysis phase (Problem Analysis, De-
velopment and Deployment), the high level of
vagueness made it impossible to introduce the
SLA which would measure the end of work. An
sample cumulative chart (Figure 13) highlighted
the piling up of tickets in the analysis phase for
the final period between September to Novem-
ber. Such visualisation enhanced the credibility
of the reports for the Client. The goal of metrics
is to monitor the state of the project and react
when problems occur. In this case most valuable
metrics are: Reaction Time, Lead Time and Cy-
cle Time. In practical terms, the results of the
metrics are not always easy to understand, which
was also the experinece gained in this project.
Matters which need to be interpreted separately
are described below.
– Incompletion of the data – there was some-

times a gap between real processes and the
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Figure 10. Project B – Kanban board – governance workflow
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Figure 11. Project B – Kanban board – release management

Figure 12. Created vs. resolved chart Figure 13. Cumulative flow diagram

documented data; for example, a request
which was not registered in the system. It
was assumed that these data were not crucial
for this metric.

– The learning curve while introducing changes
to the processes – the whole process of intro-
ducing lean changes with Kanban techniques
is relatively time-consuming. Establishing the
efficient workflow of tickets lasted more than
six months, and the following six months were
required to teach the entire team. It was as-
sumed that there always was a learning curve
and the measured data were calibrated with
time. Hence, it effectively corresponded with
the reality.

– Team rotation – the real problem was when
the capacity of the team varied. All projects

need to deal with such issues not only because
of the growing numbers in teams on the team,
but also because of technical experience and
domain knowledge, which should be taken
into account. Unfortunately, the impact of
this issue on the presented results cannot be
accurately compared.

– Bad multitasking – the more tasks there are
in the progress, the less efficient the working
time is. The Kanban visualisation allows us to
minimise this problem. However, this aspect
needs considering when interpreting the final
results.

– The complexity of business knowledge – it
is a well-known fact that the software for
production systems is complicated because of
various elements, such as interface systems,
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real-time constraints, security aspects and
production continuity. There is no direct rela-
tion between the level of business complexity
and the quality of the project; yet in metrics,
it was observed that in the tickets, compar-
ison to the others, this adverse effect can
be eliminated by using medians instead of
averages.

Reaction time. The total time from reporting
a problem to the moment the development team
can start dealing with it. Table 1 and Figure 14
show the effects of the described aspect of the
described aspect “the learning curve during the
introduction of changes to the processes”. The
year 2014 was the learning phase. From 2015
Q1 tuning the reaction time through minimizing
“bad multitasking” was started.
Lead time and cycle time. The lead time is
the total time required to develop a solution to
the problem including corresponding activities,
both the predicted as well as the unpredicted
ones. It is the time from task creation until its
completion. Cycle time is the correct volume of
work.

In both tables (Table 2, 3) one can observe the
difference between averages and medians. The
cause of the difference is that a small amount of
tickets was extremely complex. It corresponds
to the described issue “complexity of business
knowledge”. In Figure 15 one can observe how the
cost of the delivery was optimised. The period
between 2013 Q4 and 2014 Q2 was the time when
measuring data was not complete. From the 2014
Q3 team rotation begins. In the first quarter of
2015, we finished installing all modules of the
software.

6. Summary and key observations

In a progressively larger number of IT projects,
one can easily notice a trend towards process
and tools optimisation. The software companies
and its customers have spotted flaws in the cur-
rent perspective based on waterfall approaches.
There is a big potential in creating waste, e.g.
through administrative behaviour. Moreover, fre-
quently chosen software development method-

ologies do not encompass certain much-needed
processes.

Although the Kanban technique is not the
subject of many analyses and was not promoted
as much as the Scrum or XP ones, it is more and
more frequently used in software projects as one
of the tools of Lean thinking. It can be used with
positive results in each project type regardless if
it is an “Agile” or “Waterfall” style operation.

It should be noted that this basic and simul-
taneously intuitive mechanism is a powerful tool
allowing for the easy optimisation of nearly every
activity and process within software projects. In
both cases, substantial profits were observed both
on the side of our Team as well as on the Client’s
side over a relatively short period.

As mentioned above, the most important as-
pects of those undoubtedly are visualisations,
process regular order and the creation of a coop-
erative platform, which can be easily modified
and adapted to any given target group.

During the analysis of the consequences
of Kanban deployment another perspective
emerged. Taking into account the human factor,
it can be observed that Kanban uses triggers as
a tool for gradual self-improvement of each team,
a sort of evolutionary step towards the reform of
documentation and fabricating processes. Hence,
unlike something forced upon the staff by the
management or outside specialists, Kanban re-
sults in an all-natural, symbiotic and adaptive
process.

7. About Capgemini and Software
Solutions Center Wroclaw

With 180,000 people in over 40 countries,
Capgemini is one of the world’s foremost
providers of consulting, technology and outsourc-
ing services. The Group reported 2014 global
revenues of EUR 10.573 billion. Together with
its clients, Capgemini creates and delivers busi-
ness, technology and digital solutions that fit
their needs, enabling them to achieve innova-
tion and competitiveness. A deeply multicul-
tural organisation, Capgemini has developed its
own way of working, the Collaborative Business
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Table 1. Project B – reaction time

Period Reaction Time
year quarter average median issues
2013 Q4 6d 8h 1h 21m 73
2014 Q1 2w 5d 6h 3d 3h 156
2014 Q2 1w 4d 23h 19h 14m 195
2014 Q3 3w 14h 21m 16h 52m 200
2014 Q4 2w 8h 38m 20h 42m 171
2015 Q1 3w 7h 41m 6h 31m 176
2015 Q2 1d 15h 5h 30m 161
2015 Q3 2d 6h 4h 31m 179
2015 Q4 1d 15h 3h 2m 223
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Figure 14. Project B – median of reaction time

Table 2. Project B – lead time (time line)

Period Reaction Time
year quarter average median issues
2013 Q4 6w 5d 20h 7w 3h 26m 25
2014 Q1 4w 3d 19h 2w 1d 10h 76
2014 Q2 8w 4d 4h 6w 2d 2h 97
2014 Q3 9w 6d 5h 5w 6d 4h 166
2014 Q4 16w 5d 22h 11w 6d 4h 173
2015 Q1 22w 1d 7h 15w 1d 19h 231
2015 Q2 15w 5d 16h 10w 6d 22h 148
2015 Q3 17w 5d 8h 10w 3d 6h 205
2015 Q4 16w 3d 5h 6w 1d 6h 427

Table 3. Project B – cycle time (in progress)

Period Reaction Time
year quarter average median issues
2013 Q4 3w 1d 2w 3d 1h 41
2014 Q1 3w 5d 5h 2w 3d 22h 62
2014 Q2 4w 6d 3h 3w 1d 5h 107
2014 Q3 4w 6d 12h 3w 5h 44m 130
2014 Q4 9w 21h 6m 5w 3d 2h 177
2015 Q1 7w 6d 14h 5w 10h 20m 200
2015 Q2 8w 1d 16h 3w 3d 20h 171
2015 Q3 6w 6d 8h 2w 6d 15h 191
2015 Q4 5w 1d 21h 1w 2d 23h 328
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Figure 15. Project B – median of lead time and cycle time

ExperienceTM, and draws on Rightshore R©, its
worldwide delivery model. Capgemini in Poland
employs 6500 consultants and IT as well as busi-
ness process experts. Centres for IT and busi-
ness process outsourcing services has operated in
Wrocław, Poznań, Kraków, Katowice and Opole
with the main office serving the Polish market
based in Warszawa. Capgemini Software Solu-
tions Center exists in Wroclaw since 2004. More
than 800 IT experts currently work in Wroclaw
delivering high-quality services in the areas of

software development, software package imple-
mentation and application lifecycle services to
German-speaking clients.
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Abstract
Search based techniques have been widely applied in the domain of software testing. This Systematic
Literature Review aims to present the research carried out in the field of search based approaches
applied particularly to mutation testing. During the course of literature review, renowned databases
were searched for the relevant publications in the field to include relevant studies up to the year
2014. Few studies for the year 2015–2016, gathered by performing snowball search, have also been
included. For reviewing the literature in the field, 43 studies were evaluated, out of which 18 studies
were thoroughly studied and analysed. The result of this SLR shows that search based techniques
were applied to mutation testing primarily for two purposes, either for mutant optimisation or
for test case optimisation. The future directions of this SLR suggests the application of search
based techniques for other issues related to mutation testing, like, solution to equivalents mutants,
generation of non-trivial mutants, multi-objective test data generation and non-functional testing.

Keywords: software testing, analysis and verification, systematic reviews and mapping
studies

1. Introduction

Software testing [1] is a rigorous activity which
must be done to find the errors, quality assess-
ment and to gain insight into the state of the sys-
tem. The key challenge in the process of software
testing is to reduce costs and maximize benefits.
Since it is extremely time-consuming and requires
a lot of effort; the overall testing process needs to
be optimized for testing practices. Software test-
ing involves test planning, design, execution and
evaluation, reporting and closure activities. Test
design is an activity that entails the major chunk
of software test activities. It includes reviewing
the test basis, identifying test conditions, design-
ing tests, evaluating them and thereby designing
the test environment setup. One of the critical
tasks in testing is the generation of test data.
Research on test case generation has become
quite prevalent in the last two decades [2–5].

Search based approaches have been applied to
several optimisation problems [6]. Software test
design portrayed as a well formed optimisation
problem has been solved using meta-heuristic
techniques [7]. The generation of test data can
be automated using meta-heuristics or search
based techniques using a specific fitness function
to guide the search towards a potentially good
solution within a search space [8].

Search based mutation testing (SBMT) works
by formulating the test data generation/opti-
mization and mutant optimization problems as
search problems and applying meta-heuristics
techniques to solve them. Bottaci [9] introduced
the fitness function to apply optimization algo-
rithms to kill the mutants or faulty programs.
This fitness function was based on three con-
ditions: reachability, sufficiency and necessity.
These three conditions served as a base for the
foundation of SBMT and are are still used for
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this purpose [10]. Optimization techniques, such
as Genetic Algorithm (GA), Hill Climbing (HC),
Ant Colony Optimization (ACO), Bacteriological
Algorithm (BA) and Immune Inspired Algorithm
(IIA) were used together with mutation testing
by researchers as an art of SBMT [11].

The aim of this systematic review is to ad-
dress the search based approaches applied to
mutation testing either for test case generation
or for mutant optimization. The systematic lit-
erature review (SLR) is the foremost essential
step in the research process conducted to rig-
orously collect, analyse and report the current
literature in the field. An extensive survey by
Jia and Harman [12] comprehensively addressed
developments of mutation testing. [13] lists the
various advancements in the areas of SBMT since
the year 2009. A recent systematic mapping by
Souza et al. [11] mentioned related work in the
context of test data generation for mutation test-
ing, whereas whereas this SLR focuses partic-
ularly on the search based techniques smeared
with mutation testing for test data generation/-
optimization and mutant optimization. A similar
study on SBMT has been recently published
by Silva et al. [14]. The authors explored the
use of meta-heuristic in the context of mutation
testing. The study is very rigorous as well as
detailed and reviews the publications up to the
year 2014. The studies included in this SLR were
also been in the systematic review by Silva et
al. This SLR primarily aims to review the stud-
ies in the field of SBMT up to the year 2014,
however, a few relevant studies of the year 2015
and 2016 were also cited. These recent papers
were collected using the snowballing approach
[15] to find the papers published in the last two
years which cited the studies included in present
SLR. The study and analysis of various papers
collected from a number of sources involves a
great deal of research effort and time as it also
encompasses the review and modification of the
paper entailing s time after it is communicated
to a journal. Review and modification of the
paper also entails time after it is communicated
to a journal. Therefore, in this paper the relevant
studies up to the year 2014 were thoroughly anal-
ysed and included only few studies published in

the year 2015–2016. The primary studies selected
for review are the ones which proposed a new
technique for SBMT up to the year 2014. This
SLR contains many figures and ttables to offer
easy access to comprehensive knowledge on the
topic. The studies selected for review were used
immensely by the researchers working in the field
of SBMT.

The rest of the paper is systematized as fol-
lows: Section 2 differentiates between Literature
Review (LR), Systematic Mapping (SM) and
Systematic Literature Review (SLR). Section 3
shows the research method followed for this SLR
highlighting the research question and the used
search strategy. Section 4 analyses the studies in
SBMT. Section 5 presents the results and then
Section 6 presents conclusion.

2. Differentiating LR, SM and SLR

Reviewing the literature in the field is a funda-
mental process prior to any worthwhile research.
This section compares and contrasts the implica-
tions of LR, SM and SLR.
Literature review – “A literature review is an
objective study done to thoroughly summarize
and critically analyse the available relevant re-
search, and to enable the researcher to gather
up to date information, to gain insight into the
current literature that forms a basis of a goal to
be achieved and also justifies the future research
in that area” [16].
Systematic mapping – “A systematic map-
ping study provides a structure of the type of
research reports and results that have been pub-
lished by categorizing them. It often gives a vi-
sual summary, the map, of its results. It requires
less effort while providing a more coarse-grained
overview” [17].
Systematic literature review – “A system-
atic literature review is a means of identifying,
evaluating and interpreting all available research
relevant to a particular research question, or
topic area, or phenomenon of interest. Individual
studies contributing to a systematic review are
called primary studies; a systematic review is
a form a secondary study” [18].
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Figure 1. Undertaken course of action for SLR

SLR entails an exhaustive and comprehensive
search process which adheres to the guidelines on
the conduct of a review and inclusion/exclusion
criteria, it is determined by the quality assess-
ment process. However, in the case of LR the
process may not be comprehensive and may or
may not include the quality assessment. SM, on
the other hand, has a complete search process
and identifies primary and secondary research
but may not include formal quality assessment
process [19].

3. Research method

The aim of this study is to offer insight into
various types of research carried out in the
area of search based mutation testing (SBMT).
The authors followed the guidelines given by
Kitchenham [18]. The undertaken course of ac-
tion is demonstrated using a sequence diagram
(Figure 1).

Initially, primary knowledge about the sub-
ject of the study was collected. As a result of an
inquisitive study of the research conducted in the
field, a set of research questions (RQs) were for-
mulated. Search strategy was then designed that
forms the base for collecting the relevant research
material from the data repositories. The most
vital step was to refine the data gathered by defin-
ing an inclusion/exclusion criterion. After this
stage, 43 relevant studies were categorized into

18 primary and 25 secondary studies (discussed
in this section). The method used to extract
the primary and secondary studies is explained
in [20]. In order to answer the RQs, collected
and segregated material was critically examined;
thus, reaching the conclusion.

The steps trailed in the SLR for test data gen-
eration/optimization and mutant optimization
using search based approaches were conducted in
the way elaborated in the following subsections.

3.1. Research questions (RQs)

As the RQs form the foundation of the SLR, the
PICOC criteria [20] (given in Table 1) were used
to define the research questions. The PICOC
criteria were defined as follows:
– Population – people, or an application area,

or a group of companies or any such commu-
nity affected by the research.

– Intervention – software methodologies/
tools/technologies/procedures which are re-
quired to solve a particular issue.

– Comparison – software methodologies/
tools/technologies/procedures with which in-
tervention can be compared.

– Outcomes – factors of significance which are
relevant in the study.

– Context – environment in which the com-
parison takes place.
The aim of this work is to summarize the

current state of art of research in SBMT by
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Table 1. PICOC criteria applied to SLR

Population Search based Mutation Testing
Intervention Search based/meta-heuristic techniques
Comparison Approaches which are not meta-heuristic
Outcomes Test data generation/optimization and mutant optimization techniques involved SBMT
Context Within the domain of SBMT with a focus on empirical studies

Figure 2. Inclusion/exclusion criteria

proposing answers to the set of the following
research questions(RQs).
RQ1: Which search based approaches were used
in collaboration with mutation testing?
RQ2: What are the areas of application in which
search based approaches were applied for muta-
tion testing?
RQ3: What are the findings from the comparison
studies of the techniques used in SBMT?
RQ4: What are the major challenges faced by
the researchers in the field of SBMT?

3.2. Search process

This section describes the strategy used to mine
the databases containing the research material
and to extract the relevant information related
to the conducted research.

3.2.1. Data sources

According to the guidelines provided by Kitchen-
ham [20], several data sources were searched to
encompass the maximum possible information.
The following data repositories were explored to

retrieve the relevant publications from confer-
ence proceedings, workshop proceedings, journal
articles, books and theses.
– ACM digital library (www.dl.acm.org).
– IEEE Xplore Digital Library (www.

ieeexplore.ieee.org).
– Science Direct (www.sciencedirect.com).
– Springer (www.springerlink.com).
– Citeseer (scholar.google.com).
– Wiley Online Library (onlinelibrary.wiley.

com).
A few papers were available in more than

one searched repositories and in such cases the
duplicate copies were removed manually.

3.3. Inclusion and exclusion criteria

The overall process depicted in Figure 2 was
followed to obtain and segregate the relevant
primary and secondary studies.

3.3.1. Search strategy

Various research publication repositories pro-
vide different search options for data search. An
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Table 2. Search Strings for selected data sources

Data Source Search String
IEEE ((((Evolutionary OR heuristic OR search based OR search-based OR nature inspired OR

nature-inspired OR optimization OR selection OR minimization OR prioritization)) AND
(“Mutation Testing” OR “Mutation Analysis” OR “mutation operator testing” OR “fault
injection” OR “fault based testing”))) in command search tab (under advanced search)

ACM (Abstract:Mutation and Abstract:testing) and (Abstract:Evolutionary or Abstract:heuristic
or Abstract:metaheuristic or Abstract:search based or Abstract:search-based or
Abstract:nature or Abstract:inspired or Abstract:nature-inspired or Abstract:optimization
or Abstract:optimisation or Abstract:selection or Abstract:minimization or Ab-
stract:minimisation or Abstract:prioritisation or Abstract:prioritization)

Wiley (Evolutionary OR heuristic OR metaheuristic OR search based OR search-based OR
nature inspired OR nature-inspired OR optimization OR optimisation OR selection OR
minimization OR minimisation OR prioritisation OR prioritization) in Abstract AND
“Mutation Testing" OR “Mutation Analysis” OR “Mutants testing” OR “mutation operator
testing” OR “fault injection” OR “fault based testing” in Abstract)

Elsevier (Evolutionary OR heuristic OR metaheuristic OR search based OR search-based OR nature
inspired OR nature-inspired OR optimization OR optimisation OR selection OR mini-
mization OR minimisation OR prioritisation OR prioritization) and TITLE-ABSTR-KEY
(“Mutation Testing” OR “Mutation Analysis” OR “mutation operator testing” OR “fault
injection” OR “fault based testing”)

Springer Mutation AND testing AND (Evolutionary OR heuristic OR metaheuristic OR search
based OR search-based OR nature OR inspired OR nature-inspired OR optimization
OR optimisation OR selection OR minimization OR minimsation OR prioritisation OR
prioritization)

citeseer ((((Evolutionary OR heuristic OR metaheuristic OR search based OR search-based OR
nature inspired OR nature-inspired OR optimization OR optimisation OR selection OR
minimization OR minimisation OR prioritisation OR prioritization)) AND (“Mutation
Testing” OR “Mutation Analysis” OR “Mutants testing” OR “mutation operator testing”
OR “fault injection” OR “fault based testing”)))

advanced search strategy was used for mining
the data sources to locate the pertinent publi-
cations. The Boolean operators “AND”, “OR”
and “NOT” are used to arrange the keywords
for forming the search string. As the various
databases provide different search capabilities,
as stated in a recent SLR [21, 22], conceptu-
ally similar search strings were used for each
of the data sources listed in Table 2. To en-
sure the maximum retrieval of significant ma-
terial, the search strategy was applied on to
a title, an abstract and keywords. The earliest
research in the field of search based on testing
was published in the year 1976, and thus the
start date for the search was established to be
January, 1976 and the end date was set to De-
cember, 2014.

Initially using the search string as specified in
section 3.2.2, a total of 4314 papers were found.
However, many of these papers pertained to mu-
tation and biology which were not relevant to
our field. Thereafter, a multi-step process was
followed to remove the irrelevant publications.
The number of papers shown by the respective
repositories using the aforesaid search string is
listed in Table 3.

In order to exclude the irrelevant papers, ti-
tle and abstract based exclusion was performed
manually and then the full text was read to
store the appropriate papers in our repository.
After analysing the papers thus found, a list
of active researchers (as listed in Table 4) in
the same field was maintained. Then, to ensure
the completeness of the data, another search
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Table 3. Initial number of papers obtained by
searching the data repositories

Data source Initial Count
IEEE 201
ACM 448
Wiley 1844
Elsevier 20
Springer 1484
Citeseer 317

Table 4. List of authors actively working in the field
of SBMT

Authors Total publications in SBMT
P. May 4
K. Ayari 1
M. Harman 6
M. Papadakis 5
G. Fraser 3
B. Baudry 5
M. Rad 2

was accomplished to locate the leftover papers
of the researchers working in the field. The
reference section of the primary studies was
also checked to extract any relevant publica-
tion that was missing in our collection. A to-
tal of 10 new papers were located out of which
6 were found by reference search and 4 were
found by the author search. The total number
of relevant papers thus collected is listed in Ta-
ble 5.

Table 5. Number of papers after exclusion

Data source Count after exclusion
IEEE 16
ACM 6
Wiley 1
Elsevier 4
Springer 10
Citeseer 1
Others 5

The totally pertinent publication includes all
those papers which presented a new technique(s),
compares existing techniques and empirically
evaluated the techniques. These 43 studies were
then thoroughly reviewed by each author to seg-
regate them into primary and secondary studies.
The papers with a significant contribution in the
field in terms of research ideas and development
were chosen as primary studies and the rest were
marked as secondary ones. Eventually, 18 pri-
mary studies (as shown in Table 6) were then
thoroughly, analysed separately by each author.
It can be seen that 50% of the studies demon-
strated their technique in a theoretical manner
and the remaining 50% evaluated their technique
empirically.

There are a few papers which were not been
included in this SLR that were included in the
recent SLR on SBMT [14]. The papers encompass
[39–47]. These papers are relevant to the field
of SBMT but their contribution to the field is
not novel as the techniques they proposed are
already used by researchers in the field of SBMT.

The papers published in 2015 and 2016 that
are relevant to the field of SBMT were collected
by snowballing. They are listed in the following
section.

4. Analysis of studies in SBMT

This section presents the analysis, trend patterns
and the discussion of the research done in the
field of SBMT.

4.1. Trends in SBMT

Table 7 and Table 8 list the publication types for
the selected studies and primary studies retrieved
from the repositories. Figure 3 shows the publi-
cation trends observed from 1998 to 2014. The
first publication was recorded in 1998 and after
that the research was carried out continuously
in this field. A decline in the research trends is
observed during the year 2006–2009.

4.2. Discussion on primary studies

Table 9 summarizes the contribution of the se-
lected primary studies and search based tech-
niques evolved/used by them. Table 10 lists the
subject programs, language and tools used by
the selected primary studies. It is observed that
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Table 6. Overview of the selected primary studies

Study ID First Year Type Publisher Research References
Author (C/J/W/B) Category (E/T)

P1 L. Bottaci 2001 C Others T [9]
P2 B. Baudry 2001 W Springer E [23]
P3 B. Baudry 2002 C IEEE E [24]
P4 P. May 2003 B Springer T [25]
P5 M. C. F.P. Emer 2003 J Others E [26]
P6 K. Adamopoulos 2004 C Springer T [27]
P7 Md. M. Masud 2005 C IEEE T [28]
P8 K. Ayari 2007 C ACM E [29]
P9 Y. Jia 2008 C IEEE E [30]
P10 K. K. Mishra 2010 C IEEE T [31]
P11 B. Schwarz 2011 C IEEE T [32]
P12 M. Harman 2011 C ACM T [33]
P13 J.J. Dominguez-Jimenez 2011 J Elsevier E [34]
P14 G. Fraser 2012 J IEEE E [35]
P15 A. A. L. de Oliveira 2013 C IEEE E [36]
P16 M. B. Bashir 2013 C IEEE E [37]
P17 P. S. Yiasemis 2013 C Springer T [38]
P18 M. Papadakis 2013 J Springer T [10]

Type: C – Conference, W – Workshop, B – Book, J – Journal
Research Category: E – Experimental, T – Theoretical

Table 7. Publication type for 43 selected studies

Publication type Number
Journal 13
Workshop 3
Thesis 1
Conference 23
Book 3

Table 8. Publication type for primary studies

Publication type Number
Journal 4
Workshop 1
Book 1
Conference 12

Figure 3. Publication trends of research in SBMT
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Table 9. Contribution and techniques used by primary studies

Study no. Contribution Techniques References
P1 Fitness function introduced based on GA for mutation testing GA [9]
P2 Automation of test case enhancement for object oriented

software components
GA [23]

P3 Introduced bacteriological algorithm and compared with GA GA,BA [24]
P4 Artificial Immune System applied for Mutation testing AIS [25]
P5 GP based procedure for selection and evaluation of test data GA [26]
P6 Dealt with equivalent mutant problem using GA GA [27]
P7 Test case generation for killing mutants in program units

using GA
GA [28]

P8 Test case generation using mutation testing with ACO ACO [29]
P9 Construction and evaluation of higher order mutants using

GA, HC, Greedy
GA, HC, Greedy [30]

P10 Elitist genetic algorithm applied with mutation testing GA [31]
P11 Generation of high impact mutants avoiding equivalent mu-

tants using GA
GA [32]

P12 Production of test input via strong higher order mutants Search based [33]
P13 Mutant optimization using GA for WS-BPEL GA [34]
P14 Test oracle generation using automated mutation testing,

assertions and GA
GA [35]

P15 Test case and mutant optimization using GA GA [36]
P16 Definition of a new fitness function aiming to produce test

data
GA [37]

P17 Automatically finding and correcting faults using code slices,
GA and mutation testing

GA [38]

P18 Improved fitness function for test generation using AVM HC [10]

Java programs are most popular for the research
and there are different tools that are used by the
researchers in the field of SBMT.

Figure 4 describes the yearly distribution
of the techniques used by the selected pri-
mary studies. As is evident from the scatter
chart, GA is the most prevalent and consis-
tently used technique by the researchers work-
ing in the area of SBMT. Study P12 is not
included in the chart, as it evaluates the ap-
plication of search based techniques in general
(no specific technique) for higher-order mutation
testing.

4.3. Relevant publications of 2015–2016

In order to collect publications in the domain
of SBMT for the years 2015–2016, the snowball
approach was followed. The relevant studies col-
lected asa result are cited here.

A few reviews relevant to the ones filed in
SBMT have been published in the past two years.

The literature review by Silva et al. [14] details
the work carried out in the field before 2014.
Other surveys include [13,48–51].

Considerable work was done in the context
of search based higher order mutation testing
by eminent researchers in the field. The relevant
publications include [52–56].

GA is still the most popular search algorithm
used by the researchers of the domain [52,57–59].

Hill Climbing [60] and PSO [61] have also
been recently used by researchers for test data
generation using SBMT. Other relevant publica-
tions include [62,63].

5. Results (RQs)

This section presents answers to the RQs for-
mulated above after analysing the 43 studies
in SBMT, amongst which 18 studies that were
identified as those stating a new technique, were
thoroughly analysed.
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Table 10. Language used, subject programs and tools used by (Experimental) primary studies

Study no. Contribution Techniques References
P2 * Pylon library uSlayer
P3 C# C# parser *
P5 C++ cmm, fat, max, cmd GPTesT
P8 Java Triangle, Nextdate muJava
P9 C triangle, TCAS, schedule2, totinfo, printtokens, space MILU
P13 WS-BPEL WS-BPEL compositions (Travel Reservation, Service Ex-

tended Meta Search and Loan Approval Extended)
GAmera

P14 Java commons CLI, commons codec, commons collections, com-
mons logging, commons Math, commons Primitives, Google
Collections, JGraphT, Joda Time, NanoXML

muTEST

P15 * Bisect, Bub, Fourballs, Mid, trityp *
P16 Object oriented CGPA calculation *
P17 Java credit card validator, triangle classification, Base 64, Person

sorted list, shapes, order set, Graph shortest Path, 3 Eclipse
libraries

Kaveri/Indus

P18 Java Triangle, Trityp, Triangle, Remainder, Calender, Fourballs,
Cancel, Quadratic

*

* Indicates the data not mentioned by the authors concerned in the study.

Figure 4. Corroboration of selected primary studies

5.1. Techniques of SBMT (RQ1)

In order to answer RQ1, the techniques used
by the researchers working in the field are sum-
marised below.

5.1.1. Hill climbing (HC)

It is one of the meta-heuristic search based tech-
niques that strives to improve the current so-
lution by exploring all its neighbours in the
search space. It includes an initialization stage,
where the initial candidate solution is chosen ran-

domly. Thereafter, all its neighbours are searched
and evaluated until no improved solution can
be found. The major drawback of this tech-
nique is local convergence as search includes
the neighbourhood space only [64]. Jia and Har-
man [30] applied hill climbing with GA to deal
with the explosion of a large number of higher
order mutants created from lower order mu-
tants. Papadakis and Malveris [10] used Alter-
nating Variable Method, which is a variant of
Hill Climbing, for test data generation using
mutation testing by using an improved fitness
function.
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5.1.2. Ant colony optimisation (ACO)

ACO is a metaheuristic technique proposed by
Dorigo in the late 1990s [65,66] for approximately
solving the combinatorial problems which are
otherwise hard to solve in a reasonable amount
of time. It was inspired by Ant System [67] in
1991. ACO starts by mapping the problem un-
der study such that it simulates the stigmergic
behaviour of ants. The ants start at random first
to locate a food source and then they lay a chem-
ical compound known as pheromone on the most
pertinent paths. The ants thereafter follow the
pheromone trails to reach the desired destination.
ACO was applied to obtain approximate solu-
tions to many optimisation problems [68]. ACO
finds its application in the domain of software
testing [69]. Ayari et al. [29] proposed and ap-
plied ACO for automatic test data generation
in the context of mutation testing and empiri-
cally proved that ACO gives better results as
compared to Hill Climbing and the random ap-
proach.

5.1.3. Genetic algorithm (GA)

The idea of GA was initially proposed by
Fraser [70] and Bremermann [71] although it
was popularised by Holland and his students
because of applying its concepts in the field of
computer science [72]. GA starts with randomly
generated populations which are then evolved
using genetic operators (mutation and crossover).
The evolved population is evaluated for fitness
and the best performing individuals are chosen.
The process continues until stopping criteria are
met. GA finds its application in the software
testing domain for test data generation, mutant
optimisation and minimisation of test data [73].

GA was used by various researchers working
in the area of SBMT, but the conducted research
is varied in nature. The paragraph below presents
how GA was used for the optimisation of the pro-
cess of search based mutation testing in various
aspects.

Bottaci [9] gave a new fitness function for
GA that works in collaboration with mutation
testing. The fitness function was composed of

three conditions: (i) Reachability: the path fol-
lowed by the execution of test case must reach
the mutated statement, (ii) Necessity: the condi-
tion stated by the mutated expression must be
satisfied for it to be killed and (iii) Sufficiency:
the difference between the subject program and
the mutated program must be propagated to
the final output. This fitness function was fur-
ther used by Masud et al. [28], Ayari et al. [29].
Baudry et al. [23] used mutation analysis for
integration testing by enhancing the test cases
using GA. Baudry also applied GA for test case
optimization for C# parser [24]. Emer et al. [26]
developed a tool named GPTest for C++ pro-
grams for the selection and assessment of test
data using fault based testing. GA was also used
to address the problem of equivalent mutants
in mutation testing by Adampolous et al. [27].
Masud et al. [28] proposed a model to apply
GA for exposing faults by splitting the subject
program into small units, hence reducing the
cost and execution time of test cases. Jia and
Harman [30] introduced the paradigm of higher
order mutation testing and applied GA for opti-
mization and selection amongst the huge number
of higher order mutants (HOMs) from the lower
order ones. Later, HOMs were extensively ex-
plored in [74]. Omar et al. [39, 40] introduced
search algorithms to find subtle HOMs and con-
cluded that local search performed better than
GA and the random search in finding HOMs for
Java and AspectJ subject programs. Elitist GA
was used by Mishra [31] for the generation of
efficient test data by selecting those test cases
which have already killed a large set of mutants.
Dominguez-Jimenez [34] used GA for a reduction
in mutants which eventually derive test cases for
improving the quality of initial test cases for
WS-BPEL compositions. Fraser et al. [35] also
optimised test cases using mutation analysis and
GA and evaluated them on 10 open source li-
braries. GA has also been used by [36–38] for the
optimisation of the process of mutation testing.

5.1.4. Bacteriological algorithm (BA)

BA was proposed by Baudry et al. [24, 75, 76]
and is inspired by the bacteriological adapta-
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tion. This technique was particularly recom-
mended for improving the test cases using mu-
tation testing. It takes a set of test cases as
input and makes small changes in them call-
ing them bacteria. These bacteria are evaluated
for fitness using a memorization function. The
technique evolved from GA and it differs from
it by two key points: introduces the memoriza-
tion function for the evaluation of fitness and
suppresses the crossover operator which was the
cause of slow convergence in population evolution
in GA.

5.1.5. Immune inspired algorithm (IIA)

Immune inspired algorithms are a class of in-
telligent algorithms which uses the primciples
associated with the immune system of verte-
brates. The characteristics exploited here are
related to learning and memory and they are
used to solve a problem. May et al. [25] applied
these characteristics for optimization of test cases
and mutants. May et al. further worked on this
approach [77, 78] and successfully mapped the
evolutionary approach to the process of the opti-
mised generation of test cases and mutants. The
process starts by choosing initial test cases called
antibodies which are evolved through multiple
iterations by seeking those which are capable of
killing more mutants that are referred to as anti-
gens. The mutation score is denoted by Affinity.
Figure 5 shows the search based techniques used
by researchers in SBMT. It clearly shows that
the Genetic Algorithm is the one which is the
most frequently used by the authors.

Figure 5. Usage of search based techniques

5.2. Applications of SBMT (RQ2)

After the analysis of the 18 primary studies
selected for the research, it was observed that
SBMT found its application as shown below in
Figure 6. Amongst the 18 primary studies, 9 were
identified for their work in test case generation,
3 worked on test case optimization, 5 worked
on mutant optimisation and the 2 remaining
ones contributed to both test case and mutant
optimisation.

5.2.1. Test data generation (TDG)

The process of TDG [2,5] using mutation testing
begins with the generation of a set of mutants
and the execution of the test suite on them. Then
the required test suite then iteratively collects
those test cases which can kill the mutants. Since
this process is computationally expensive and
time consuming, search based approaches [7, 8]
were applied to automate this process. As is ev-
ident from Figure 6, nine studies representing
TDG were conducted. Out of these nine stud-
ies, six [9, 23, 28, 31, 35, 37] are based on GA.
Ayari et al. [29] applied ACO and Papadakis
et al. [10] used a variant of HC for generating
test data using the process of mutation test-
ing. The symbolic execution and concolic test-
ing were also suggested for test data generation
by making use of weak mutation testing [79].
Harman et al. [33] evaluates the application of
the search based technique in general (not any
specific technique) for higher-order mutation test-
ing.

5.2.2. Test case
optimization/minimization/prioritization
(TCO)

The search based techniques were used for the
optimized reduction or prioritization of test cases
using mutation testing wherein the test cases
that are capable of killing maximum mutants are
considered at first hand, so that the maximum
number of faults is covered with the minimum
number of test cases. The search based tech-
niques guide this search process in promising
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Figure 6. Categorization of primary studies according to SBMT application

directions yielding optimum results in less com-
putational time. As shown in Figure 6, three
studies [23, 24, 26] contributing towards TCO
were identified. GA were used in [23, 26] for test
case optimisation and [76] for the comparison
and evaluation of GA with BA for purpose of
the optimisation of test cases.

5.2.3. Mutant optimization (MTO)

The execution of a large number of mutants
requires enormous computational efforts. Ow-
ing to this, a large number of program mutants
needs to be optimised to obtain a reduced set
of mutants to that they are capable of detect-
ing the majority of significant plausible faults
in the program under test. Figure 6 depicts five
studies [27, 30, 32, 34, 38] found to implement
the techniques for MTO. GA was predominantly
adopted to obtain the optimised set of mutants
[27,32,34, 38]. Jia et al. [30] evaluated GA with
HC and the Greedy Approach for creation of
higher order mutants.

5.2.4. Mutant and test case optimisation
(TCO_MTO)

Some researchers proposed approaches to opti-
mise mutants as well as test cases using search
based techniques with mutation testing. May et
al. [25] proposed the AIS technique and Oliveira
et al. [36] used GA for the purpose of mutant
and test case optimisation. Figure 6 depicts the
categorization of primary studies in the domain
of SBMT.

Figure 6 shows that despite the fact that
test case generation is a domain containing

more studies, most approaches in this domain
were concentrated on applying the Genetic Al-
gorithm (6 studies). Mutant optimization is an-
other prominent area in which researchers were
specially interested in, and here also GA was
actively applied (6 studies). Basically, SBMT re-
lies on the fitness function which searches for
candidate solutions and on mutation testing
which is mainly a quality assessment technique.
Both the fitness function and the quality as-
sessment criteria determine the level to which
the approach satisfies the analysed problem at
hand. Thus test case generation is the most
worked upon area as it is test case generation
is the prior requirement in the field of software
testing.

5.3. Findings from comparison studies
(RQ3)

Ayari et. al [29] proposed ACO and compared
it with GA,HC and Random Search algorithms.
Their preliminary results on two small programs
(Triangle and NextDate) show that ACO outper-
formed the other algorithms in terms of muta-
tion score and the convergence factor. Baudry
et. al [23,24,76] introduced BA which works on
a similar principle as GA, but differs from it by
memorizing the efficient test cases across genera-
tions. The authors compared their work [75] with
GA on 32 classes of C#. They state that BA is
more stable than GA and converges faster. Jia
and Harman [80] generated subsuming higher or-
der mutants using search based techniques (GA,
HC) and the greedy approach. The subsuming
higher order mutants are those which are difficult
to kill (detect). The authors applied the tech-
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niques (GA, HC and Greedy Approach) on 10
programs and stated that GA is the most efficient
among them for the generation of subsuming
higher order mutants. May et. al [77] proposed
a new approach (Immune Inspired Algorithm)
for evolution of test data using mutation testing
adequacy criteria and evaluated the efficiency of
their approach on 4 programs compared with
the Genetic Algorithm. They state that their
approach gives better results in comparison with
the others. Researchers working in the area of
SBMT proposed various approaches and most of
them evaluated their approach against GA.

5.4. Major challenges faced by
researchers (RQ4)

The challenges faced by researchers in the field
of SBMT are significantly related to those faced
by mutation testing and those in SBST in gen-
eral. The challenges (i)–(iv) as listed in [81,82]
are those dealing with mutation testing in gen-
eral. The challenges (v)–(vii) are in context with
search based software testing [83] which is appli-
cable to SBMT as well. The challenges (viii)–(xi)
are the findings of this SLR. The following points
address RQ4.
(i) Computational cost of executing a large num-
ber of mutants is very high.
(ii) Mutants generated from the traditional mu-
tant operators may be trivial (easily killable).
(iii) Detection of equivalent mutants is a cumber-
some task.
(iv) Checking the output of each test case for
every mutant with that of the original program
takes a significant amount of time.
(v) Work on SBMT has mainly focussed on single
objective optimisation, multi-objective test data
generation is yet to be achieved.
(vi) SBMT focuses on unit structural test data
generation. Other areas (non-functional, etc.) of
software testing remains unexplored in this field.
(vii) Tools that qualify FiFiVerify (Find Fix and
Verify) challenge [83] are missing in the domain
of SBMT.
(viii) Most researchers of SBMT worked on ar-
tifacts (benchmark programs) of small size and
several of those are artificial examples.

(ix) Most researchers worked independently, try-
ing to find new SBMT techniques rather than
extending or enhancing the proposed approaches
of other researchers.
(x) Search techniques used in SBMT were ap-
plied mostly to single order mutants, however,
less work has been carried out for higher order
mutants.
(xi) Updates a few tools (like MuClipse) which
are still being used by researchers of SBMT are
not being updated with the optimisation stan-
dards which are used nowadays in mutation test-
ing as per latest research.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, the results from a systematic re-
view of search based mutation testing are pre-
sented. The following are the findings in regard
to the research questions:
RQ1: In the 18 primary studies identified in this
work, search based techniques namely HC, ACO,
GA, BA and IIA were empirically evaluated in
the area of mutation testing. The other search
based techniques have not yet been applied in
this field.
RQ2: Search based techniques were applied to
mutation testing for test data generation, selec-
tion, minimization and optimisation and also for
mutant optimization.
RQ3: Most researchers who proposed a new
SBMT technique empirically evaluated their tech-
nique with GA. However, there is a lot of variance
in the uniqueness of the identified search based
techniques. Some techniques may be treated as
novel at the time of their publications, while
others may be considered as slight variations of
already existing techniques. No technique can be
said to be distinctly better than another as the
programs used for empirical evaluation may not
be considered as strong evidence to prove the
superiority.
RQ4: The challenges prevailing in the area of
mutation testing are pertinent to the area of
SBMT along with a few more challenges. The
major ones include the effort and cost entailed in
mutation testing, and thus limit its application
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to testing real world programs. Most techniques
given by researchers are either presented in a gen-
eral manner or are not sufficiently empirically
evaluated to serve as a base for enabling a prac-
titioner to choose a specific SBMT technique for
given software.

The analysis of the studies collected for the
2015–2016 shows that the Genetic Algorithm
is still being used most frequently by the re-
searchers in the field of SBMT. The inclination of
the interest of researchers towards Higher Order
Mutation testing can also be observed. Alongwith
other metaheuristics, PSO is also used for test
data generation using SBMT.

The findings in the area of search based mu-
tation testing, wrapping its application domain
and the used techniques are covered here. This
work identified research in the field since its evo-
lution in the year 1976. The results of this SLR
show that there is a significant research gap in
the area of SBMT. Despite the fact that the re-
search has been conducted in this area for more
than 40 years, only 18 studies were segregated
as primary studies out of 43 relevant studies. In
addition to this, the problems in the area are still
prevalent and not much work has been carried
out to resolve them. Few techniques applied in
the area of SBMT have been applied and tested
on small programs and thus may not be scal-
able to the industrial needs and real software.
Researchers worked independently rather than
working collaboratively towards the elimination
of open problems in the area. As a result, a lot of
research can be carried out in the area including
the work on the feasibility analysis of SBMT, ap-
plying SBMT to other programming languages,
effective approaches for test data generation us-
ing SBMT, complexity analysis of approaches
used in SBMT and reduction in the overall cost
of SBMT.
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Abstract
Background. Common approaches to software verification include static testing techniques,
such as code reading, and dynamic testing techniques, such as black-box and white-box testing.
Objective. With the aim of gaining a better understanding of software testing techniques,
a controlled experiment replication and the synthesis of previous experiments which examine the
efficiency of code reading, black-box and white-box testing techniques were conducted. Method.
The replication reported here is composed of four experiments in which instrumented programs were
used. Participants randomly applied one of the techniques to one of the instrumented programs.
The outcomes were synthesized with seven experiments using the method of network meta-analysis
(NMA). Results. No significant differences in the efficiency of the techniques were observed.
However, it was discovered the instrumented programs had a significant effect on the efficiency. The
NMA results suggest that the black-box and white-box techniques behave alike; and the efficiency
of code reading seems to be sensitive to other factors. Conclusion. Taking into account these
findings, the Authors suggest that prior to carrying out software verification activities, software
engineers should have a clear understanding of the software product to be verified; they can apply
either black-box or white-box testing techniques as they yield similar defect detection rates.

Keywords: software verification, software testing, controlled experiment, experiment
replication, meta-analysis, network meta-analysis, quantitative synthesis

1. Introduction

Currently, due to the increase in both the size
and complexity of software products, verification
plays an important role in the software prod-
uct development (or maintenance) process. The
aim of software verification is to enssure that
a software product fully satisfies all the require-
ments defined by the customer. It typically in-
cludes such activities as code executions, reviews,
walkthroughs and inspections of the artifacts
produced in the development or maintenance
process.

Software verification is performed at different
phases of the software development (or main-

tenance) process by following two approaches:
reviewing or inspecting artifacts, such as docu-
ments and a source code (static approach) or an
executing code (dynamic approach).

In the software construction phase, common
techniques used in software verification include
code reading (static approach), black-box and
white-box testing (dynamic approach), and var-
ious other techniques, such as regression test-
ing [1].

With the aim of gaining a better understand-
ing of various software testing techniques applied
during the software construction phase, in this
work, the authors pursue two goals: 1) running
a controlled experiment replication on the effi-
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ciency of testing techniques expressed in terms of
the number of defects detected per hour by each
of the techniques: code reading, black-box and
white-box (this carried out through the applica-
tion of an experimental paradigm [2–4]), and 2)
carrying out a synthesis of existing experiments
which also address the efficiency of the related
testing techniques.

Our replication is the extension of previous
experiments reported in [5–12], where the effec-
tiveness of the aforementioned software testing
techniques was the main issue examined. In these
experiments, the effectiveness was measured ei-
ther as the percentage or as the number of defects
observed in these testing techniques. Complemen-
tary to effectiveness, efficiency is another aspect
that deserves attention. Due to the limitations
of time and resources it is often raised in the
software verification phase, it is worth consider-
ing which of the testing techniques behave in an
optimal way (e.g. the fastest technique detecting
defects). The authors have found some controlled
experiments that also address the efficiency of
the testing techniques [5–8,11].

In order to corroborate the previous findings
and also generate new knowledge with regard to
the study of software testing techniques efficiency,
this work reports the findings of a controlled ex-
periment replication that examines efficiency in
terms of the number of defects detected per hour
of the following testing techniques: code reading,
black-box and white-box testing. The replication
results are then incorporated to existing related
experiments following a quantitative synthesis
approach. According to [13], this experiment can
be considered as a conceptual replication of the
original experiment reported in [5], only the con-
structs are maintained; these are the three testing
techniques (causal constructs) and the efficiency
(effect construct).

In science, replication is a key mechanism
which allows for the verification of previous find-
ings and for the consolidation of the body of
knowledge [14,15]. Replication is still a pending
issue to be addressed in Software Engineering,
since there is evidence showing a minimal amount
of controlled experiments that have been repli-
cated [16,17]. If an experiment is not replicated

or verified, there is no way to distinguish whether
its outcome was produced by chance, artificially
or it conforms to a reality. The results of this
replication serve as a mechanism for verification,
and they also contribute to the consolidation of
the body of knowledge in the software verification
research area. Although a number of experiments
related to our replication have been conducted, it
is worth to note that increasing the number of re-
lated experiments (experiments family) will allow
other researchers to apply quantitative synthesis
methods in a more confident way, the synthe-
sis outcome will be strengthened by the pooled
samples sizes of the related experiments.

The rest of the document is organized as
follows. In Section 2, the related work is pre-
sented. In Section 3, the baseline experiment of
the presented replication is described. In Sec-
tion 4, the studied software testing techniques
are studied. Sections 5 presents the context of
our experiment replication. In Section 6,there is
the statistics used for analysis and the results
obtained. In Section 7, a quantitative synthesis
using the obtained results and the results from
related experiments is carried out. In Section 8,
the findings are discussed and finally in Section 9
the conclusions are presented.

2. Related work

This section presents the summary of the em-
pirical studies (family or series of experiments)
related to the experiment replication reported
here. The authors considered the controlled ex-
periment reported in [5] as the baseline for their
experiments. The aim of this experiment is to
examine the effectiveness, efficiency and cost
of three software testing techniques: black-box
by equivalence class partitioning and boundary
value analysis, white-box by sentence coverage
and code reading by stepwise abstraction.

The authors of [5] carried out two replications
of their experiment. Years later, the authors
of [6, 7] performed the other two replications.
A few years later, the authors in [8] conducted
another replication. The authors of [9, 10] also
carried out several replications. Recently, the au-
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thors of [11] and [12] replicated the experiment
as well.

Note that these replications do not take as
reference the same baseline experiment. For ex-
ample, the second and third replication reported
in [5] takes as baseline their first experiment. The
experiment reported in [6, 7] is the replication
of [5]. In the case of the experiment reported
in [8], the authors used the experiment repli-
cation package of [6, 7], thus considering this
experiment the replication of [6, 7]. Experiments
of the authors of [9, 10] are based on the repli-
cation packages of [6, 7] and [8]. With regard
to the experiment in [11], it is related to the
replication package of [6, 7]. In the case of the
experiment reported in [12], the authors adapted
the replication package of [9,10]. Table 1 presents
some characteristics of these experiments.

2.1. Constructs and operationalizations
studied

2.1.1. Cause constructs and operationalizations

The cause constructs examined in these experi-
ments are: the black-box [5–12], white-box [5–12]
and code reading [5–11] techniques. Regarding
black-box, it was operationalized either as equiv-
alence class partitioning and boundary value
analysis [5–8, 11] or as equivalence class parti-
tioning [9, 10,12]. Concerning white-box, it was
operationalized either as sentence coverage [5]
or as branch coverage [6–12]. In the case of code
reading, in all the experiments [5–12] it was op-
erationalized by the use of stepwise abstractions
approach [18]. Secondary cause constructs, also
examined, are the instrumented program (soft-
ware type) [5–12], the participant expertise [5],
the defect type [9, 10] and the version of the
instrumented programs [9, 10].

2.1.2. Effect constructs and operationalizations

The effect constructs examined in these experi-
ments are: effectivenesses [5–12], efficiency [5–8,
11], fault visibility [9] and cost [5–7,11].

The effectiveness construct was operational-
ized as the number of observed defects [5, 8], the

percentage of observed defects [5–7,11,12], the
number of observable defects [5], the percentage
of observable defects [5, 12], the percentage of
participants who detect a given defect for each
defect in the instrumented program [9, 10], the
percentage of participants that are able to gener-
ate a test case that uncovers the failure associated
with a given defect [9,10], the number of isolated
defects [8], and the percentage of isolated defects
[6, 7, 11]. Efficiency was operationalized as the
number of defects detected per hour (detection
rate) [5–8,11], and as the number of defects iso-
lated per hour (isolation rate) [6,7]. Finally cost
was operationalized as the time spent applying
the testing techniques [5–7,11], defect isolation
time [6, 7, 11], cpu-time [5], connect time [5] and
number of programs runs [5].

2.2. Findings

In this section some relevant findings of these
experiments are presented. These findings are
organized according to the different effect con-
structs examined.

2.2.1. Effectiveness

Number of observed defects (operational-
ization o1.1). For the umd82 experiment [5],
either code reading or black-box were signifi-
cantly more effective than white-box. Concerning
umd83 experiment [5], no significant differences
were observed between the three testing tech-
niques. In the case of umd84 [5], code reading
was significantly more effective than black-box
and white-box, also black-box was significantly
more effective than white-box. In the case of
uos97 [8], the authors observed a significant dif-
ference in the effectiveness of the techniques,
however, it is not described which of the pairwise
techniques was significantly different. It seems
that black-box and white-box behave in a similar
way and that these techniques are more effective
than code reading. With regard to the studied
secondary factors and interaction effects:
– Software type (instrumented programs). The

effectiveness of the techniques (measured as
the number of observed defects) was signifi-
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Table 1. Characteristics of the aforementioned family of experiments

Experiment Participants Programs and number of defects Language Country
umd82 [5] CS (under)graduates p1(9), p2(6), p3(7) Simplt USA
umd83 [5] CS (under)graduates p1(9), p2(6), p4(12) Simplt USA
umd84 [5] Professionals p1(9), p3(7), p4(12) Fortran USA
ukl94 [6, 7] CS undergraduates nt(11),cm(14),na(11) C Germany
ukl95 [6, 7] CS undergraduates nt(6), cm(9), na(7) C Germany
uos97 [8] CS undergraduates nt(8), cm(9), na(8) C UK
upm00 [9] CS undergraduates nt(9), cm(9), na(9), tr(9) C Spain
upm01 [9,10] CS undergraduates nt(7), cm(7), na(7) C Spain
upm02 [10] CS undergraduates nt(7), cm(7), na(7) C Spain
upm03 [10] CS undergraduates nt(7), cm(7), na(7) C Spain
upm04 [10] CS undergraduates nt(7), cm(7), na(7) C Spain
upm05 [10] CS undergraduates nt(7), cm(7), na(7) C Spain
uds05 [10] CS undergraduates nt(7), cm(7), na(7) C Spain
upv05 [10] CS undergraduates nt(7), cm(7), na(7) C Spain
ort05 [10] CS undergraduates cm(7), na(7) C Uruguay
uok11 [11] CS graduates nt(8), cm(9), na(8) C India
uady13 [12] CS undergraduates nt(7), cm(7) C Mexico

cantly affected by the instrumented programs
used in umd84 [5] and uos97 [8]. On the other
hand, the effectiveness is not affected by soft-
ware type in umd82 and umd83 [5].

– Expertise. The effectiveness (in terms of the
number of observed defects) was significantly
affected by the expertise, advanced expertise
participants detected more defects than either
intermediates or juniors (umd84 [5]).

– Interaction effects. In umd83 [5] and uos97 [8],
the authors report a significant interaction
effect between the testing techniques and the
instrumented programs. A three-way interac-
tion between techniques, programs and ex-
pertise was observed in umd84 [5].

Percentage of observed defects (o1.2). Ei-
ther code reading or black-box were significantly
more effective than white-box (in umd82 [5]).
Code reading was significantly more effective
than black-box and white-box, and also black-box
was significantly more effective than white-box
(in umd84 [5]). There are no significant differ-
ences between the testing techniques (umd83 [5],
ukl94, ukl95 [6, 7], uok11 [11] and uady13 [12]).
In the case of secondary factors and interaction
effects:
– Software type. The effectiveness of the tech-

niques (measured as the percentage of ob-
served defects) was significantly affected by

the instrumented programs in umd82, umd83,
umd84 [5], ukl94 [6, 7] and uok11 [11].

– Expertise. The effectiveness significantly
varies with regard to the level of expertise
(in umd84 [5]). The percentage of observed
defects was significantly higher for the par-
ticipants with advanced expertise, this differ-
ence is significant only with respect to juniors.
There were not significant differences between
intermediates and juniors in umd82, umd83,
umd84 [5].

– Interaction effects. In umd83 [5] an interac-
tion effect between the testing techniques
and the instrumented programs was observed.
A three-way interaction between techniques,
programs and expertise was observed in
umd84 [5].

Number of observable defects (o1.3). In the
case of umd82 [5], the number of observable de-
fects was significantly higher for black-box (in
comparison to white-box). Significant differences
were not found in umd84 [5].
Percentage of observable defects (o1.4).
The percentage of observable defects is signif-
icantly higher for black-box than for white-box
in umd82 [5]. Significant differences were not
found in umd84 [5] and uady13 [12].
Percentage of participants who detect
a given defect for each defect in the instru-
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mented program (o1.5). The effectiveness is
affected by the testing techniques. Code reading
is significantly less effective than black-box and
white-box, and black-box and white-box behave
in a similar way (upm00 [9], upm01, upm02,
upm03, upm04, upm05 and uds05 [10]). Concern-
ing secondary factors and interaction effects:
– Software type. The effectiveness of the tech-

niques was significantly affected by the in-
strumented programs in upm00 [9].

– Defect type. In upm00 [9], the effectiveness
of the techniques was significantly affected by
the defect types injected in the instrumented
programs.

– Interaction effects. In upm00 [9] an interac-
tion effect between the testing techniques
and the instrumented programs was observed.
Also an interaction effect between the instru-
mented programs and the defect types was
observed.

Percentage of participants that are able to
generate a test case that uncovers the fail-
ure associated with a given defect (o1.6).
The effectiveness did not impact black-box
and white-box (upm01, upm02, upm03, upm04,
upm05, uds05 and upv05 [9, 10]). Black-box
is significantly more effective than white-box
(ort05 [10]). In the case of secondary factors and
interaction effects:
– Software type. The effectiveness of the tech-

niques was significantly affected by the instru-
mented programs in upm01, upm05, uds05,
upv05 and ort05 [10].

– Defect type. In upm04, uds05, upv05 and
ort05 [10], the effectiveness of the techniques
was significantly affected by the defect types
injected in the instrumented programs.

– Program version. The version of the instru-
mented programs was not affected in upm01,
upm02, upm03, upm04, upm05, uds05, upv05
and ort05 [10].

– Interaction effects. In upm00, upm01, upm02,
upm03, upm04, upm05, upv05 and ort05 [9,
10] an interaction effect between the testing
techniques and the instrumented programs
was observed. An interaction effect between
the instrumented programs and the defect
types was observed in upm00, upm02, upm04,

upm05, uds05, upv05 and ort05 [9,10]. An in-
teraction effect between techniques and defect
types was observed in upm01, upm03, upm05
and uds05 [10]. An interaction effect between
program version and defect types was ob-
served in upm03, upv05 [10]. Another inter-
action effect between the technique and the
program version was observed in uds05 and
upv05 [10]. Three-way interactions between
instrumented programs, techniques and de-
fect types, and also between instrumented
programs, program versions and defect types
were observed in ort05 [10].

Number of isolated defects (o1.7). Al-
though some information about this is presented
in uos97 [8] neither descriptive nor inferential
analysis is discussed.
Percentage of isolated defects (o1.8). The
effectiveness of the testing techniques behaves
in a similar way (ukl94 [6, 7] and uok11 [11]).
The percentage of isolated defects is significantly
affected by the testing techniques in ukl95 [6, 7],
although a post-hoc is missing, it seems that
black-box and code reading show better effective-
ness than white-box. The findings for secondary
factors and interaction effects are:
– Software type. The effectiveness of the tech-

niques was significantly affected by the in-
strumented programs (in ukl94 [6, 7] and
uok11 [11]).

– Technique application order (sequence). The
effectiveness of the techniques is significantly
affected by the order in which techniques are
applied (in ukl94 [6, 7]).
Summarizing. It can be observed that the

effectiveness construct has the greatest number
of operationalizations. It was operationalized in
several ways. It can also be seen that secondary
factors such as instrumented programs and exper-
tise may have an impact on the techniques effec-
tiveness. It is not so clear which of the techniques
is more effective due to contradictory findings.

2.2.2. Efficiency

Defects detected per hour (o2.1). The three
testing techniques showed similar defect detec-
tion rates in umd82, umd83 [5] and uok11 [11].
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Code reading showed the higher defect detec-
tion rate in comparison to either black-box or
white-box (umd84 [5]), this difference was signi-
ficant. The authors of ukl94 and ukl95 experi-
ments [6,7] report a significant difference between
the techniques, however, a post-hoc analysis did
not show the pairwise significant differences, it
seems that black-box shows the higher defect de-
tection rate. In the case of uos97 [8], the authors
did not report the inferential statistics for this
metric, however, black-box seems to yield the
higher defect detection rate, white-box appears
to be the second most efficient technique. The
findings from secondary factors and interaction
effects are:
– Software type. The efficiency of the tech-

niques (measured as the number of defects
detected per hour) was significantly affected
by the instrumented programs in umd82,
umd84 [5] and uok11 [11].

– Expertise. The efficiency did not vary with
regard to the level of expertise (umd83,
umd84 [5]). Intermediate participants de-
tected defects at a significantly faster rate
than juniors did (umd82 [5]).

– Technique application order (sequence). The
efficiency of the techniques is significantly af-
fected by the order in which they are applied
(in ukl95 [6, 7]).

– Interaction effects. A two-way interaction be-
tween techniques and instrumented programs
was observed in umd84 [5].

Defects isolated per hour (o2.2). The three
techniques behave in a similar way (ukl94 [6, 7]).
However, in the case of ukl95 [6,7] and uok11 [11],
the defect isolation rate is significantly affected
by the techniques, although a post-hoc analysis
is missing, in ukl95 [6, 7] it seems that black-box
shows a higher defect isolation rate. In the case of
uok11 [11] it seems that white-box and black-box
show higher defect isolation rates than code read-
ing. With regard to secondary factors:
– Technique application order (sequence). The

defect isolation rate is significantly affected
by the order in which techniques are applied
(ukl94 [6, 7]).
Summarizing. Similar findings can be ob-

served for the efficiency construct, secondary fac-

tors, such as instrumented programs, expertise
and the technique application order, may have
an impact on the techniques efficiency. At first
sight, it is hard to conclude which of the tech-
niques is more efficient due to some contradictory
findings.

2.2.3. Cost

Time spent applying the testing tech-
niques (o3.1). The time spent applying the
three testing techniques is similar (in umd83,
umd84 [5] and uok11 [11]). Applying white-box
requires significantly more time than applying
either code reading or black-box (umd82 [5]).
Although a significant difference was observed in
ukl94 and ukl95 [6,7], the authors did not present
a post-hoc analysis to assess which of the tech-
niques requires significantly less time, however, it
seems that applying code-reading requires more
time than applying white-box; black-box requires
less time than white-box (ukl94, ukl95 [6, 7]). In
the case of secondary factors and interaction
effects:
– Software type. The time spent applying the

techniques was significantly affected by the
instrumented programs in umd82, umd84 [5]
and uok11 [11].

– Expertise. The time spent applying the tech-
niques did not vary with regard to the level
of expertise (umd82, umd83, umd84 [5]).

– Technique application order (sequence). The
time spent applying the techniques is signif-
icantly affected by the order in which they
are applied (in ukl95 [6, 7]).

– Interaction effects. A two-way interaction be-
tween techniques and instrumented programs
was observed in umd84 [5].

Defect isolation time (o3.2). The experi-
ments in ukl94, ukl95 [6,7] and uok11 [11] report
a significant difference between the techniques,
however, a post-hoc analysis does not identify
pairwise significant differences. Code reading
seems to require less time for isolating defects
than the other techniques.
Cpu-time (o3.3). Black-box required signif-
icantly more cpu-time than white-box (in
umd84 [5]).
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Connect time (o3.4). Participants applying
black-box black-box spent significantly more
minutes of connect time than those applying
white-box (in umd84 [5]).
Number of program runs (o3.5). This met-
ric did not show significant differences between
black-box and white-box (in umd84 [5]).

Summarizing. Secondary factors, such as
instrumented programs, expertise and the tech-
nique application order, may have an impact
on the cost of applying the testing techniques.
With regard to the the application time of these
techniques, it is hard to identify which of the test-
ing techniques incurs fewer costs. However, code
reading seems to require less time for isolating
defects. Concerning cpu-time and connect time,
black-box seems to demand more resources.

To conclude this section, Table 2 shows the
global summary of the findings found in this
family of experiments.

3. Baseline experiment

Following the proposed guidelines for report-
ing experiment replications [19], this section de-
scribes the original experiment. In [5], the au-
thors report results from three controlled ex-
periments which were conducted as controlled
experiments where different types of participants
(undergraduate, graduate students and practi-
tioners) applied three software testing techniques
(code reading, black-box testing and white-box
testing) to four instrumented programs.

The participants in these experiments were
representative of three levels of computer sci-
ence expertise: junior (0–2 years of experience),
intermediate (2.5–6.2 years of experience) and
advanced (10 years of experience). A total of 29,
13 and 32 people participated in three respective
experiments. In the first two experiments, the
participants were either upper-level computer
science majors or graduate students. In the third
experiment, the participants were programming
professionals from NASA and the Computer Sci-
ences Corporation.

The instrumented programs used in these
experiments were coded in Fortran and Simpl-T.

The four programs are related to a text pro-
cessor (p1), a mathematical plotting routine
(p2), a numeric abstract data type (p3) and
a database maintainer program (p4). Table 3
shows some characteristics of the used programs,
such as source lines of code (SLOC), cyclomatic
complexity (VG) and the number of defects
injected.

It is worth noting that the authors did not
use all the programs in the three experiments.
Programs p1, p2 and p3 were used in the first
experiment; programs p1, p2 and p4 were used
in the second experiment, and programs p1, p3,
and p4 were used in the third one.

The testing techniques examined in [5]
were code reading by stepwise abstraction [18],
black-box testing through equivalence parti-
tioning and boundary value analysis [20, 21]
and white-box testing through statement cov-
erage [21, 22]. Table 4 shows the efficiency ob-
served (in terms of defects detected per hour) in
the experiments and their standard deviations.
The authors only report a significant difference
(at α < 0.0003) in the third experiment. This
difference shows an enhanced efficiency for the
code reading technique.

Regarding the defect detection rates in the
instrumented programs used in the experiments,
Table 5 shows the defect detection rates per
program and their standard deviations. The
authors report a significant difference in the
first (at α < 0.01) and third experiment (at
α < 0.0001). In both experiments, the testing
techniques showed higher levels of efficiency in
program p3 (Data type).

The authors also examined the efficiency of
the participants according to their differing lev-
els of expertise: junior, intermediate and ad-
vanced. Table 6 shows the efficiency rates of
these types of participants and their standard
deviations.

The athors report a significant difference only
in the first experiment. Intermediate participants
detected defects at a faster rate than junior
participants. In the remaining experiments, the
authors did not observe any significant differ-
ence in defect detection rates between expertise
levels.
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Table 3. Characteristics of instrumented
programs used in [5]

Program SLOC VG Defects
Formatter (p1) 169 18 9
Plotter (p2) 145 32 6
Data type (p3) 147 18 7
Database (p4) 355 57 12

Table 4. Average and standard deviation of defect
detection rates per software testing technique

Technique umd82 [5] umd83 [5] umd84 [5]
Code reading 1.90 (1.83) 0.56 (0.46) 3.33 (3.42)
Black-box 1.58 (0.90) 1.22 (0.91) 1.84 (1.06)
White-box 1.40 (0.87) 1.18 (0.84) 1.82 (1.24)

Table 5. Average and standard deviation of defect
detection rates per software program

Program umd82 [5] umd83 [5] umd84 [5]
Formatter (p1) 1.60 (1.39) 0.98 (0.67) 2.15 (1.10)
Plotter (p2) 1.19 (0.83) 0.92 (0.71) –
Data type (p3) 2.09 (1.42) – 3.70 (3.26)
Database (p4) – 1.05 (1.04) 1.14 (0.79)

Table 6. Average and standard deviation of defect
detection rates according to level of expertise

Expertise umd82 [5] umd83 [5] umd84 [5]
Junior 1.36 (0.97) 1.00 (0.85) 2.14 (2.48)
Intermediate 2.22 (1.66) 0.96 (0.74) 2.53 (2.48)
Advanced – – 2.36 (1.61)

4. Description of the studied software
testing techniques

The following subsections summarize the soft-
ware testing techniques known as code reading,
black-box and white-box testing which were used
in this experiment replication.

4.1. Code reading

The aim of code reading is to find defects in code
documents without executing the code or the
software (static approach).

The studied code reading technique is known
as stepwise abstraction [18]. In code reading by
stepwise abstraction, a software engineer identi-
fies methods (or functions) in the source code,
and then he or she abstracts from them the soft-
ware program functionality. A set of abstractions
builds up to other abstractions which represent
modules and so forth. This process is followed
until a conceptual understanding of the prime ab-
straction emerges and brings into view an overall
picture of the examined code. This abstraction is

then compared to the product specification with
the aim of finding inconsistencies or defects in
the source code.

4.2. Black-box testing

This type of software testing technique is based
on the software product specification. Once a soft-
ware engineer has the specification, he or she
starts to design a set of test cases. The software
to be verified is seen as a black-box whose be-
havior is only determined by studying its inputs
and examining its outputs. Nevertheless, because
examining all the possible inputs is impractical,
only a subset of inputs is selected for testing
during the software product verification.

The software engineer assumes that the soft-
ware product to be verified contains a set of in-
puts that will probably cause the product to fail.
As a consequence of introducing these inputs, the
product yields outputs which reveals the presence
of defects. Because exhaustive testing is imprac-
tical, the main goal is to find a set of data inputs
whose probability of belonging to the set of in-
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puts that produce a failure in the product is as
high as possible [21, 23]. There are strategies for
designing test cases to reveal these inputs. Two
such strategies are known as: equivalence class
partitioning (ECP) and boundary-value analy-
sis (BVA). The authors worked with the ECP
approach, where an equivalence class represents
a set of valid or invalid states that are defined
as input conditions. A typical input condition
is a specified numerical value, a range of values,
a set of related values (such as categories) or
a logical condition.

4.3. White-box testing

It is also known as crystal or transparent testing,
the aim of this technique is to design test cases
that are able to exhaustively cover the software
code, examining all aspects of the structure and
logic of the software product. The main idea is to
design test cases that execute all code sentences
at least once and that also execute all branches
of code containing conditions (evaluating both
branches by using both true and false expres-
sions) [21,23]. Because examining all paths of the
software code can be impractical, various strate-
gies exist for achieving adequate code coverage.
Some of these strategies include: statement cover-
age, decision (or branch) coverage and condition
coverage. The authors worked with the branch
coverage approach where a set of test cases is
designed to ensure that each control structure is
executed at least once. To assess this technique,
the programs with the Java JCov coverage, a tool
which provides a means to measure and analyze
dynamic code coverage of Java programs, were
instrumented.

5. Experiment replication context

The experiment replication reported here is com-
posed of four comparative studies (controlled
experiments) carried out in December 2014 at
the Technical School of Chimborazo (ESPOCH)
as part of a software verification workshop. The
participants were undergraduate students in their
last semester of the software systems engineering

bachelor degree. According to [24], the partici-
pants were categorized as advanced beginners,
i.e. students having a working knowledge of the
key aspects of software development practice.

The workshop was offered at no cost and it
was intended for students in their last semester
so as to complement their technical skills with
a software verification course. Since the workshop
was voluntary and free of charge, coercion was
avoided. The participants were told that they
could leave the workshop at any moment. Verbal
consent was given from all the participants; the
main goals of the experiment were explained to
the participants and they were told that the
experiment was part of a software verification
workshop.

A differently instrumented software program
was used in each experiment. The program sizes
ranged between 253 and 392 SLOC. Programs
were coded in the Java programming language.
The average cyclomatic complexity (VG) of
programs was around 40. Each program had
the same type and number of defects injected
(6 defects). As reference, the defect classification
scheme of [25] was used, it is the same scheme as
the one used in the baseline experiment [5] and
also in the family discussed in Section 2. However,
regarding one of the defect classification schemes,
only three defect types (cosmetic, initialization
and control) were used instead of the six used
in [5] (cosmetic, initialization, control, data, in-
terface and computation). The change was made
to have better contol over experimental condi-
tions, and thus havie the same number and defect
types. The defects injected in each instrumented
program were as follows:
– omission – cosmetic (F1),
– omission – initialization (F2),
– omission – control (F3),
– commission – cosmetic (F4),
– commission – initialization (F5),
– commission – control (F6).

It can be seen that all defect types were
equally balanced in each software program, thus
there was more experimental control over the
instrumented programs.

The same defect counting scheme as the one
used here was also applied in [6, 7], a failure is
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Table 7. Characteristics of instrumented programs
used in the study

Program SLOC VG Defects Session type n

Triangle 41 1 1 Training 16
Deviation 184 14 3 Training 15
Banking 253 28 6 Experiment 1 15
Nametbl 392 43 6 Experiment 2 13
Ntree 349 46 6 Experiment 3 13
Cmdline 300 45 6 Experiment 4 12

observed if the participant applying one of the
techniques records the deviate behaviour of the
instrumented program with regard to its specifi-
cation. In code reading, an inconsistency (analog
to a failure) is observed if the participant records
the inconsistency between his or her abstractions
and the specification. False positives which are
perceived defects reported by participants that
are not in fact defects were ignored.

The experiments were run as part of a soft-
ware verification workshop. This workshop con-
sisted of ten sessions conducted on alternate
days, where each session lasted between two and
three hours. The first sessions were used to teach
the use of the software testing techniques. Two
sessions were used for training, where the par-
ticipants applied the testing techniques to two
instrumented programs. Table 7 shows the used
program characteristics, the session type and the
number of participants per session.

Regarding program functionality, the Trian-
gle software program determines the type of tri-
angle defined given three input values. Devia-
tion calculates the average and standard devi-
ation of n numbers. The banking program im-
plements basic functions for managing bank ac-
counts. Nametbl implements basic functions for
managing a table of symbols. Ntree implements
functions for managing an N-ary tree. Finally,
cmdline implements the basic functionality of
a command line program. All the programs were
developed and instrumented by a student en-
rolled in his last year of the software engineering
bachelor degree, he was under our supervision
during a semester. The following programs were
used as reference: nametbl, ntree and cmdline
used in [10], these three programs were entirely
rewritten to the Java programming language and

instrumented with the previously mentioned de-
fects.

5.1. Experiment replication goal

Following the GQM approach [26] this controlled
experiment replication was defined as: “Analyze
the testing techniques black-box, white-box and
code reading for the purpose of comparison with
regard to their efficiency (defects detected per
hour) from the point of view of the researcher
in an academic controlled context using small
instrumented Java programs.”

5.2. Research questions

For this controlled experiment replication, the
following main research questions were stated:
– RQ1. Is efficiency affected by the studied

testing techniques?
– RQ2. Do instrumented software programs

impact the efficiency of the software testing
techniques?

– RQ3. Does the relationship between tech-
niques and programs affect the efficiency?
With the collected data of this experiment

replication it is possible to define a secondary
research question linked to a secondary analysis
(defect analysis). This secondary question seeks
to explore a possible impact on the software test-
ing techniques efficiency and the defect classifica-
tion schemes used in the instrumented programs.
This secondary research question (SRQ1) was
defined as follows:
– SRQ1. Do defect types (according to used

defect classification schemes) impact the ef-
ficiency of the studied software testing tech-
niques?
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Table 8. Factorial design structure used

Technique/ Exp. 1 Exp. 2 Exp. 3 Exp. 4
Program Banking (ba) Nametbl (na) Ntree (nt) Cmdline (cm)
Code reading (cr) cr, ba cr, na cr, nt cr, cm
Black-box (bb) bb, ba bb, na bb, nt bb, cm
White-box (wb) wb, ba wb, na wb, nt wb, cm

The efficiency construct is operationalized
according to the number of defects detected per
hour after applying the testing techniques. To
answer the previous research questions, three
hypotheses were defined. For RQ1, the null hy-
pothesis is defined as follows: All the testing
techniques studied have similar or equal levels of
efficiency. For RQ2, the null hypothesis to test
is as follows: The type of software program does
not affect the efficiency of testing techniques. For
RQ3, the null hypothesis is defined as follows:
Efficiency is not affected by the relationship be-
tween testing techniques and the type of software
program. With regard SRQ1 the null hypothesis
is defined as: the defect classification schemes
used in the instrumented programs do not affect
the efficiency of the testing techniques.

5.3. Design and execution

The four experiments constitute a factorial de-
sign (3 × 4) with two factors (technique and
program), where the factor technique is com-
posed of three levels (code reading, black-box
and white-box testing) and the factor program
is composed of four levels (banking, nametbl,
ntree and cmdline programs). A factorial design
allows for the study of several factors and the
interactions among them. The factorial design
layout for this replication is shown in Table 8.
A completely randomized design was used in each
experiment. At the beginning of each session,
treatments (techniques) were randomly assigned
to participants. In each session, every participant
applied a testing technique to an instrumented
software program.

The experiments were conducted in December
2014 as part of a workshop on software verifica-
tion at ESPOCH. Participants used a web appli-
cation for registering information regarding the
application of the software testing technique to

a given instrumented program. In a non-invasive
way, this web application collected the time that
participants spent performing the testing tech-
niques. Below, we provide an overview of how
each testing technique is applied on an instru-
mented program during the training and experi-
ment sessions.
Code reading. Participants used code reading
by stepwise abstraction [18]. Each participant
receives the source code of the software. Then
the participant inspects the code and starts to
generate abstractions in a natural language. Af-
ter the participant has constructed the prime ab-
straction, he or she is provided with the product
specification. Then the participant compares his
or her abstractions with the product specification
and any inconsistencies observed are registered
as defects. The time elapsed for carrying out the
previous activities is taken into account for com-
puting the number of defects detected per hour.
Black-box. Participants followed the equiva-
lence class partitioning approach. Each partici-
pant receives the software product specification
and then begins to generate valid and invalid
equivalence classes. Next, the participant designs
test cases from the equivalence classes defined
and registers the expected outputs. The partic-
ipant then executes the test cases by running
the software program and registers the observed
output from each test case. The participant then
compares the expected outputs to the observed
outputs, and any inconsistencies are registered
as defects.
White-box. Participants receive the source code
and the instrumented software program. Each
participant then starts to generate test cases with
the aim of achieving 100% branch coverage of
the source code. The participant then registers
the observed outputs after running the program.
For this testing technique, software programs
were instrumented with the Java JCov coverage
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Table 9. The collected defect detection rate measurements

Technique/ Exp. 1 Exp. 2 Exp. 3 Exp. 4
Program Banking (ba) Nametbl (na) Ntree (nt) Cmdline (cm)
Code reading (cr) 0, 1.56, 0.45 1.58, 0.67 0, 1.07 0, 0.71

0, 0 0, 0 1.86, 0.6 0, 0.72
Black-box (bb) 0.55, 2.26, 0.91 0.89, 0 0.43, 1.12, 0 0, 0.5

1.09, 1.07 0, 0 0.44, 0 0, 0.47
White-box (wb) 1.1, 0.5, 0 1.28, 1.38, 0 1.03, 0 0.47, 0

1.1, 4.44 1.04, 0.26 0.52, 0 0, 0

tool, so the participants using this technique were
able to see the percentage of coverage achieved
after each test case execution. Once a partici-
pant achieves the maximum coverage level, he or
she the gains access to the product specification.
Next, the participant registers the expected out-
puts as defined by the product specification. He
or she then compares the observed outputs with
the expected outputs, and any inconsistencies
are registered as defects.

In the case of the two dynamic techniques
(black-box and white-box), the time elapsed for
generating and running the test cases (which
encompasses the activities previously mentioned)
is taken into account for computing the number
of defects detected per hour.

With the aim of striving towards better re-
search practices in SE [27] all the collected mea-
surements are reported. These raw data will help
other researchers to verify or re-analyze [28] the
experiment results presented in this work. Table 9
shows all the efficiency measurements (defect de-
tection rates) collected during the experiment
sessions (the raw data is available in Appendix).
A total of 53 measurements were collected, this
sample size is slightly greater than the average
sample size used in software engineering experi-
ments [16].

6. Analysis and results

This section presents both the collected descrip-
tive and inferential statistics for the efficiency
measurements. Table 10 shows the mean defect
detection rates and their standard deviations
for the testing techniques assessed in the four
experiments.

As shown in Table 10, there is not a clear
distinction between the efficiency of the differ-
ent testing techniques. In the first and second
experiments, white-box testing seems to be more
efficient than black-box testing and code reading,
however, in the third and fourth experiments,
code reading performs better. With respect to
the instrumented programs, Table 11 shows the
mean defect detection rates and their standard
deviations for the instrumented programs used
in the four experiments.

As shown in Table 11, efficiency seems to
vary depending on the program. The software
program identified as banking, on average, yields
an efficiency rate of 1 defect per hour. This pro-
gram has the data point with the maximum
efficiency rate. Conversely, cmdline shows the
worst efficiency rate; on average, the efficiency
in this program yielded 0.24 defects detected per
hour.

Descriptive statistics give us an overview of
basic features of the collected efficiency measure-
ments, but at this point, it is not possible to
draw any confident conclusions with respect to
possible differences between treatments. Once
the overview of the data is provided, it is possi-
ble to continue testing the hypotheses previously
stated using inferential statistics The four exper-
iments can be arranged in a factorial experiment
design [3]. The statistical model employed ac-
cording to the factorial design (3 × 4) is defined
in Equation (1).

yijk = µ+ αi + βj + (αβ)ij + εijk . (1)

In this equation µ is the grand mean, αi rep-
resents the effect of software testing technique
i, βj represents the effect of program j, (αβ)ij

is the interaction effect between treatments i
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Table 10. Average defect detection rates and standard deviations of
the software testing techniques

Technique Exp. 1 Exp. 2 Exp. 3 Exp. 4
Code reading 0.4 (0.68) 0.56 (0.75) 0.88 (0.79) 0.36 (0.41)
Black-box 1.18 (0.64) 0.22 (0.44) 0.4 (0.46) 0.24 (0.28)
White-box 1.43 (1.75) 0.79 (0.62) 0.39 (0.49) 0.12 (0.24)

Table 11. Average defect detection rates
and standard deviations per instrumented program

Program Exp. 1 Exp. 2 Exp. 3 Exp. 4
Banking 1 (1.15) – – –
Nametbl – 0.55 (0.62) – –
Ntree – – 0.54 (0.58) –
Cmdline – – – 0.24 (0.31)

and j, k is the number of replications in each
treatment combination, and ε is the random
error which assumes N(0, σ2). The analysis of
variance (ANOVA) [2–4] is used to assess the
components of the model (such as technique,
program and the interaction between technique
and program).

Before drawing any conclusions related to the
components of the model, it is necessary to assess:
1) that the collected measurements are indepen-
dent (independence), 2) that the variance is the
same for all the measurements (homogeneity),
and 3) that the measurements follow a normal
distribution (normality).

The first assumption is addressed by the prin-
ciple of randomization used in the four experi-
ments; all the measurements of one sample are
not related to those of the other sample. The
second and third assumptions are assessed by
using the estimated residuals [2, 3]. To assess
the homogeneity of variances, the Levene test
for homogeneity of variances was applied [29].
The Levene test allowed to obtain a p-value of
0.7043, which suggests that variance in all treat-
ment combinations (technique and program) are
equal (null hypothesis of this test). Thus, the
null hypotheses in favour of homogeneity were
accepted. The third assumption (normality) was
evaluated by applying the Kolmogorov-Smirnov
test for normality [30,31]. After applying this test,
a p-value of 0.2882 was obtained, which suggests
that the residuals fit a normal distribution (null

hypothesis of this test). Thus, the null hypothesis
in favour of normality was accepted.

Once there is a valid statistical model, it is
possible to draw reliable conclusions about the
model components (technique, program and the
interaction or relationship between technique and
program). Table 12 shows the ANOVA results of
the model stated in Equation (1).

If an α level of 0.05 is set, none of the compo-
nents shows a significant difference with respect
to efficiency. However, if the alpha level has the
value of 0.1, which represents a confidence level
of 90%, a significant difference is obtained with
respect to efficiency in the program component.
This suggests that at least one of the programs
has a different level of efficiency than the others.
To determine the significant difference the Tukey
test for treatment comparisons was used [32]. Ta-
ble 13 shows program comparisons with respect
to efficiency.

As shown in Table 13, it can be observed that
there is a significant difference with respect to
efficiency between the banking and cmdline pro-
grams. This difference has an estimated value of
0.76 defects detected per hour, and suggests that
the software program affects, to some degree, the
efficiency of the three assessed software testing
techniques, as shown in Figure 1.

Since the program component showed a sig-
nificant difference with respect to efficiency (at
α = 0.1), it is important to estimate the ex-
tent by which efficiency is affected by a software
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Table 12. Results of the analysis of variance (ANOVA)

Component Df Sum Sq Mean Sq F -value p-value
Technique 2 0.418 0.2089 0.359 0.7003
Program 3 4.072 1.3574 2.335 0.0879
Technique: program 6 3.933 0.6555 1.128 0.3636
Residuals 41 23.835 0.5813

Table 13. Pairwise comparisons with respect to the
defect detection rates

Program comparisons Difference p-value
Banking – cmdline 0.7628 0.0621
Nametbl – cmdline 0.4558 0.4022
Ntree – cmdline 0.4581 0.3978
Nametbl – banking −0.3069 0.7469
Ntree – banking −0.3046 0.7512
Ntree – nametbl 0.0023 1.0000 0
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Figure 1. Interaction plot between the technique
and the program

program type. Cohen’s f was selected as the
coefficient for assessing the average effect in the
ANOVA program component across all its lev-
els [33]. This coefficient can take values from zero
to indefinitely large values. Cohen [33] suggests
that values of 0.10, 0.25, and 0.40 represent small,
medium, and large effect sizes, respectively. Af-
ter estimating this coefficient, an effect size of
f = 0.41 was obtained, which suggests a large
effect size regarding the type of the used program.

With the effect size f estimated, it is pos-
sible to assess how sensitive (power test) any
of the ANOVA components were in detecting
an effect. We applied a post-hoc test to assess
the degree of power achieved by the ANOVA
program component. The power in a statistical
test is equal to 1−β, where β is the probability of
making a Type II error. For program component
we obtained a power of 0.79 (at α level = 0.1),
which suggests that the acceptable level of power
for the estimated effect size (f = 0.41) and the
used sample size (53 collected measurements).

6.1. Defect analysis

In order to extend the previous efficiency analysis,
the type of defects injected in the instrumented
programswere scrutinized. The aim of this sec-

ondary analysis is to determine what classes
of defects are detected by the studied testing
techniques. As previously discussed in Section 5,
defects were characterized by two classification
schemes [5, 25]: Scheme 1 consisting of omission
and commission defects, and scheme 2 consisting
of cosmetic, initialization and control defects.
Figure 2 shows the percentage of observed de-
fects of the testing techniques (black-box [bb],
white-box [wb] and code reading [cr]) split into
the two defect classification schemes.

Figure 2 shows that participants using the
code reading technique seem to observe more
initialization defects than participants using the
other techniques. Conversely, code reading and
white-box seem to behave worse detecting cos-
metic defects than black-box.

Similar to Figure 2, Figure 3 shows the per-
centage of observed defects by an instrumented
programandbyadefect type.As shown inFigure 3,
all the techniques seem to produce worse results in
the detection of cosmetic defectsthan black-box.
Conversely, cosmetic defects injected in nametbl
(na) andcmdline (cm)programs seemtonegatively
impact the percentage of observed defects.

Figures 2 and 3 give us an overview of the
observed defects in these two schemes, however,
an inferential analysis is needed to examine pos-
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Figure 2. Types of defects observed by the testing
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Figure 3. Types of defects observed by instrumented
program

Table 14. Results of the analysis of variance (ANOVA) for defect
classification scheme 1 (omission and commission defects)

Component Df Sum Sq Mean Sq F -value p-value
Technique 2 62 30.9 0.052 0.9497
Program 3 4573 1524.2 2.548 0.0615
Scheme1 1 168 167.7 0.280 0.5979
Technique: program 6 3577 596.1 0.997 0.4334
Technique: scheme1 2 580 290.1 0.485 0.6175
Program: scheme1 3 5250 1749.8 2.925 0.0387
Tech.: prog.: scheme1 6 6086 1014.3 1.695 0.1325
Residuals 82 49056 598.2

sible significant differences. Next the ANOVA
results are presented according to the used defect
classification schemes.

6.1.1. ANOVA results for defect classification
scheme 1

The statistical model employed for this ANOVA
is shown in Equation (2).
yijkl = µ+ αi+βj + γk + (αβ)ij + (αγ)ik

+(βγ)jk + (αβγ)ijk + εijkl .
(2)

In this equation µ is the grand mean; αi repre-
sents the effect of software testing technique i,
βj represents the effect of program j, γk repre-
sents the effect of defect type k on the deffect
classification scheme 1, (αβ)ij is the interaction
effect between treatments i and j, (αγ)ik is the
interaction effect between treatments i and k,
(βγ)jk is the interaction effect between treat-
ments j and k, (αβγ)ijk is the interaction effect

between treatments i, j and k, l is the number of
replications in each treatment combination, and
ε is the random error which assumes N(0, σ2).
The ANOVA results of this model are shown in
Table 14.

As shown in Table 14 the program and the
program:scheme1 components show a significant
difference at alpha level of 0.1 and 0.05, respec-
tively. To inspect the significant differences in
these two components, the Tukey test for treat-
ment comparisons was used [32]. Table 15 shows
the pairwise comparisons of the program com-
ponent and the interaction component (this be-
tween program and scheme 1).

A significant difference of 18% is observed
between banking (ba) and cmdline (cm) pro-
grams. Participants applying the testing tech-
niques observed more defects in the banking
(ba) program. Another significant difference was
observed between the omission defects of the
banking program and the commission defects
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Table 15. Significant pairwise comparisons for defect classification scheme 1

Pairwise comparisons Difference (%) p-value
Banking – cmdline 18.3333 0.0374
Banking: omission – cmdline: commission 32.3414 0.0213075
Nametbl: omission – banking: omission −27.6415 0.0698521

of the cmdline program. Omission defects were
the most commonly observed in these two pro-
grams. The third significant difference was ob-
served between omission defects in the nametbl
and banking programs, omission defects were
the most commonly observed in the banking
program.

Concerning model assumptions, the Levene
test for homogeneity of variances [29] shows
a non-significant p-value (0.9292), suggesting
that variance in all treatment combinations (tech-
nique, program and defect classification scheme)
are equal (the null hypothesis of this test). The
assumption of normality was checked with the
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test for normality [30,31].
In this case the test showed a significant dif-
ference (p-value = 0.00012). Because measure-
ments are represented as proportions (or per-
centages), these kinds of measurements can be
prone to departures from normality, as shown
in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. Normal Q-Q plot of standardized residuals
given the model presented in Equation (2)

6.1.2. ANOVA results for defect classification
scheme 2

Next the inferential analysis concerning the sec-
ond defect classification scheme which is com-
posed of cosmetic, initialization and control de-

fect types is presented. Using the same statistical
model as in Equation (2), but changing γk, repre-
senting now the effect of the defect type k of the
defect classification scheme 2. Table 16 shows
the results of the analysis of variance.

The results presented in Table 16 suggest
a significant difference (at an alpha of 0.05) in
the program component. The Tukey [32] was run
to examine which of the program pairwise com-
parisons show significant differences. Table 17
shows the pairwise comparisons of the program
component.

Table 17 suggests a significant difference of
18% between the banking (ba) and the cmd-
line (cm) program. Participants using the testing
techniques observed a significantly larger number
of defects in the banking program than in the
cmdline program.

In relation to the model assumptions, the Lev-
ene test for homogeneity of variances [29] shows
a non-significant p-value of 0.7501 in favor of the
equality variances among treatments, however,
in the same way as in the previous analysis, some
departures from normality were observed with
the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test [30, 31], a signifi-
cant p-value of 0.00012 was observed.

7. Network meta-analysis

The results of the replication reported here can
be incorporated in the existing evidence of re-
lated experiments. With the quantitative infor-
mation available in similar experiments [5–8,11]
it is possible to carry out a network meta-analysis
in order to offer better informed decisions on the
efficiency of the testing techniques reported in
previous experiments along with the one dis-
cussed in this work.

The network meta-analysis approach
(NMA) [34,35], also known as multiple treatment
comparison or mixed treatment comparison, has
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Table 16. Results of the analysis of variance (ANOVA) for scheme 2
(cosmetic, initialization and control defects)

Component Df Sum Sq Mean Sq F -value p-value
Technique 2 93 46.3 0.055 0.946
Program 3 6859 2286.3 2.727 0.047
Scheme2 2 2296 1147.8 1.369 0.258
Technique: program 6 5365 894.2 1.067 0.386
Technique: scheme2 4 3826 956.6 1.141 0.340
Program: scheme2 6 5224 870.7 1.039 0.404
Tech.: prog.: scheme2 12 3904 325.3 0.388 0.966
Residuals 123 103125 838.4

Table 17. Significant pairwise comparisons for defect
classification scheme 2

Pairwise comparisons Difference (%) p-value
Banking – cmdline 18.3333 0.0274

been increasingly widespread in recent years in
the health care arena [36–38].

The network meta-analysis approach can inte-
grate direct and indirect evidence in a collection
of studies (or experiments). This approach pro-
vides information on the relative effects of three
or more treatments for the same outcome [39].
Conversely to classical meta-analysis, NMA si-
multaneously compares the effects of three or
more treatments.

Given the evidence of the present replication
(pooling together the four experiments as one
experiment replication) along with the evidence
of seven related experiments [5–8,11], NMA with
the ‘netmeta’ R package [40] was performed to
assess the available evidence of the efficiency of
the testing techniques: black-box (bb), white-box
(wb) and code reading (cr). Table 18 shows the
sample sizes (n), average defect detection rates
(mean) and the standard deviations (sd) of the
three testing techniques examined in the afore-
mentioned experiments.

With the information available in Table 18
it is possible to carry out NMA. Asa result of
conducting all these experiments to examine the
same three testing techniques it can be concluded
that they conform to a single design providing
only direct evidence. NMA can also be applied to
estimate indirect evidence, however, not in this
case. For example, suppose there are experiments

examining treatments A and B and experiments
examining treatments A and C (for the same
outcome), these experiments can be pooled to-
gether in NMA to obtain an indirect estimate
for indirect comparison between treatments B
and C by means of a common comparator, that
is treatment A.

Table 19 shows the resulting NMA obtained
on the basis of the information of Table 18. The re-
sults are presented in the matrix of estimated over-
all effect sizes (with lower and upper confidence
limits) belonging to all the pairwise treatment
comparisons. Effect sizes were computed using
the standardized mean difference (Hedges’ g) [41].
The guidelines proposed by Cohen [33] suggest
that effect sizes of 0.2, 0.5 and 0.8 represent small,
medium and large effect sizes, respectively. Due to
possible context differences in these experiments,
the effect sizes shown in Table 19 were estimated
according to a random effects model, assuming
that the underlying effects in the experiments
of the same treatment comparison come from
a common normal distribution, i.e. an account
for unexplained heterogeneity was assumed.

To obtain valid conclusions from NMA, the
resulting network of treatments should be as-
sessed against the transitivity and consistency
assumptions [42–44]. In the case of the transitiv-
ity assumption, the network is assumed to main-
tain transitivity whenever pairwise treatment
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Table 18. Sample sizes, average defect detection rates and standard deviations of
the testing techniques examined in eight experiments

Experiment nbb meanbb sdbb nwb meanwb sdwb ncr meancr sdcr

umd82 [5] 29 1.58 0.90 29 1.40 0.87 29 1.90 1.83
umd83 [5] 13 1.22 0.91 13 1.18 0.84 13 0.56 0.46
umd84 [5] 32 1.84 1.06 32 1.82 1.24 32 3.33 3.42
ukl94 [6, 7] 27 4.67 2.27 27 2.92 1.59 27 2.11 1.12
ukl95 [6, 7] 21 3.08 1.28 18 2.00 1.59 17 1.74 0.67
uos97 [8] 47 2.47 1.10 47 2.20 0.94 47 1.06 0.75
uok11 [11] 18 2.46 0.58 18 2.50 0.83 18 2.16 0.55
epch14 18 0.54 0.60 18 0.73 1.06 17 0.54 0.64

Table 19. Pairwise treatment overall effect size estimates, lower and upper
95% confidence limits under a random effects model

Technique Black-box (bb) Code reading (cr) White-box (wb)
Black-box (bb) – 0.576 (0.110, 1.042) 0.239 (−0.224, 0.701)
Code reading(cr) −0.576 (−1.042,−0.110) – −0.337 (−0.802, 0.127)
White-box (wb) −0.239 (−0.701, 0.224) 0.337 (−0.127, 0.802) –

effects are similarly distributed across the stud-
ies (experiments). For example, suppose some
studies assessing treatments A, B, C for the same
outcome, if treatment A performs better than B,
and treatment B performs better than C, then
treatment A has to perform better than C (transi-
tivity is met). Departures from transitivity arise
when significant heterogeneity is present across
one or more pairwise treatment comparisons in
the network. On the other hand, the consistency
assumption states that both direct and indirect
evidence in a given pairwise treatment compar-
ison (network edge) should be similar. This as-
sumption only applies to situations where there
is both direct and indirect evidence in one or
more edges of the network [42].

In a similar way when the Q statistic is used
in pairwise meta-analysis, a generalization of
such index is used in NMA. In NMA, the Q
statistic measures the deviation from heterogene-
ity/inconsistency. Index Q can be separated into
parts for each pairwise treatment comparison and
a part for the remaining inconsistency between
all the treatment pairwise comparisons [43].

Given the resulting NMA in Table 19, the
statistical test for assessing the heterogene-
ity/inconsistency of the network is run. In the
same manner as in pairwise meta-analysis, in
NMA the used Q statistic follows a Chi-Squared

distribution. The test showed a Q-value of 74.12,
corresponding with a significant p-value smaller
than 0.0001, thus suggesting a significant degree
of heterogeneity in the network. The I2 index
that represents the percentage of heterogeneity
also showed a high value of 81.1%.

The heterogeneity found in the network sug-
gests that at least one pairwise treatment com-
parison contains contradictory effect size esti-
mates, yielding a significant heterogeneity in the
network edge. Because of this situation, it was
decided to assess the heterogeneity (under clas-
sical meta-analysis also using Hedges’ g [41]) in
each network edge, i.e. with the following pair-
wise comparisons: black-box (bb) vs. code read-
ing (cr), black-box (bb) vs. white-box (wb) and
code reading (cr) vs. white-box (wb). Table 20
shows the Q and I2 coefficients in each network
edge.

Table 20. Assessment of
heterogeneity in each network edge

Edge Q p-value I2

bb, cr 60.81 <0.0001 88.5%
bb, wb 11.40 0.1221 38.6%
cr, wb 42.40 <0.0001 83.5%

According to Table 20 the pairwise compari-
son between black-box and white-box yields con-
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Figure 6. Forest plot with the overall effect size estimates
and confidence limits of the testing techniques

sistent results (p-value is non-significant) suggest-
ing a degree of homogeneity among effect size
estimates of the eight experiments. The resulting
I2 coefficient indicates that experiments in this
edge present a low level of heterogeneity which
is non-significant. As observed in Table 20, the
rest of pairwise comparisons show a significant
difference. Figure 5 shows the resulting network
graph with the pairwise treatments. The network
is laid out in a plane where nodes correspond to
the treatments (bb, wb and cr) whereas edges
represent the pairwise treatment comparisons;
the observed consistent edge is highlighted in
black. The thickness of the lines represents the
number of experiments available for each treat-
ment, in this case, eight experiments.

Figure 6 displays a forest plot of pairwise
overall effect size estimates using the white-box
technique as the reference treatment. As it was
discussed ealier, only the pairwise comparison
between black-box and white-box shows homo-
geneity in its effect size estimates. It is visible
that a small effect size of 0.24 is observed in
favour of the black-box technique, however, the
estimated confidence limits indicate that the over-
all effect size could be zero, thus suggesting that
both black-box and white-box yield similar defect
detection rates.

8. Discussion

Having presented the analysis, in this section the
findings in reference to the research questions
stated and previous work are discussed.

According to the evidence collected in the
four experiments, all the testing techniques
showed similar levels of efficiency (no significant

difference was observed); this suggests that effi-
ciency is not affected by the testing techniques
(RQ1). Evidence suggesting that the type of
used software program affects the efficiency of
the studied testing techniques has been found
(RQ2). In addition, the current evidence sug-
gests that efficiency is not affected by the relation-
ship between techniques and software programs,
i.e. both factors are independent (RQ3).

In relation to the baseline experiment, the
results support the results presented in experi-
ments umd82 and umd83 [5], the three testing
techniques behave in a similar way. With regard
to the efficiency of testing techniques, Table 21
shows a comparison between the reported results
in [5] and the pooled results. These results indi-
cate the average number of defects detected per
hour.

As shown in Table 21, this replication sup-
ports the results of the umd82 and umd83 ex-
periments [5]. In these experiments, the null hy-
pothesis is accepted because the three testing
techniques do not show significant differences in
the defect detection rates. However, this differ-
ence is significant in umd84 [5]. One possible
reason for this significant difference could be the
participants’ expertise. In the third experiment
reported in [5], participants were programming
professionals with high levels of technical skill.

As noted in Table 21, the obtained rates of
efficiency were lower than those reported in [5],
perhaps the number of defects injected in the
instrumented programs (six per program) or the
participants’ expertise yielded a lower efficiency
rate. One point worth noting about the umd82
and umd83 experiments in [5] is that although
similar kinds of participants were used, the effi-
ciency measurements in the first experiment are
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Table 21. Average defect detection rates per a testing technique
reported in [5] and in replication

Technique umd82 [5] umd83 [5] umd84 [5] epch14
Code reading 1.90 0.56 3.33 0.54
Black-box 1.58 1.22 1.84 0.54
White-box 1.40 1.18 1.82 0.73

slightly higher than those in the second experi-
ment. One possible reason for this is that both
the software type and the injected defects af-
fected the efficiency. In the three experiments re-
ported in [5], the authors did not use the same in-
strumented programs in all experiments. It is also
important to note that in [5], each program had
a different number of defects with respect to both
defect classification schemes; i.e. the used pro-
grams were not equally balanced regarding the
number of defects and defect types. It is highly
probable that differences in the program type and
the used defects produced an interaction effect
with the testing techniques, as mentioned in [5].
With the aim of avoiding this effect interaction,
the same number and the same type of defects
were employed in the instrumented programs,
and only the type od software program varied.

With respect to the average defect detection
rate per program, the obtained results support
those in umd82 and umd84 [5], the type of soft-
ware impacts on the efficiency of the testing
techniques. Table 22 shows the average defect
detection rates of umd82, umd83, umd84 and
the results obtained here, the efficiency seems to
vary depending on the software type.

It is possible that the low rates of efficiency
observed in the replication are due to the exper-
tise level of the participants. According to our
evidence, it seems that participants had a bet-
ter understanding of the domain related to the
banking instrumented program than the domains
related to the other programs. Cyclomatic com-
plexity is discarded as a possible factor that could
affect efficiency. Programs nametbl, ntree and
cmdline have similar levels of VG (43, 46 and
45, respectively), however, cmdline still showed
the worst efficiency rate. This evidence seems
to reinforce the idea that the knowledge of the
program domain could affect the efficiency of
software testing techniques.

Concerning the defect analysis (secondary
research question, SRQ1), no significant differ-
ences in the two defect classification schemes
were observed in the case of the testing tech-
niques. The results in the baseline experiment [5]
suggest that participants applying code reading
and those applying black-box observed signifi-
cantly more omission defects than those applying
white-box. In the case of the conducted experi-
ments no significant difference between omission
and commission defects was observed.

With regard to the second defect classifica-
tion scheme the authors in [5] observed that
participants using code reading and those us-
ing black-box observed significantly more ini-
tialization defects than those using white-box.
Participants using code reading observed signif-
icantly more interface defects than those using
either black-box or white-box. Participants using
black-box observed significantly more control de-
fects than those using the other two techniques.
Participants using code reading observed signifi-
cantly more computation defects than those us-
ing white-box. With regard to data and cosmetic
defects the authors in [5] did not observe signifi-
cant differences. In the case of the experiments
described here, it was observed that code read-
ing seemed to detect more initialization defects
than white-box and black-box but the difference
was not significant. It was also found out that
white-box and black-box seemed to detect more
control defects than code reading, but again, this
difference was not significant.

However, with respect to the instrumented
programs, significant differences were observed,
more omission defects were detected in the bank-
ing program compared to cmdline program (de-
fect classification scheme 1). Similarly there were
more cosmetic, initialization and control defects
(defect scheme 2) observed in the banking pro-
gram than in the cmdline program. Although
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Table 22. Average defect detection rates per program
reported in [5] and in replication

Program umd82 [5] umd83 [5] umd84 [5] epch14
Formatter 1.60 0.98 2.15 –
Plotter 1.19 0.92 – –
Data type 2.09 – 3.70 –
Database – 1.05 1.14 –
Banking – – – 1
Nametbl – – – 0.55
Ntree – – – 0.54
Cmdline – – – 0.24

same defect types (for both schemes) were equally
injected in the four instrumented programs, they
were observed in a similar way, perhaps these
findings suggest that the knowledge of the do-
main of the program to be tested may impact
the efficiency of the testing techniques.

The replication results along with the related
existing ones allowed to carry out a quantita-
tive synthesis using the network meta-analysis
(NMA) approach. Taking into account the quan-
titative information of eight experiments run in
five countries (USA, Germany, UK, India and
Ecuador) only consistent results were observed
among black-box and white-box techniques, both
techniques yielded similar efficiency rates. The
code reading technique compared with either
black-box or white-box techniques showed in-
consistent results (presence of heterogeneity).
These results suggest that the code reading tech-
nique shows a greater level of sensitivity. In
umd84 [5], code reading was significantly more
efficient than black-box and white-box, probably
in this experiment the expertise had an impact
on this technique. In the umd84 experiment, par-
ticipants were programming professionals with
an overall average of ten years of professional
experience. However, the expertise factor does
not seem to significantly affect the efficiency of
the black-box and white-box, in this treatment
comparison (bb vs. wb), participants used in
the pooled experiments spanned different ex-
pertise levels, such as undergraduate, graduate
and professionals. In the case of the other treat-
ment comparisons (cr vs. bb, and cr vs. wb),
further subgroup analyses [45, 46] can be per-

formed to identify moderators affecting the out-
comes.

For the purpose reporting this experiment
replication, the guidelines of [19] were taken as
reference, however, it is not so clear how to pro-
ceed when reporting a replication in the con-
text of a family of related experiments. In this
sense, the authors propose that the family of
experiments be explained in terms of the main
treatments studied along with the contextual
information. It is also proposed that the find-
ings of the family be organized, first, according
to the cause and effect constructs and, second,
according to the cause and effect operational-
izations that the related experiments address.
The findings of the family can be presented as
a narrative or quantitative synthesis (or both
of them).

The authors also propose to describe the
baseline experiment, this activity underlies the
essence of the replication, which refers to the
repetition of a previously run experiment [14],
it is recomended to describe the main findings
and contextual information of the baseline ex-
periment. Once the family and the baseline have
been described, the replication and the analysis
of the results should be described. Next, the
replication findings should be analyzed in rela-
tion to the baseline experiment along with the
related experiments of the family. Depending
on the type of analysis done, this activity can
be performed as a qualitative or quantitative
synthesis (or both of them). Finally, a discussion
of the consistency or inconsistency of the findings
should be addressed.
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Regarding the limitations of the experiment
replication reported here, below the strategies
used to minimize the threats to validity are de-
scribed [47]. With respect to conclusion validity,
the measurements collected in these experiment
sessions satisfy the principles of independence,
homogeneity and normality. With respect to in-
ternal validity, participants were randomly as-
signed to treatments, which reduced learning
effects. Boredom or fatigue was reduced by us-
ing alternate sessions. Participants were in the
same classroom, working under the same con-
ditions, and sitting apart with no interaction.
With respect to construct validity, cause and ef-
fect constructs were operationalized in the same
way as is reported in [5] and in [9]. With re-
spect to external validity, the use of students
instead of practitioners might have compromised
this type of validity. However, there exists some
evidence suggesting that in some contexts, the
results of empirical studies that employ students
with enough technical skills are equivalent to the
results of empirical studies that use practition-
ers [48]. For example, using students in their last
academic year of an undergraduate program as
experiment participants may be comparable to
using junior practitioners as participants. In fact,
it is common for students in their last academic
year to work part-time in IT-related companies.
In this sense, the results presented here may be
generalizable to junior practitioners.

9. Conclusions

In this work the efficiency of three software test-
ing techniques has been assessed. The replication
was composed of four experiments where several
instrumented software programs were used. The
obtained results suggest that software testing
techniques perform in a similar way, but the do-
main related to the software to be tested might
have an effect on the defect detection rates of
the testing techniques. We suggest that software
verification activities such as software testing
be performed only after software engineers have
a clear understanding of the software product
domain.

The main contributions of this work are the
following: 1) the execution of a controlled ex-
periment replication in order to verify previous
findings, and 2) the realization of a quantitative
synthesis with the aim of consolidating the find-
ings belonging to a family of related experiments.
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Appendix: Experiment replication raw data

In this appendix we provide the measurements collected in our experiment replication. Table A
shows the defects observed and the time that participants spent applying the testing techniques.
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Table A. Observed defects and time spent applying the testing techniques

Case Technique Program F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 F6 Minutes
1348 white-box cmdline • 127
1349 white-box cmdline 94
1350 white-box cmdline 116
1351 white-box cmdline 280
1343 black-box cmdline 106
1342 black-box cmdline • 120
1344 black-box cmdline 105
1345 black-box cmdline • 127
1355 code reading cmdline 79
1356 code reading cmdline • 84
1358 code reading cmdline 163
1357 code reading cmdline • • 166
1291 white-box banking • • 109
1292 white-box banking • 120
1293 white-box banking 219
1294 white-box banking • • 109
1295 white-box banking • • • • 54
1285 black-box banking • 110
1286 black-box banking • • • • 106
1287 black-box banking • • 132
1288 black-box banking • • 110
1289 black-box banking • 56
1297 code reading banking 138
1298 code reading banking • • • • 154
1299 code reading banking • 134
1300 code reading banking 137
1301 code reading banking 87
1312 white-box nametbl • • 94
1310 white-box nametbl • • 87
1311 white-box nametbl 142
1314 white-box nametbl • • 115
1313 white-box nametbl • 230
1306 black-box nametbl • • 135
1304 black-box nametbl 146
1305 black-box nametbl 134
1307 black-box nametbl 134
1316 code reading nametbl • • • 114
1319 code reading nametbl • 89
1317 code reading nametbl 72
1318 code reading nametbl 250
1329 white-box ntree • • 116
1331 white-box ntree 141
1330 white-box ntree • 115
1332 white-box ntree 285
1323 black-box ntree • 141
1324 black-box ntree • • 107
1327 black-box ntree 113
1325 black-box ntree • 137
1326 black-box ntree 108
1336 code reading ntree 85
1335 code reading ntree • • 112
1338 code reading ntree • • • 97
1337 code reading ntree • 100
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Abstract
Software maintenance is an essential step in software development life cycle. Nowadays, software
companies spend approximately 45% of total cost in maintenance activities. Large software projects
maintain bug repositories to collect, organize and resolve bug reports. Sometimes it is difficult
to reproduce the reported bug with the information present in a bug report and thus this bug is
marked with resolution non-reproducible (NR). When NR bugs are reconsidered, a few of them
might get fixed (NR-to-fix) leaving the others with the same resolution (NR). To analyse the
behaviour of developers towards NR-to-fix and NR bugs, the sentiment analysis of NR bug report
textual contents has been conducted. The sentiment analysis of bug reports shows that NR bugs’
sentiments incline towards more negativity than reproducible bugs. Also, there is a noticeable
opinion drift found in the sentiments of NR-to-fix bug reports. Observations driven from this
analysis were an inspiration to develop a model that can judge the fixability of NR bugs. Thus
a framework, NRFixer, which predicts the probability of NR bug fixation, is proposed. NRFixer was
evaluated with two dimensions. The first dimension considers meta-fields of bug reports (model-1)
and the other dimension additionally incorporates the sentiments (model-2) of developers for
prediction. Both models were compared using various machine learning classifiers (Zero-R, Naïve
Bayes, J48, random tree and random forest). The bug reports of Firefox and Eclipse projects were
used to test NRFixer. In Firefox and Eclipse projects, J48 and Naïve Bayes classifiers achieve
the best prediction accuracy, respectively. It was observed that the inclusion of sentiments in
the prediction model shows a rise in the prediction accuracy ranging from 2 to 5% for various
classifiers.
Keywords: bug report, bug triaging, non-reproducible bugs, sentiment analysis, mining
software repositories

1. Introduction

A software bug is an error or fault in a program
which causes the software to behave in unin-
tended ways. Software bugs are usually annoying
and inconvenient for developers, often leading
to serious consequences. Large software projects
use bug tracking repositories where the users and
developers report all the bugs they encounter.
The developers try to reproduce the bugs with
the help of information provided by a reporter in
a bug report and then make the required correc-
tions in the source code to rectify the issue. How-
ever, sometimes it is not possible to reproduce
the reported bug with the information specified

in a bug report. In such a scenario, the bug is
marked with resolution “Non-Reproducible” or
“works for me”.

NR bugs account for approximately 17% of
all bug reports and 3% of these bugs are later
marked as fixed [1]. There could be various rea-
sons behind this fixation of NR bugs. It may
be due to any new code patch that might be
made available by the reporter, user or devel-
oper which could help to reproduce the cause of
a bug, or there may be various ways of fixing
it. Thus the choice of the solution tested by the
developer to reproduce or fix the bug could be
wrong [2] and either a new solution or a new
developer can reproduce and fix the NR bug.
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Another reason could be that the developer had
initially marked the bug as NR erroneously due
to negligence or, possibly, in reluctance to re-
duce his or her workload. Thus at later times,
a new or previously assigned developer solves
the bug. If there was a mechanism which could
provide information to the developer beforehand
whether the bug report currently marked as NR
would be fixed in the future or not, it would not
only provide insights to a triager, but also help
developers to predict if a bug report marked as
NR could be fixed in the future or not. This
would save time, effort and cost incurred in
those NR bugs in the case of which there is
low probability of fixing. With the use of such
a mechanism, developers and a triager can ac-
tually devote their precious time and efforts to
those bugs that are regarded as fixable by the
proposed mechanism. This would also raise the
level of interest among developers towards NR
bugs.

The objective of this work is to establish if it
is possible that a bug report, currently marked as
NR, will get fixed in the future or not. Thus, the
investigation of bug reports is carried out at two
different levels. At the first level, the sentiments
of comment messages in NR bugs are mined to
investigate whether there is any difference be-
tween the sentiments of NR-to-fix bug reports
and NR bug reports that do not get fixed. At
the second level, the NRFixer framework that
predicts the probability of NR bug fixation is pro-
posed. NRFixer is evaluated with two dimensions.
The first dimension considers the meta-fields of
bug reports, such as a component, hardware,
a platform, etc., to develop a prediction model-1.
Another dimension additionally incorporates sen-
timents along with the existing meta-fields of
a bug report to develop prediction model-2. In
this work, the investigations were carried out
with reference to six research questions (RQs)
to attain two research objectives (ROs). RO1 in-
vestigates the sentiment analysis of bug reports
using (RQ1–RQ4), whereas RO2 examines the
performance of NRFixer using (RQ5–RQ6).
Research Objective 1 (RO1): Exploring sen-
timents in bug reports.
– RQ1. Do sentiments exist in the NR bug

reports?

– RQ2. What is the difference between senti-
ments of reproducible (R) bugs and NR bugs?

– RQ3. Do the sentiments of developers vary
in different categories of NR bugs?

– RQ4. Compare the developer’s sentiments for
the bug report passing through the stages:
‘Newbug-to-NR’ and ‘NR-to-fix’?

Research Objective 2 (RO2): The fixability
prediction of NR bugs.
– RQ5. What is the probability of NR fixing

with the use of different classifiers?
– RQ6. Does the inclusion of the category of

an NR bug and the sentiments of developers
affect the accuracy of a prediction model?
For experimental evaluation, bug reports ex-

tracted from Eclipse and Firefox projects of
Bugzilla repository were used to gauge the pres-
ence of sentiments. Bugzilla is the most popular
open source bug repository used by different pop-
ular projects, such as Firefox, Eclipse, Linux, etc.
Both prediction models (model-1 and model-2)
were evaluated using various machine learning
classifiers. It was observed that model-1 achieved
an accuracy of 70.2% for Firefox and 66.4% for
the Eclipse project. The inclusion of sentiments
(model-2) further achieved an increase of 2–5%
in precision values.

The remainder of this paper is structured as
follows. Section 2 illustrates the related work. Sec-
tion 3 discusses certain preliminaries. Section 4
presents the proposed architecture for NRFixer.
Section 5 provides experimental details. Section 6
presents the results of experimental evaluation.
Section 7 discusses various threats to validity. Fi-
nally, section 8 concludes the paper and discusses
future directions for research.

2. Background

This section presents the previous works closely
related to the areas: a) Sentiment analysis of
bug reports and b) Prediction models in bug
repositories.

2.1. Sentiment analysis of bug reports

Sentiment analysis is becoming an important
area in the field of natural language analysis.
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It comprehends the natural language processing,
text analysis, computational logistics with the hu-
man psychology to gain an individual’s attitude
to or feeling about a particular situation or prod-
uct. It is the “task of identifying positive and neg-
ative opinions, emotions and evaluations” [3]. Ju-
rado et al. [4] confirmed that developers do leave
sentiments in the textual units of issue reposito-
ries. Murgia et al. [5] analysed the existence of
emotions in software artefacts, such as issue re-
ports. Their finding confirms the presence of var-
ious emotions, such as joy, love, surprise, anger,
sadness and fear in issue reports. They also re-
ported that emotions have an impact on software
development activities, such as bug fixing. A de-
veloper possessing negative emotions may not be
able to fix the bug and, thus, it should be assigned
to some other developer. Tourani et al. [6] evalu-
ated automatic sentiment analysis in open source
mailing lists of the Apache project. The manual
study of the emails performed by them contains
19.77% positive sentiments and 11.27% contains
negative sentiments. Garcia et al. [7] presented
a case study on the Gentoo project of the Bugzilla
repository to mine the role of emotions in the
contributor’s activities. Their study found that
a contributor become inactive after experiencing
strong positive or negative emotions.

Pletea et al. [8] gauged the presence of emo-
tions in the security related discussions on the
GitHub repository. They found that more neg-
ative emotions are expressed in security related
discussions than in other discussions. The results
obtained reflect the reluctance of developers
towards the sensitive issue of security. Guzman
et al. [9] analysed the sentiments of commit
comments in the GitHub repository with respect
to four parameters: programming language, day
of the week and time of writing the comment,
geographic distribution of a team and project
approval. Destefanis et al. [10] showed that
politeness in developers’ comments affects the
time to fix an issue.

2.2. Prediction models in bug
repositories

As for the prediction model, Garcia et al. [11]
built a model to predict blocking bugs. This

work is similar to the work on using various
machine learning classifiers for prediction. They
utilized 14 different parameters to discriminate
between blocking and non-blocking bugs and
then compared the efficiency of a decision tree,
Naïve Bayes, kNN, random forest and Zero-R
classifier. They achieved an F-measure of 15–42%
by tenfold cross validation on various different
bug datasets. The prediction analysis described
in this paper is similar to their work. However,
there is a difference in the manner of predicting
the NR bugs that may get fixed in the future.

Shihab et al. [12] addressed the nature of
bugs that get reopened. They used 22 different
factors categorized under four dimensions: (1)
the work habits dimension, (2) the bug report
dimension, (3) the bug fix dimension, and (4)
the team dimension. Their model achieved a pre-
cision of 52.1% to 78.6% and a recall of 70.5%
to 94.1% when predicting whether a bug will
be reopened or not. They also found a comment
text and the last status to be the most influential
factors for predicting the possibility of reopening.
Hewett et al. [13] predicted the time required to
repair software defects. Their model achieved an
accuracy of 93.44% on medical software system
dataset. Guo et al. [14] proposed a statistical
model to predict the possibility of fixing a newly
arrived bug. Their model achieved 68% precision
and 64% recall on the Windows Vista project.
They further validated their model by conduct-
ing a survey among 1773 Microsoft employees.
Zimmermann et al. [15] also investigated and
characterized the reopened bugs in Microsoft
Windows to find the possible causes of reopening
bugs and their impact.

3. Preliminaries

This section summarizes the basic information
about a bug report, sentiment analysis technique
and various machine learning classifiers used in
this paper.

3.1. Bug report

A bug report is a document containing complete
specification related to a bug. A bug report may
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be created by an end user, developer or beta
tester of the software project. A bug report con-
stitutes various predefined meta-fields and free
form textual contents. The predefined meta-fields
include bug id, product, component, operating
system, platform, milestone, severity, version,
status, resolution, reporter, reported date and
time, assigned to, etc. The textual contents in-
clude keywords, summary (or tagline), descrip-
tion and comments. “Summary” refers to the
one-line short definition about the bug. “Descrip-
tion” refers to the complete detailed specification
submitted by the reporter regarding the submit-
ted bug. It forms the main body of the bug
report that generally incorporates the steps to
reproduce the issue. “Comments” refers to the
open discussion by a group of people to discuss
and review the solutions for the reported bug.
This group of people generally comprehends some
expertise in the related area of the bug.

3.2. Sentiment analysis

Sentiment analysis is a technique to extract, iden-
tify or characterize the sentimental content of
a text unit. It assigns a quantitative value rep-
resenting the contextual polarity of the text. To
analyse the sentiments in bug reports natural
language text processing (NLTK) toolkit was
used [16]. NLTK takes a text unit as an input
and performs a two-level classification. Level 1
determines whether the text is neutral or polar.
A text unit may or may not contain sentiments.
If the probability of the lack of sentiment is
greater than 0.5, the text is labelled as neutral.
Otherwise, if the probability of the presence of
sentiments is greater than 0.5, the text is labelled
as polar, and the second level classification is per-
formed to determine whether the text expresses
positive or negative sentiment. The label with
higher probability is finally assigned to the input
text.

3.3. Machine learning classifiers

1. Zero-R: Zero-R (or no rule classifier) is
the simplest classification algorithm. It al-
ways predicts the majority class present in

the training dataset. Although it has no
predictability power, it is useful in the de-
termination of the baseline performance as
a benchmark. In this study, during each fold
of cross validation, the Zero-R classifier pre-
dicts the majority class among NR-to-NR and
NR-to-fix classes during that fold. The indi-
vidual fold efficiencies related to NR-to-fix
class are aggregated to compute the overall
efficiency of the Zero-R classifier for NR-to-fix
class.

2. Naïve Bayes: Naïve Bayes [17] is a simple
probabilistic classification algorithm based
on Bayes’ theorem. It classifies a new record
x = < x1, . . . , xp > to class k that maximizes
the conditional probability:

P (C = k/X) = < x1, . . . , xp >

Under the assumption that the factors are
randomly independent of each other, the
Naïve Bayes classifier can be re-written as:
Here, P (C = k) is known as the class prior
probability and can be approximated with
the percentage of training files marked with
label k. The likelihood or conditional prob-
ability P (xi/C = k) can be estimated with
Nk ∗ i/Nk, where the numerator is the num-
ber of records marked with label k for which
the ith-factor is equal to and the denominator
is the number of records regarded with label k.
The probability P (X = x) is the predictor
of the prior probability and is constant with
respect to the different classes.

3. J48: J48 is the open source Java implemen-
tation of the C4.5 algorithm [18] in the weka
data mining toolkit. C4.5 builds decision trees
from a set of training data in the same way
as ID3, using the concept of information gain
and entropy. The training data is a set

S = s1, s2, . . .

of already classified samples. Each sample
consists of a p-dimensional vector

(x(1,i), x(2,i), . . . , x(p,i)),

where the xj represent attribute values or
features of the sample, as well as the class
in which falls. At each node of the tree, C4.5
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algorithm selects the attribute of the data
that most efficiently splits the samples into
subsets enriched in one class or the other. The
criterion for splitting is the largest normalized
information gain. The attribute with the high-
est normalized information gain is selected
to build the decision. The C4.5 algorithm is
then run recursively on smaller sub lists until
data are classified [17].

4. Random Forest: Random forest [19,20] is
an ensemble learning algorithm for data classi-
fication. It is a meta estimator that makes the
prediction based on the majority vote of the
multitude of decision trees. This classification
algorithm reduces the variance of the indi-
vidual decision trees and makes the classifier
more resilient to noise in the training data
set. For constructing the Random Forests
of m decision trees, m bootstrap samples are
generated from the training data set and each
of them is utilized for training a decision tree.

5. Random Tree: Random decision tree algo-
rithm builds multiple decision trees randomly.
While building a decision tree, the classifica-
tion algorithm picks a “remaining” feature
randomly at each node without any accuracy
estimation procedure (such as cross valida-
tion). A categorical attribute (such as gen-
der) is considered “remaining” if the same
categorical attribute has not been selected
formerly in a particular decision path arising
from the root to the current node of the tree.
A continuous attribute (such as income), on
the other hand, can be selected more than
once in the same decision path. Every time
the continuous attribute is selected, a random
threshold is chosen.

4. NRFixer: proposed architecture

Objective: To find out if there is a possibility
that a bug report currently marked as NR will
get fixed in the future.
Input: To find out if there is a possibility that
a bug report currently marked as NR will get
fixed in the future.
Output: Predicted class: NR-to-fix orNR-to-NR.

Proposed approach: The proposed approach
uses bug reports currently marked as NR to
predict whether it will be fixed in the future
or not. Two prediction models were developed
and are compared. To develop the prediction
model-1, as shown in Figure 1, it extracts eight
bug report meta-fields such as product, com-
ponent, hardware, severity, priority, cc count,
number of comments and keywords to train ma-
chine learning classifiers (Zero-R, Naïve Bayes,
J48, random forest and random tree). Prediction
model-2 additionally uses the extracted parame-
ters namely developer’s sentiments and NR bug
category along with the eight meta-fields consid-
ered in model-1 to train the machine learning
classifiers and predicts the class label (NR-to-fix
or NR-to-NR).

5. Experimental details

In this section, the experimental details for the
prediction of NR-to-fix bugs are presented. For
the Eclipse and Firefox projects, various bug re-
port meta-fields were used for prediction and
five different classifiers were compared. The
classifiers are Zero-R, Naïve Bayes, J48, ran-
dom forest and random tree. In this experiment
a weka toolkit was used. The NR bugs were
investigated and the probability of their fixation
was predicted.

5.1. Dataset

The data for this study were extracted from the
dataset used by Joorabchi et al. [1]. The bug
reports of the Firefox and Eclipse projects were
used for experimentation. The sentiments of a to-
tal of 419 NR bug reports containing 4250 text
units were analysed. In the dataset, a single bug
report contains a varying number of comment
messages which ranges from 1 to 83.

5.2. Experiment parameters

Various meta-fields of bug reports were consid-
ered to determine the fixable NR bugs. All factors
are listed below:
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Figure 1. NRFixer: Prediction model for NR bugs

1. Product: It refers to the general area the
bug belongs to.

2. Component: It refers to the second level
categorization of a product.

3. Hardware: It indicates the computing envi-
ronment where the bug originated.

4. Severity: It describes the impact of the bug.
This field offers options, such as severe, nor-
mal and minor.

5. Priority: The priority field is used to prior-
itize bug reports. The values of the priority
field ranges from P1 to P5 (P1 being the high-
est priority and P5 being the lowest priority
value).

6. CC Count: It defines the number of develop-
ers in the cc list of the bug report. It is usually
the number of developers participating in the
bug report.

7. No. of comments: It refers to the number
of comments made by the developers in order
to resolve the bug.

8. Keywords: It refers to the tags or catego-
rization of bug reports.

Two more parameters were added in the predic-
tion model:
1. Sentiment: It refers to the positive, negative

or neutral value expressed by a textual unit.
2. Category: It refers to the cause category

of the bug. The non-reproducible bugs are
classified into six cause categories namely,

inter-bug dependencies, environmental differ-
ences, insufficient information, conflicting ex-
pectations, non-deterministic behaviour and
others.
Once the aforementioned factors are ex-

tracted, they are used to train various machine
learning classifiers in order to predict the fixable
bugs from the currently NR marked bugs. The
different classifiers used for the prediction of NR
in the case of fixed bugs are discussed in the
following section.

5.3. Evaluation metrics

To evaluate the performance of the prediction
model, standard performance evaluation metrics
was used: precision, recall and F-measure.
1. Precision: It refers to the fraction of relevant

instances retrieved from the total instances
that are retrieved.

Precision = tp

tp + fp

2. Recall: It refers to the fraction of relevant
instances retrieved from the total relevant
instances.

Recall = tp

tp + fn
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3. F-Measure: It refers to the harmonic mean
of precision and recall.

F -measure = 2 ∗ Precision ∗ Recall
Precision + Recall

In the equations, tp represents the number of
positive samples correctly predicted, fp repre-
sents the number of negative samples incorrectly
predicted as positive, tn represents the number
of positive samples incorrectly predicted and fn
represents the number of negative samples cor-
rectly predicted. Table 1 shows the confusion
matrix.

The tenfold cross validation technique was
used in weka to measure the efficiency of NR-
Fixer. When only a limited amount of data is
available, cross validation is used to attain an
unbiased estimation of model performance. In
k-fold cross-validation, data is divided into k
subsets of equal size. Thus the model is built
k times, each time using sets of data for train-
ing the classifier and leaving out one subset as
a test set. In order to reduce the impact of the
class imbalance problem, the dataset re-sampling
technique was used.

6. Experimental results

This section addresses the experimental results
of the six identified research questions (RQs).
The RQs are classified under two research objec-
tives (RO). RO1 explores the sentiments in bug
reports and RO2 investigates the performance of
NRFixer.

6.1. Research objective 1 (RO1):
exploring sentiments in bug reports

This subsection answers four RQs (RQ1–RQ4)
which investigate the sentiments of developers.
Joorabchi et al. [1] claimed that a large pro-
portion of bug reports are marked as NR but
a small part of these NR bugs (approximately
3%) are fixed later. An empirical evaluation of
the sentiments of bug reports was conducted to
investigate the developer’s behaviour towards
R, NR and NR-to-fix bugs. The investigation

results of the sentiment analysis of bug reports
are presented as below.
RQ1. Do sentiments exist in the NR bug
reports? The analysis encompassed 419 NR bug
reports to detect whether bug report discussions
contain any sentiments or not. These reports con-
stituted a total of 4250 text units (419 taglines,
419 descriptions and 3412 commit comment mes-
sages written by software developers). A tagline
contains 5 to 10 words and offers a short summary
of the bug. A description contains detailed infor-
mation about the bug and usually constitutes the
steps required to reproduce the issue. Commit
comment messages contain the developer’s dis-
cussions regarding the steps that may be useful
in bug fixation. The statistics for the sentiment
analysis are shown in Figure 2. The percentage of
the analysed text units which had either positive
or negative sentiments was 65.66%. This confirms
the existence of sentiments in software artefacts,
such as issue reports as stated by [5].

On the other hand, 34.32% text units ex-
hibited no sentiments. In particular, the tagline
field exhibits 67.06% neutral sentiments. This
is because a tagline is a 5 to 10-word descrip-
tion of the bug report and thus it is difficult
for any sentiment analysis tool to extract the
polarity of sentiment in such a small amount of
text. Similarly, the description and comments
exhibit 39.85% and 29.63% neutral sentiments,
respectively. This is due to the fact that these
fields sometimes may contain a lot of technical
code to resolve the issue and thus may lack any
sentiments.
RQ2. What is the difference between sen-
timents of reproducible bugs and NR
bugs? To address this question, two categories
of bug reports were considered: the bug reports
which are marked as NR at least once in their
lifetime and fixed bug reports which are never
marked as NR, which are termed as R. For this
step, 200 R bug reports were considered (two
bug reports from this set contained textual units
in languages other than English and thus were
removed). Finally 198 R bug reports containing
1556 text units (198 taglines, 198 descriptions
and 1160 commit comment messages written by
software developers) were studied in addition
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Figure 2. Sentiment distribution in NR bug reports

to 419 NR bug reports (containing 4250 text
units). Table 2 presents the statistics of senti-
ments in reproducible and NR bug reports. The
results show that the fraction of negative senti-
ments is higher in NR bugs (48.25%) than the
reproducible bugs (29.24%). Also the fraction of
positive sentiments is lower in NR bugs (17.41%)
than the reproducible bugs (20.24%). The results
confirm that developers have negative sentiments
while solving NR bugs. This may be due to the
smaller probability of fixing NR bugs.
RQ3. Do the sentiments of developers
vary in different categories of NR bugs?
To examine this research question, the sentiments
of 419 NR bug reports category wise were anal-
ysed. The NR bug reports are categorized into six
possible cause categories: conflict of knowledge
(32 bug reports containing 320 text units), depen-
dent bugs (83 bug reports containing 979 text
units), environmental settings (129 bug reports
containing 1192 text units), non-deterministic
bugs (16 bug reports containing 149 text units),
precise information required (113 bug reports
containing 1205 text units) and others (46 bug

reports containing 405 text units). The statis-
tics for sentiment analysis is shown in Table
3. It was found out that negative sentiments
dominated in all six categories of NR bugs. The
negative sentiments appear 29.8%–36.24% more
than positive sentiments in different cause cat-
egories. Among the various categories, the en-
vironmental setting contains maximum positive
textual units (18.62%) and the category oth-
ers contains minimum negative textual units
(37.17%).
RQ4. Compare the developer’s sentiments
for the bug report passing through the
stages ‘Newbug-to-NR’ and ‘NR-to-fix’?
To investigate NR-to-fix bugs, 100 bug reports
containing 1648 textual units (100 taglines, 100
descriptions and 1448 textual comments) were
considered, they were initially marked from reso-
lution Newbug to NR and were later marked as
fixed. NR bugs may go through various stages be-
fore being fixed. Stage 1 (Newbug-to-NR) depicts
a bug declared as NR and stage 2 (NR-to-Fix)
depicts NR being fixed. Figure 3 shows the stages
a normal NR bug usually passes through.
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Table 2. Percentage distribution of sentiments in various categories
of NR bug reports

Bug Reports Positive (%) Negative (%) Neutral (%)

Reproducible

Tagline 5.55 16.66 77.77
Description 11.11 22.22 66.66
Comments 24.30 32.59 43.1
Total 20.24 29.24 50.51

Non-Reproducible

Tagline 7.87 25.05 67.06
Description 10.97 49.16 39.85
Comments 19.37 50.99 29.63
Total 17.41 48.25 34.32

Table 3. Percentage distribution of sentiments in various categories
of NR bug reports

Category Positive (%) Negative (%) Neutral (%)
Conflict of Knowledge 16.56 52.18 31.25
Dependant Bugs 15.32 49.23 35.44
Environmental Settings 18.62 51.00 30.36
Non-Deterministic Bugs 16.10 52.34 31.54
Precise Information Required 17.75 47.55 34.68
Others 15.38 37.17 47.43

The investigation was conducted with two
different perspectives. For primary investigation,
the overall positive and negative percentage of
sentiments were searched for in comment mes-
sages during both stages. For secondary investiga-
tion, the change in sentiments during both stages
of each bug report was analysed. To address the
developer’s sentiments during stage 1 and stage
2, the sentiments of 1448 textual comments were
analysed. Table 4 shows the statistics of senti-
ments at different stages of NR-to-fix bugs.

The primary observation during stage 1
(Newbug-to-NR) comprised 511 textual com-
ments and shows that 13.89% comments have
positive sentiments whereas 57.73% comments
have negative sentiments. During stage 2
(NR-to-fix), 937 textual comments were anal-
ysed. At stage 2, the positive percentage in-
creased to 19.10% whereas negative percentage
declined to 47.91%. Thus, it was observed that
during stage 2, the positive percentage of sen-
timents increased by 6% and the negative de-
creased by 10% as compared to the stage 1.
This incline in positivity and decline in nega-
tivity reflect the enhanced confidence of develop-
ers towards bug reports during the NR-to-fix

stage and this optimism leads to fixing NR
bugs.

For the secondary investigation, each bug
report was analysed to find the change in the
positive and negative percentage of sentiments
during both stages. It was observed that there
is an opinion drift in the sentiments of bug re-
ports in Newbug-to-NR and NR-to-fix stages.
The statistics for opinion drift in sentiments dur-
ing the Newbug-to-NR and NR-to-fix stages is
shown in Table 5. This investigation result shows
that overall in 71% bug reports either the neg-
ativity decreased or positivity increased. It was
inferred that during the initial stage of triaging,
the developers were reluctant to solve the bug,
but this reluctance decreased and as a result NR
bugs were fixed.
Investigation summary (RQ1–RQ4). In
RO1, four investigations were conducted in the
context of the sentiment analysis of bug reports.
The investigations confirm that bug reports do
express sentiments. The textual units of NR bugs
are more inclined towards negative sentiments
as compared to reproducible bugs. It has been
also found that there is an opinion drift between
the Newbug-to-NR and NR-to-fix stages. There
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Figure 3. Stages of NR bugs

Table 4. Percentage distribution of sentiments in two different stages
of bug reports: Newbug-to-NR and NR-to-fix

Stage Positive (%) Negative (%) Neutral (%)
Newbug-to-NR(Stage 1) 13.89 57.73 28.18
NR-to-fix(Stage 2) 19.10 47.91 32.87

Table 5. Accuracy of NRFixer using various meta-fields of bug report

Opinion drift % age of bug reports in which Total % age of bugs
Positivity increases Negativity decreases which observed change

Newbug-to-NR and NR-to-fix 46% 62% 71%(before and after declaring NR)

is a significant drift towards increasing positivity
or decreasing negativity in the sentiments of NR
bugs during stage NR-to-fix as compared to the
Newbug-to-NR stage. This confirms the reluc-
tant behaviour of developers while marking the
resolution of a bug report as NR.

The observation of the sentiments of NR bugs
highly inclines towards the positive side, it has
been inferred that we need an automated way
(i.e. prediction model) for judging those NR bugs
that have high chances of being fixed. Further,
the sentiments can be incorporated to enquire
the prediction model’s behaviour. This predic-
tion model will not only build the confidence of
developers, but will also save time, effort and cost
incurred in debugging those bugs which are less
likely to be fixed. Thus the NRFixer framework
was proposed.

6.2. Research objective 2 (RO2):
prediction of the fixability of NR
bugs

In this subsection, the performance of NRFixer
is investigated (refer to RQ5–RQ6). The re-
sults of the research questions addressed in this
study are also presented by comparing the perfor-
mance of five different classifiers: Zero-R, Naïve
Bayes, J48, random forest and random tree.
In this study, 419 NR bug reports containing
4250 textual units were considered for experi-
mentation. Among these bug reports, 319 bug
reports containing 2602 textual units are marked
as NR-to-NR (170 bug reports for Mozilla project
and 149 bug reports for the eclipse project)
whereas 100 bug reports (containing 1648 textual
units) are marked as NR-to-fix (50 bug reports
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Figure 4. Comparing the accuracy of both models for different classifiers

for the Mozilla project and 50 bug reports for
the eclipse project).
RQ5. What is the probability of NR fixing
with the use of different classifiers? To ad-
dress this research question, the performance for
prediction model 1 is evaluated. Table 6 presents
the precision, recall and F-measure achieved by
variousmachine learning classifiers while using the
meta-fields of bug reports, namely product, com-
ponent, hardware, severity, priority, cc count, num-
ber of comments and keywords. For the Firefox
project, J48 presents the best precision, recall and
F-measure values and the component was found
to be the most influencing factor. For the Eclipse
project,NaïveBayes gives the best precision, recall
and F-measure values. In this project, severity
was found to be the most influencing factor.
RQ6. Does the inclusion of the category
of an NR bug and the sentiments of devel-
opers affect the efficiency of a prediction
model? To address this question, the perfor-
mance of prediction model-2 in NRFixer is eval-
uated. Table 7 presents the precision, recall and
F-measure achieved by various classifiers using
the meta-fields of a bug report, namely product,
component, hardware, severity, priority, cc count,
number of comments and keywords along with
the extracted parameters such as the sentiments
of developers and the category of NR bugs. For
prediction model-2, the J48 classifier presents the
best precision value in the Firefox project and
the component was found to be the most influenc-
ing factor. Similarly, for the Eclipse project, the
Naïve Bayes classifier gives the best precision,
recall and F-measure values and severity was
found to be the most influencing factor.

The investigation in RO2 confirms that based
on bug report meta-fields and sentiment related
parameters, it is possible to predict whether the
NR bug will get fixed in the future or not. Among
different projects, Naïve Bayes and J48 machine
learning classifiers achieved the best prediction
performance. Taking into consideration the pre-
cision metric, J48 is the most suitable classifier
for the Firefox project and the Naïve Bayes clas-
sifier is the most suitable one for predictions in
the Eclipse project. Figure 4 depicts the com-
parison of accuracy for both prediction models.
The inclusion of the sentiments and category of
non-reproducible bugs presents better precision
of 2–5%.

7. Threats to validity

In this section, we present the various internal
and external threats to validity in this work.
External validity. In this work, the bug reports
used in experimental evaluation were collected
from two popular projects, Firefox and Eclipse
of open source bug tracking repository, Bugzilla.
Data collected from these projects may vary from
other open and closed source projects. Therefore,
the outcomes from this study may not general-
ize well to other commercial software projects.
Additional studies are required for other closed
source projects or projects that use different soft-
ware processes. Although we have examined large
open source projects which cover a wide range
of products, there may be other projects which
use different software processes. Thus, the results
may not generalize to all of them.
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Table 6. Accuracy of NRFixer using various meta-fields
of bug report

Project Classifier Precision Recall F-measure

Firefox

Zero-R 22.7% 22.7% 22.7%
Naïve Bayes 68% 67.1% 66.6%

J48 70.2% 70.1% 70%
Random Forest 67.3% 67.3% 67.3%
Random Tree 61.8% 61.7% 61.7%

Eclipse

Zero-R 25.2% 25.2% 25.2%
Naïve Bayes 66.4% 65.2% 65.79%

J48 65.1% 64.9% 64.99%
Random Forest 61.3% 61.2% 61.1%
Random Tree 58.6% 58.6% 58.6%

Table 7. Accuracy of NRFixer using various meta-fields
of bug report, sentiments of developers and category of NR bugs

Project Classifier Precision Recall F-measure

Firefox

Zero-R 22.7% 22.7% 22.7%
Naïve Bayes 72.9% 77.5% 75.12%

J48 74.7% 73% 73.84%
Random Forest 66% 66% 66%
Random Tree 62.8% 62.5% 62.3%

Eclipse

Zero-R 25.5% 25.2% 25.2%
Naïve Bayes 68% 65.3% 66.62%

J48 66.9% 65% 65.6%
Random Forest 60.5% 60.5% 60.5%
Random Tree 57% 57% 57%

Internal validity. In this work, it was assumed
that the data obtained from a bug repository
are optimal. However, there is a possibility of
errors or noise in the extracted data, which may
affect the results of this study. To mitigate this
threat, the bug reports used in this study were
obtained from the most widely used projects
of the Bugzilla repository. These projects are
long lived and are actively maintained, hence
it is safe to assume that the extracted data
are acceptable (if not optimal). Also, the used
dataset suffers from a class imbalance problem
and so the re-sampling of dataset was used to
overcome this effect. Moreover, the categories
of NR bugs may be erroneous. But since the
studies related to NR bugs are in their initial
phase, this threat was considered to be minor
and careful cross-checks of the data and the tech-
nique was conducted to eliminate errors in the
best possible way.

Five different classifiers were explored:
Zero-R, Naïve Bayes, J48, random forest and
random tree for the performance evaluation of
NRFixer. However, there are many other clas-
sifiers (such as genetic algorithms [21], neural
network, etc.) and ensemble based techniques
[18] (such as stacking, bagging, boosting) which
have not been explored in this work. Nevertheless,
it is possible that a different set of algorithms
would provide better results for NR-to-fix bug
prediction as compared to the set of algorithms
explored in this work.

Further, in this work, the python NLTK
toolkit was utilized [16] for the sentiment analysis
of textual contents in bug reports. However, there
are many other toolkits available for sentiment
analysis, such as SentiStrength, Stanford NLP,
etc. Jongeling et al. [22] evaluated various senti-
ment analysis tools for software engineering stud-
ies. They observed that sentiments obtained from
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various tools neither agree with each other, nor
with manual labelling. They suggested a need for
a sentiment analysis tool that specifically caters
to the software engineering domain. Therefore,
the results of this study may improve with the
domain specific tailoring of sentiment analysis.
But since such a toolkit is not available, we are
considering one of the most popular sentiment
analysis toolkit, NLTK for experimentation.

8. Conclusion and future work

Non-reproducible bugs are generally frustrating
for developers due to the uncertainty of their
fixation. To minimize this uncertainty, we have
mined the sentiments of textual data present in
the non-reproducible bug reports. Mining is done
for both categories of bug reports NR-to-fix and
NR-to-NR. It was done to find out any clue to
assist the developer during the initial stages of
bug triaging. The study is being carried out at
two different levels. At the first level, the sen-
timents of bug reports were mined and at the
second level framework NRFixer which predicts
the probability of NR bug fixation is proposed.

The first level of the study confirms that
bug reports do express sentiments. It was found
out that the developers possess more negative
sentiments for non-reproducible bugs than re-
producible bugs. As long as bugs are marked
as non-reproducible, the percentage of negative
sentiments is 66% bigger than the reproducible
bugs. This confirms the reluctant behaviour of
developers towards the non-reproducible bugs. It
was also found out that there is a major opin-
ion drift found in the sentiments of NR-to-fix
bugs. In 71% NR-to-fix bug reports, either there
was a decrease in the percentage of negative
comments or an increase in the percentage of
positive comments when the bug is reopened and
is near fixation. This reveals that the developers
may have marked the bug as non-reproducible
erroneously or it could be due to the lack of some
code patch.

The second level of the study deals with the
prediction of the possibility of non-reproducible
bugs getting fixed using NRFixer. It is evalu-

ated with two dimensions. In the first dimension,
we considered various meta-fields of bug report
(prediction model-1). In the second dimension,
the sentiments of developers were additionally
incorporated along with the existing meta-fields
of a bug report (prediction model-2). The results
of this investigation show that NRFixer could effi-
ciently predict bugs marked as non-reproducible.
It was observed that the inclusion of sentiments
in prediction model-2 shows an additional rise
in the prediction accuracy ranging from 2 to 5%
for various classifiers.

For future work, it is planned to explore NR-
Fixer on more machine learning classifiers and
software projects, such as closed source applica-
tions. Work will also be conducted on improv-
ing the performance of NRFixer using ensem-
ble based machine learning techniques. There
are also plans to perform a qualitative analysis
on domain specific NR-to-fix bug prediction us-
ing different textual factors of bug reports. In
addition to this work, a fix suggestion tool for
non-reproducible bugs that could be fixed will
be built.
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Abstract
Bugs are the inevitable part of a software system. Nowadays, large software development projects
even release beta versions of their products to gather bug reports from users. The collected bug
reports are then worked upon by various developers in order to resolve the defects and make the
final software product more reliable. The high frequency of incoming bugs makes the bug handling
a difficult and time consuming task. Bug assignment is an integral part of bug triaging that aims
at the process of assigning a suitable developer for the reported bug who corrects the source code
in order to resolve the bug. There are various semi and fully automated techniques to ease the
task of bug assignment. This paper presents the current state of the art of various techniques
used for bug report assignment. Through exhaustive research, the authors have observed that
machine learning and information retrieval based bug assignment approaches are most popular in
literature. A deeper investigation has shown that the trend of techniques is taking a shift from
machine learning based approaches towards information retrieval based approaches. Therefore, the
focus of this work is to find the reason behind the observed drift and thus a comparative analysis
is conducted on the bug reports of the Mozilla, Eclipse, Gnome and Open Office projects in the
Bugzilla repository. The results of the study show that the information retrieval based technique
yields better efficiency in recommending the developers for bug reports.

Keywords: bug triaging, bug report assignment, developer recommendation, machine
learning, information retrieval

1. Introduction

The explosive growth in size and scale of software
systems has led to the creation of various open
source bug tracking repositories. Bug tracking
repositories gather, organize and keep track of
all the reported bugs. Although, a large number
of bug reports help to make the final software
product error free, it is really challenging for the
bug triager to handle such a large volume of re-
ported bugs. When a new bug is reported, a bug
triager analyses the feasibility of bug to verify
if the reported bug is not a mere duplicate and
contains enough information to be reproduced.
If the bug is found to be feasible, it is assigned
to a developer for resolution. For effective bug
resolution, it is extremely important to assign
the reported bug to a suitable developer. Bug

assignment is an integral part of bug triaging
whose goal is the process of assigning a suit-
able developer to the reported bug. The assigned
developer performs various checks and changes
in the source code to rectify the reported issue.
The selection of a suitable developer for the bug
report is a challenging process as it significantly
affects time and cost incurred in the project.
Thus, it is imperative to make an appropriate
developer assignment who is an expert in the
area of the reported bug.

In the past, software projects were small
in size and the count of bugs was minimal. In
those days, it was possible for the bug triager
to perform developer assignment manually but
with passing time software projects grew in scale
and size. Subsequently, software projects became
more complex and in the current scenario, it has
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become really cumbersome for the bug triager
to be aware of the expertise of all the develop-
ers in a triaging team. To ease the task of the
bug triager, various semi and fully automated
bug assignment approaches have been proposed
in the literature. These approaches gather the
information related to developer expertise from
various sources and utilize it to make developer
recommendations. However, the availability of
a huge amount of bug assignment approaches
appeals for a comprehensive overview.

At present there is no in-depth and focused
survey available specifically in the area of bug
triaging. It has been observed that only J. Zhang
et al. [1] and T. Zhang et al. [2] reported short
discussions on bug triaging in their broad cate-
gory survey on bug handling. This paper per-
forms a systematic, in-depth and focused lit-
erature survey on bug triaging. In this paper,
75 papers from peer reviewed, refereed confer-
ences and journals published during years 2004
to 2016 are summarised in an organized manner.
The existing approaches are classified into seven
categories: machine learning (ML), information
retrieval (IR), auction, social network, tossing
graphs, fuzzy set and operational research based
techniques. The authors further perform an anal-
ysis of these approaches in two perspectives: cu-
mulative frequency distribution and year wise
trend analysis. In addition, they compare the
identified bug triaging techniques inferred from
analytical analysis to find the best bug triaging
technique.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 presents the anatomy of a bug report
and its life cycle. Section 3 describes the system-
atic survey process. Section 4 reviews the work
on bug report assignment and presents a compar-
ative study on two most popular bug assignment
techniques. Section 5 concludes this paper and
provides some interesting future research direc-
tions.

2. Anatomy of a bug report

A bug report is a detailed record constituting
a full description related to a bug discovered

in any software. It is generally created by the
customers, users, developers or testers of software
system. A decent bug report ought to comprise
three underlying components:
1. Steps to replicate the bug.
2. What is the reporter expected to see?
3. What did the reporter actually see?

A bug report constitutes a collection of vari-
ous categorical and free form textual data. The
categorical data (or meta-fields) constitute fields,
such as bug id, product, component, resolution,
status, version, priority, creation date, operat-
ing system. The free form textual fields contain
keywords, summary, description and comments
posted by the developers for discussing a proba-
ble solution for fixing the bug report. Figure 1
shows an instance of a bug report in the Mozilla
project.

Throughout its lifetime, a bug report goes
through a number of stages. Various fields, such
as status and resolution, vary many a times.
When a bug is reported, the status of bug report
is marked as New. The triager then assigns the
bug to a developer and its status is marked as
Assigned. The developer then fixes the issue and
the bug is marked as Resolved. If the tester finds
the fix to be correct, the bug is marked as Verified
and if not, it is Reopened. After the verification
of the bug, it is Closed. At the Resolved status,
there are multiple resolutions such as Fixed, Du-
plicate, Won’t Fix, Non-reproducible and Invalid.
Figure 2 shows the basic life cycle of a bug report.

3. Systematic review process

This section presents the survey process used in
this work. The guidelines of the systematic lit-
erature review (SLR) by Kitchenham and Char-
ters [3] were used in this work.

3.1. Survey process

The review process was started with an initial
search where the renowned journals and confer-
ence proceedings which contained papers con-
cerning bug triaging were selected. Other used
materials encompassed even e-sources relevant to
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Figure 1. An instance of bug report

Opened New Assigned Resolved

Reopened Verified

Closed

FIXED
INVALID
WONTFIX
DUPLICATE
NON-
REPRODUCIBLE

Figure 2. Life cycle of a bug report

software engineering: IEEExplore, ACM Digital
library, Google scholar, Citeseer library, Inspec,
ScienceDirect and EI Compendex. Selecting such
venues ensured that the selected articles meet
worthy standards.

To further ensure that no important papers
in bug assignment are missed, certain keywords
closely related to bug report assignment were
identified in the articles obtained from the above
venues. A google search was performed to find the
identified keywords: bug triaging, bug fixing, bug
resolution, bug report assignment and bug AND

developer recommendation. These keywords were
intentionally broad enough to cover as many arti-
cles as possible, although many were less relevant
to the present scope of the study. After perform-
ing the preliminary keywords and venue search,
the studies that propose new bug assignment
algorithms were identified. A large number of pa-
pers in the keyword search also resulted in papers
other than bug report assignment, such as bug du-
plication, bug localization, severity/priority pre-
diction. All such papers were excluded from this
review. After reviewing the titles, abstracts and
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Table 1. Distribution of reviewed papers among various sources

Type Acronym Description No. of papers

Journal

JSEP Journal of Software: Evolution and Process 3
JSS Journal on Systems and Software 2
JSW Journal of Software 2
TSE IEEE Transaction on Software Engineering 2

Others 7
Total 16

Conference

APSEC Asia Pacific Software Engineering Conference 2
ESESC/FSE European Software Engineering Conference/ ACM 3

SIGSOFT Symposium on the Foundations of Software Engineering
ICSEA International Conference on Software Engineering Advances 2
ICSE International Conference on Software Engineering 5
ICPC International Conference on Program Comprehension 2
ICSM International Conference on Software Maintenance 3
ICT-KE International Conference on ICT and Knowledge Engineering 2
MSR Mining Software Repository 7
PROMISE International Conference on Predictive Models in Software Engineering 2
SAC ACM Symposium on Applied Computing 3
SEKE International Conference on Software Engineering and Knowledge

Engineering
2

ESEM International Symposium on Empirical Software Engineering
and Measurement

3

COMPSAC International Conference on Computers, Software and Applications 2
Others 21
Total 59

TOTAL PAPERS (16 + 59) 75

skimming through full articles wherever required,
finally 75 papers were reviewed in this study.
Each paper was thoroughly verified to assure
its the correctness and relevance. Table 1 enlists
the distribution of papers across various sources
concerning bug report assignment. The venues
at which only one surveyed paper was published
are grouped together in the “Others” category.

3.2. Inclusion and exclusion criteria

This paper surveys the articles meeting the fol-
lowing inclusion and exclusion criteria:

Inclusion criteria:
1. Papers must relate to developer assignment

in bug repositories.
2. Papers must describe the methodology and

experimental evaluation of proposed algo-
rithms.

3. Papers must be published in peer reviewed
journals and conferences.
Exclusion Criteria:

1. Papers that are duplicates of similar work.

2. Papers that do not describe the methodology
and experimental evaluation.

3. Papers that are not published in peer re-
viewed venues.

3.3. Related surveys

In the past, J. Zhang et al. [1] and T. Zhang
et al. [2] performed surveys closely related to
this work. These surveys cover all the stages
of bug handling, i.e. bug report analysis, bug
triaging and bug fixing as shown in Figure 3.
Short discussions related to all these stages were
carried out in their respective studies. However,
a comprehensive overview on each individual
stage of bug handling is still missing. This paper
focuses on the second stage of bug handling, i.e.
bug triaging (or bug report assignment). Bug
triaging is an integral stage of bug handling which
focuses on the selection of a suitable developer
for bug fixing. Hence, this work presents the first
large-scale, in-depth, and focused study of bug
report assignment. J. Zhang et al. [1] reviewed
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Figure 3. Classification scheme for bug handling process

14 papers whereas T. Zhang et al. [2] reviewed
21 papers related to bug report assignment in
their respective studies. The range of surveyed
papers covered in this work is larger than in these
earlier works. This investigation encompassed the
reviews of 75 papers on bug report assignment.
It covers papers published before July 2016..
Hence, this study is more comprehensive and
up-to-date as compared to the other surveys.

3.4. Research contribution

The following new research contributions differ-
entiate this work from the prior studies:
1. This paper presents the first in-depth, sys-

tematic and focused survey on bug triaging
considering 75 papers from peer reviewed,
refereed conferences and journals published
during years 2004 to 2016.

2. Inference drawn from the systematic litera-
ture review illustrates ML and IR to be the
most popular bug triaging techniques. Thus,
a comparison of these popular techniques was
done to identify the best bug triaging tech-
nique.

3. The paper presents the experimental results
of the empirical analysis of two four scale
open source projects, Mozilla, Eclipse, Gnome
and Open Office of the Bugzilla repository.

4. Bug report assignment

Numerous researchers proposed different bug as-
signment approaches to semi or fully automate

the developer recommendation process. Bug as-
signment approaches can be classified by the
methodology used in the recommendation pro-
cess. It can be divided into two broad categories:
activity profiling of developers [4–8] and location
based techniques [9,10]. The general idea behind
the activity profile based techniques is to develop
an expertise profile of each developer by using
topic modelling. A list of topics is made on the
basis of historically fixed bug reports and a mem-
bership score is computed for each developer with
respect to each topic. This score represents the
involvement of a developer in a particular topic
in the past. For any new bug report, the topics
are extracted and the developer with maximum
score corresponding to the obtained topics is
recommended. The activity profiling of develop-
ers suffers from two major problems: a) Obso-
lete profiles after some time, b) The developers
switch teams or new developers are added, which
changes the developer profiles to a major extent
thus reducing the recommendation accuracy after
some time. However, the high efficiency achieved
by activity profile based approaches when the
profiles are updated cannot be overlooked.

The location based bug triaging techniques,
on the other hand, locate the source code files
that need to be updated in order to resolve the
issue. The developers who had earlier worked
upon these files are considered to be suitable for
further updating of these files. These approaches
usually make use of the version control repository
of the project and thus the data source is more re-
liable. However, the two-level predictions, firstly
the source code files that need to be changed in
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• Machine Learning,
• Information Retrieval,
• Tossing Graphs,
• Fuzzy Sets,
• Euclidian Distance.

• Machine Learning,
• Topic Model,
• Expertise Based Models,
• Tossing Graphs,
• Social Networks.

• Machine Learning,
• Information Retrieval,
• Tossing Graphs,
• Fuzzy Sets,
• Social Networks,
• Topic Model,
• Auction based model,
• Operational Research.

J. Zhang et al. [1] J. Zhang et al. [2]

Present study

Figure 4. Classification categories in different studies

order to fix the bug and secondly the developer
choice, limit the accuracy of the location based
approaches as compared to the activity profile
based approaches. Therefore, the activity pro-
file based approaches are more popular for bug
report assignment in industry.

4.1. Classification based on
popular techniques

J. Zhang et al. [1] conducted their study in 2015
and identified bug triaging into five categories:
machine learning, information retrieval, tossing
graphs, fuzzy set and the Euclidean distance.
T. Zhang et al. [2] conducted their study in 2016
and identified bug triaging into the categories:
machine learning, topic model, tossing graphs,
social networks and expertise model based tech-
niques. In this study, seven categories for bug
report assignment were identified after careful
inspection. The categories considered first are
the ones which were present in both studies, i.e.
machine learning and tossing graphs. Next, the
papers related to topic modelling and the ex-
pertise based model in the category information
retrieval were added. The categories which are

present in either of the previous studies, i.e. fuzzy
sets and social networks, were also considered. In
addition, two new categories were identified: auc-
tion based techniques and operational research
(OR) based approaches. Further, the OR based
category include the work related to the areas:
Euclidean distance, genetic algorithm and greedy
optimization. Hence, after a systematic evalua-
tion of literature, finally seven categories for bug
report assignment were inferred: machine learn-
ing, information retrieval, auction, social net-
work, tossing graphs, fuzzy set and operational
research based techniques. Figure 4 shows the
classification categories considered in different
studies. Among the seven identified categories,
machine learning and information retrieval based
techniques are automated and the others are
semi-automated. The literature was classified
and reviewed under these seven heads as follows:
Machine learning based approaches (see
Tab. 2). These approaches train a supervised or
unsupervised machine learning classifier with bug
reports fixed in the past and then use it for the
selection of prominent developers for new bug re-
ports. Cubranic et al. [11] presented one of the few
initial bug report assignment approaches based on
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supervised machine learning classification. They
considered the report developer assignment as
a text classification problem and trained the ma-
chine learning classifier using the tokens obtained
from a textual description of fixed bug reports.
They correctly classified 30% of Eclipse bug report
assignments using supervised Bayesian learning.
Xuan et al. [12] highlighted a drawback resulting
from the deficiency of labelled bug reports in bug
repositories. They first labelled all the unlabelled
bug reports using a combination of Naïve Bayes
and the Expectation Maximization algorithms
and then used the labelled data for training
machine learning classifiers.

Anvik et al. [13] recommended to use eight
information sources for developer assignment in
contrast to the usage of tokens obtained only
from a textual description of bug reports. They
proposed to use the textual description, compo-
nent, operating system, hardware, version, de-
veloper who owns the code, current workload of
developers and developers actively participating
in the project to select a prominent developer
for a new bug report. They classified bug reports
using the support vector machine algorithm and
obtained 57% precision for the Eclipse project
and 64% precision for the Mozilla project [14]. Al-
though, the inclusion of eight information sources
augmented the proficiency of bug assignment se-
lection, sometimes it is still not probable that all
the designated eight parameters from each bug
tracking system will be obtained.

For instance, large open source bug reposi-
tories do not distribute the data concerning the
workload of their developers. Thus, it is not al-
ways practical to incorporate all the eight fields.
Anvik et al. [15,16] extended their work in order
to equate various machine learning classifiers,
such as Naïve Bayes, Support Vector Machine
(SVM), C4.5, Expectation Maximization, Con-
junctive Rules and the Nearest Neighbour (NN)
algorithm. Their experimental results exhibited
that SVM is the most efficient tool for bug as-
signment. Similarly, Lucca et al. [17] compared
k-NN, SVM and the probabilistic model for bug
report assignment.

Bhattacharya et al. [18] surveyed the influ-
ence of different dimensions on bug report as-

signment. They studied how different dimensions
such as the choice of a classifier, feature selection,
the inclusion of tossing graphs and incremental
learning affects bug triaging. Their investigation
showed that the Naïve Bayes classifier and the
product-component pair as the parameters and
the inclusion of tossing graphs along with in-
cremental learning are the best suited dimen-
sions for bug triaging. Their approach achieved
significant reduction in tossing lengths. Hu et
al. [19] presented a developer-component-bug
based bug triaging framework, BugFixer. Xuan
et al. [20] focused on the problem of using large
datasets for bug assignment, thereby increas-
ing the computation time and complexity of
different algorithms. They utilized the combi-
nation of feature and instance selection algo-
rithms to choose a dataset for the training of
a classifier. Their results demonstrated that scal-
ing down the dataset significantly diminishes
the computation complexity and also increases
the classification accuracy. Xia et al. [21] pro-
posed DevRec, a dual analysis model which
consists of bug report (BR based) and devel-
oper (D based) analysis. DevRec is tested on
five large projects: GNU, Compiler Collection,
Open Office, Mozilla, NetBeans and Eclipse. The
precision@5 and precision@10 of DevRec vary
from 21.00% to 31.96% and 13.31% to 18.59%,
respectively [22].

Machine Learning based approaches consider
bug report assignment as a single-label learn-
ing problem. In the previous studies, Naïve
Bayes is the most popular classifier in ma-
chine learning based approaches and it is ex-
tensively experimented on in the bug reports
of the Bugzilla repository.

Information retrieval based approaches
(see Tab. 3). These approaches consider bug re-
ports as documents and transform them to fea-
ture vectors which are then processed for optimal
developer assignment. These approaches work on
the principle that developers with similar exper-
tise towards a certain kind of bugs are proficient
enough to solve the new bug report of a similar
kind. These techniques consider developer’s past
expertise towards historically fixed bug reports
so as to select a prominent developer.
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Moin et al. [23] presented an n-gram based
string matching algorithm for bug triaging in
the Eclipse JDT project. They transformed the
historically fixed bug reports to n-gram tokens.
The proposed an approach which matches the
n-grams of a new bug report to the n-grams of
historically fixed bug reports and allows to find
the related fixed bug report. The developer who
had fixed the historically similar bug report is
designated for the new bug report as well. Matter
et al. [4] utilized vocabulary obtained from the
source code contributions of developers to build
a term-author matrix. Each entry in the matrix
represents the frequency of term with respect
to a developer. This frequency is considered the
expertise of a particular developer with respect
to a particular term. For a new bug report, the
vocabulary obtained from the textual description
of new bug report is matched with the vocabulary
of the term-author-matrix and a developer with
the highest expertise is designated for the new
bug report. Similarly, other researchers used the
smoothed unigram model [24], latent semantic
indexing [7,25,26], similarity computation [27,28],
vector space modelling [28–30] and topic or term
modelling approaches [5, 6, 31–37] for developer
recommendation. Ahsan et al. [25] implemented
dimensionality reduction using feature selection
and latent semantic indexing in the expertise
matrix.

Somasundaram et al. [38] merged information
retrieval with a machine learning based technique
for effective developer recommendation. They re-
viewed three algorithms, SVM-TF-IDF (Support
Vector Machine–Term Frequency–Inverse Docu-
ment Frequency), SVM-LDA (Latent Dirichlet
Allocation) and LDA-KL (Kullback Leibler Di-
vergence) and determined LDA-KL to be most
effective for developer selection. Shokripur et
al. [39] mined information from the version con-
trol repository of the project to propose a lo-
cation based technique for bug triaging. Unlike
other approaches, they did not utilize the in-
formation obtained from bug tracking systems.
Their approach allowed data to be used in new
projects also as the underlying data used for rec-
ommendation which does not get obsolete after
some time.

Shokripur et al. [9] used only the index of
unigram noun terms for bug triaging. They con-
cluded that using only unigram noun terms short-
ens the token index and does not affect the recom-
mendation accuracy. They associated the noun
terms with the source code files of the project and
then fetched developers who had earlier worked
on the linked files for recommendation. Time
based expertise decay is also efficient for devel-
oper selection in bug report assignment [40–43].
The knowledge of a developer degrades with time.
Hence, the calculation of developers’ expertise
should also comprise time usage as a factor for
frequency normalization. This normalization low-
ers the weight for terms that were previously used
and keeps the training data updated. This capa-
bility of information retrieval based techniques
makes them popular for optimal bug report as-
signment.

The information retrieval based approaches
consider the developer’s expertise for bug re-
port assignment. They utilize a large number
of the meta-fields of bug reports along with
tokens obtained from textual contents. Term
frequency modelling is the most popular IR
based bug assignment approach.

Auction based approaches (see: Tab. 4). Hos-
seini et al. [44] proposed an auction based tech-
nique for developer recommendation in bug repos-
itories. Upon receipt of a new bug report, the
bug triager auctions off the bug report to de-
velopers. The software developers who want to
work on the auctioned bug report bid to gain it.
The bug report is assigned to one of the inter-
ested developers on the basis of their bids and
current workload status. These techniques are
advantageous as the chances of success in such
approaches are high as the bidders themselves
desire to take the responsibility for fixing the
bug. Such approaches usually benefit by moving
the style from ‘doing the job right’ to ‘doing the
right job’. However, they usually suffers from time
delays as the time required for suitable developer
assignment is long.

The auction based approach leads to a slower
developer assignment process. However, this
increases developer’s confidence towards
a bug.
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Social network based approaches (see
Tab. 5). A social network refers to the network of
social interactions and personal relationships. So-
cial network approaches utilize the relationships
between developers and bug reports for the selec-
tion of a suitable developer. They compute the
developer expertise based on various influencing
factors of the network. Various past studies used
social network based approaches for bug report
assignment [45–49].

The social network based approaches are a re-
cent development in bug triaging. They con-
sider various parameters for decision making
and additionally incorporate complex compu-
tations in bug triaging task.

Tossing graph based approaches (see
Tab. 6). In a normal scenario, a bug triager as-
signs a bug report to a software developer who
makes source code changes in order to fix the bug.
If the assigned developer is not able to resolve
the bug, then a new developer is assigned for the
bug report. Such a process of switching over the
bug to new developers is known as bug tossing.
Bug tossing is a major problem in bug triaging
as approximately 93% of bug reports are tossed
at least once in their lifetime [50]. Various re-
searchers propose the use of tossing graph based
approaches for bug report assignment in the lit-
erature [50–52]. These approaches consider the
historical tossing chains illustrating the switching
of developers in the past. For a new bug report,
the developer is selected on the basis of previous
expertise and then tossing chains are checked to
identify the most suitable developer.

The tossing graph based approaches help
to significantly reduce tossing path lengths.
They use various bug meta-fields and topics
obtained from textual parameters for similar-
ity calculation and then use historical tossing
chains to find the most suitable developer.

Fuzzy set based approaches (see Tab. 7).
Fuzzy sets are sets whose elements have de-
grees of membership. Fuzzy set based bug
triaging approaches compute the expertise (or
membership score) of developers with respect
to various topics obtained from bug param-
eters. Tamrawi et al. [53, 54] proposed the
fuzzy set based approaches in the past. These

approaches formulate the term frequency val-
ues of IR based approaches into fuzzy set
memberships. When a new bug report arrives,
matching tokens are obtained and the corre-
sponding membership scores are aggregated.

The fuzzy set based approaches use the fuzzy
set theory in which the most descriptive terms
characterizing each developer are collected
and then used to measure the suitability of
a developer for a new bug report.

Operational research based approaches
(see Tab. 8). Bug report assignment is an NP
hard problem. Hence, different practitioners and
researchers have used mathematical techniques,
such as greedy optimization, genetic algorithm,
the Euclidean distance, to resolve the problem
of bug report assignment. Niknafs et al. [55] pre-
sented a study on using the genetic algorithm
and the multi criteria decision making technique
in the personnel assignment problem. Rahman
et al. [56] proposed the usage of the greedy opti-
mization technique for developer assignment in
bug tracking systems. Xia et al. [21] proposed
a machine learning based approach for bug as-
signment where the similarity between developer
and bug report is calculated using the Euclidean
distance. Panagiotou et al. [57] proposed the
STARDOM approach for bug report assignment
and concluded that the analytic hierarchy process
(AHP) should be used for the profile construction
of developers and for the ranking of developers.

The operational research based approaches
utilize mathematical models for bug report as-
signment. However, scalability issues in such
models for large scale open source projects
are still questionable.

4.2. Key observations

In this work, the authors have reviewed 75
research papers published during the years
2004-2016. As a result seven categories of bug
assignment approaches have been identified. The
categories, as mentioned earlier, are: machine
learning, information retrieval, auction based,
social network, tossing graphs, fuzzy set and
operational research based techniques. Based on
this in-depth survey, this study is analysed from
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two perspectives: the frequency wise distribution
of techniques and the year wise distribution of
each technique.
– Frequency wise distribution of each bug
assignment technique: In this perspective,
the popularity of all bug triaging techniques
identified in this study was analysed. The
frequency of each technique was accumu-
lated and the cumulative frequency distribu-
tion was developed. The resultant histogram
is presented in Figure 5b. A similar analy-
sis was performed on the papers from the
existing surveys [1, 2]. The frequency dis-
tribution of techniques in their studies is
shown in Figure 5a. The conducted analy-
ses show, Figure 5a and 5b, that the ma-
chine learning and information retrieval based
techniques are most popular for bug assign-
ment.

Another analysis was done in order to check the
year wise trend of the bug assignment techniques
in the last two decades.
– Year wise distribution of each bug as-
signment technique: a) From the above
analysis, ML and IR were identified to be
the most popular techniques among all cate-
gories of bug triaging. To further analyse the
on-going trend among the popular techniques,
the year wise frequency distribution of ML
and IR based techniques was plotted. Figure
6a shows the year wise frequency distribu-
tion of ML and IR based techniques in the
existing study [2]. Since, J. Zhang et al. [1]
surveyed very few papers on bug triaging, the
trend analysis will not give any significant
insights. Hence, it is believed that this sur-
vey is not useful for this analysis. Figure 6b
represents the year wise trend analysis of ML
and IR based techniques in the current study.
It was observed that there is a considerable
trend shift from ML to IR. Researchers pre-
fer to use the IR based technique for bug
triaging.

To further examine the reason behind this trend
shift, an empirical study on two most popular
techniques, ML and IR for bug triaging, was
performed.

4.3. Comparative study of machine
learning and information retrieval
techniques

To evaluate the efficiency of the machine learn-
ing and information retrieval based techniques,
the techniques based on the bug reports of four
large scale popular projects of Bugzilla repository,
Mozilla, Eclipse, Gnome and Open Office, were
applied. Bugzilla is the most popular open source
bug repository used by many varied size software
projects. The projects selected for the compara-
tive study contain large number of bug reports
and are widely used in Bugzilla. They have been
developed for years and thus now they are aged.
This increases the confidence of researchers in the
use of these projects for experimental evaluations
in their work.

The datasets for the comparative study were
collected from the issue tracking system (ITS)
of the Mozilla, Eclipse, Gnome and Open Office
projects. Bug reports submitted over the span
of 6 years (from January 01, 2011 to December
31, 2016) were collected in this study. Only bug
reports with their resolution marked as fixed
and the status marked as resolved, verified or
closed were extracted. This extraction scheme
will ensure the presence of developers who had
actually fixed the bug. In this study, four most
important bug meta-fields were used: component,
severity, priority and operating system. These
parameters are selected as they contain the most
important information related to a bug and are
extensively used in literature [13,77]. Moreover,
these fields generally do not contain any missing
values for both fixed and new bug reports. This
allows enough training and testing tokens for op-
timized bug report assignment. Initially, a total
of 68,904 bug reports was obtained for all the
four projects (20,483 bug reports for the Mozilla
project, 39,758 for the Eclipse project, 6,326 for
the Gnome project and 2,337 for the Open Office
project). The collected bug reports were fixed
by 3,301 unique developers (1,218 developers for
the Mozilla project, 1,342 for the Eclipse project,
611 for the Gnome project and 130 for the Open
Office project).
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(a) Past studies

(b) Present study

Figure 5. Frequency distribution

For pre-processing, the bug reports in which
the assigned-to field was unspecified were re-
moved. In the Bugzilla repository, there are de-
velopers who had fixed few bugs. The inclu-
sion of such developers would deteriorate the
model performance so the parameter was fur-
ther tuned, (N ≥ 10), i.e., the number of bug
reports fixed by a developer in the past. Hence,
finally a total of 59,448 bug reports were ob-

tained for all four projects (15,017 bug reports
for the Mozilla project, 37,425 for the Eclipse
project, 4,947 for the Gnome project and 2,059
for the Open Office project). The pre-processed
bug reports were fixed by 940 unique developers
(267 developers for the Mozilla project, 505 for
the Eclipse project, 140 for the Gnome project
and 28 for the Open Office project). Table 9
shows various details of the datasets used for
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(a) Past study (T. Zhang et al. [2])

(b) Present study
Figure 6. Year wise distribution

comparison: start date, end date, number of col-
lected bugs, number of distinct assignees (or de-
velopers), number of bug reports with N ≥ 10,
number of assignees who have fixed more than
10 bug reports in the past, unique number of
tokens in various meta-fields of bug reports,
such as component, severity, priority and op-
erating system. A total 500 fixed bug reports
randomly selected from each project were used
for testing.

For the machine learning based classification,
the use of four machine learning algorithms was
investigated: Naïve Bayes, J48, Random tree and
Bayes Net. These algorithms were selected as

they covered different categories of supervised
machine learning algorithms. The Weka toolkit
was used for experimentation. Table 10 shows
the results of the 10-fold cross validation of the
machine learning based approach. Different clas-
sifiers achieved the best classification accuracy
among different projects. For instance, in the
Mozilla project the J48 classifier obtained the
best classification accuracy of 44%, whereas the
Naïve Bayes, Random Tree and Bayes net clas-
sifiers achieved 35%, 40% and 39% accuracy, re-
spectively. Similarly, for the Eclipse project J48
and Random Tree obtained the best classifica-
tion results of 44% accuracy. For the Gnome
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Table 9. Dataset Details

Mozilla Eclipse Gnome Open Office
Start Date 01/01/2011 01/01/2011 01/01/2011 01/01/2011
End date 31/12/2016 31/12/2016 31/12/2016 31/12/2016
#bug reports collected 20,483 39,758 6,326 2,337
#assignees 1,218 1,342 611 130
#bug reports (N>=10) 15,017 37,425 4,947 2,059
#assignees(N>=10) 267 505 140 28
#component 367 498 400 100
#severity 7 7 7 6
#priority 5 5 5 5
#operating system 27 30 11 28

project, the J48 classifier obtained an accuracy
of 53% and for the Open Office project the
Random Tree classifier achieved the best accu-
racy of 45.2%. Overall, it was found out that
a single classifier could not be declared as the
best one for all the projects and different classi-
fiers perform variably for different projects. How-
ever, it was observed that tree based classifiers,
J48 and Random Tree are best suitable for bug
report assignment.

For the information retrieval based technique,
the term frequency (TF) based approach was
used as it is most widely used in the literature
[5,6,40]. First a term-author-matrix was created,
M [i, j], from the tokens obtained from the dif-
ferent meta-fields of bug reports (component,
severity, priority and operating system). In the
term-author-matrix, M denotes all the unique
developers, i are authors and all the values in
the various tokens in the meta-fields of a bug
report are considered as terms, j. Each entry
in the matrix represents the frequency, fij of
developer, i with respect to a term, j. Frequency
fij represents the expertise of a developer, i with
respect to a term, j based on the work done
by the developer in the past. Figure 7 shows
an instance of a term-author-matrix. In the fig-
ure, gui, general, regression represents various
distinct terms (or tokens) obtained from the var-
ious meta-fields of bug report and pollman, jaze
and rick are the developers in the bug repository.
The numeric values in the matrix represent the
expertise values of developers while w.r.t. the
terms in the past fixed bug reports.

To identify a suitable developer for a new
bug report, its terms are extracted from the

meta-fields and are considered as a search query.
Columns from term-author-matrix matching the
terms in the search query are extracted. To cal-
culate the final expertise score for each devel-
oper, the frequency values of each developer
are aggregated. The developer with a higher
score is considered to be suitable as they have
more expertise in the areas of the new bug re-
port. Table 10 shows the results of the top-k
(k = 5 and 10) recommendation list sizes in the
informational retrieval based approach. In the
Mozilla project, the achieved maximum accuracy
is 52% for the top-10 list size. Similarly, the
maximum achieved accuracy is 49.6%, 72% and
87% for the Eclipse, Gnome and Open Office
projects, respectively.

Comparing the results of the machine learn-
ing and information retrieval based techniques,
it was found out that the information retrieval
based techniques yield better accuracy as com-
pared to the machine learning based technique.
Thus, information retrieval is a better technique
for activity profile based bug report assignment
approaches. In the Mozilla project, the J48 ma-
chine learning algorithm gives 44% accuracy
which increases by 6% for the top-10 recommen-
dation list in information retrieval. Similarly, in
the Eclipse, Gnome and Open Office projects
the accuracy of the information retrieval based
technique is significantly higher than in the ma-
chine learning based approach. This supports the
view that the information retrieval based tech-
nique achieves better accuracy and thus there
is a trend shift in bug assignment approaches
from the machine learning based techniques to
the information retrieval based technique.
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Terms
︷ ︸︸ ︷

gui general regression

Developers/
Authors





Pollman 8 6 5 Expert values of
Jaze 4 1 8 developers w.r.t.
Rick 3 4 2 terms

Figure 7. An instance of term-author-matrix

Table 10. Classification accuracy of Machine Learning and Information Retrieval algorithms

Mozilla Eclipse Gnome Open Office

Machine Learning

Naïve Bayes 35% 33% 43% 44.2%
J48 44% 44% 53% 42.3%
Random Tree 40% 44% 52% 45.2%
Bayes Net 39% 35% 47% 44.2%

Information
Retrieval

Top-5 47% 45.2% 60% 62%
Top-10 52% 49.6% 72% 87%

5. Conclusion and future work

Bug report assignment is a time consuming and
tedious task for a bug triager. This paper presents
a review and classification of 75 research pa-
pers in the area of automated bug assignment.
Seven categories of bug assignment approaches
have been identified in this study. The identified
categories are machine learning, information re-
trieval, auction, social network, tossing graph,
fuzzy set and operational research based tech-
niques. We systematically organized 75 surveyed
papers in one of the seven identified techniques
of bug triaging. Further, we analysed the sur-
veyed papers in two perspectives: the frequency
wise distribution of techniques and the year wise
distribution of each technique. Interesting facts
are captured in this analytical study. First, the
machine learning and information retrieval based
techniques are most popular for automatic bug
report assignment. Second, the current trend of
bug assignment approaches is shifting from ma-
chine learning to the information retrieval based
techniques.

To examine the reason behind this shift,
an empirical study was performed on the ma-
chine learning and information retrieval based
bug triaging technique. The study was done
on real time, large scale, open source projects,
Mozilla, Eclipse, Gnome and Open Office. The

results of the analysis showed an increase of
up to 12.8% in the efficiency for the top-5 list
size in the information retrieval based tech-
nique. Thus, the information retrieval based tech-
niques are the best choice for bug triaging. The
possible reasons for this shift are better effi-
ciency, ability to consider the current expertise
of developers and the ability to cooperate with
other techniques.

Although a high volume of literature is avail-
able in the area of automated bug assignment,
there is still a deficiency of a technique which
presents an acceptable efficiency to be used in
the real time environment. There are three ma-
jor difficulties in bug handling. a) Sheer volume
of information available in bug repositories, b)
collaborative work by developers for bug rectifica-
tion, and c) continuous evolvement of project or
software systems. These difficulties lead to a se-
ries of open issues in bug assignment approaches,
such as profiling new developers, maintaining up-
dated profiles, workload balancing, assignment
of reopened bugs and most importantly the reli-
ability of the data in bug tracking repositories.
In the future, we plan to implement an informa-
tion retrieval based technique which considers
the time-based expertise computation and to
test it on a large dataset considering a huge
number of developers as is the case in real time
environment.
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